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6/12/98  #1    HATONN

WHAT  ARE  YOU

GOING  TO  DO?

Are you going to take your pop-guns and go shoot some

people?  Are you going to do a sit-in in some intersection?

What are you going to do as things look more and more

critical in downturn?  The Big Boys are just waiting for you

to do something totally foolish for mass consciousness is

something they can count on—insanity of the masses.  You

know, one man breaks a store window and everybody loots.

I’m a bit sorry, Dharma, that I ask that we sidetrack

from our ongoing series to offer a couple of things from the pile of

Reality Hits Home?
What Will You Do When

Eleventh-Hour Food For Thought
(Please see Eleventh-Hour Food For Thought,  p.25)

INSIDE  THIS  ISSUE
The News Desk, p.2

The Idea-Battle Of Good Versus Evil, p.7
When God Reveals Himself To His Human Children, p.9

The Burning Of Central America, p.12

Common Sense About Upcoming Disasters, p.22
Notes On Politics And Money Matters, p.22

Latest Reminders As Earth Changes Happen, p.23
The Decline Of The West, p.31

Hidden �Jewish� Parasites; Zion�s Trojan Horse, p.32
Soltec: You Are ALL Mighty Spiritual Beings! p.39

U.S. And Other Nations Placing Sanctions On Yugoslavia, p.13
Health Warnings And Related Notes, p.14

Lanto: �Disasters� Provide Great Teaching Tools, p.42
Visions Of A Future After Earth Changes, p.44

Survival  Means  Out-Thinking Crooks  In  High  Places, p.47

Fallen  Angels  &  Serpent  People
Part II:  When  Continents  Submerge, p.15

Latest New Releases: Rise Of Antichrist  Vols. 1-4, p.50
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The  News  Desk
6/13/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

U.S.  USED  NERVE  GAS
DURING  VIETNAM  WAR

All 16 Americans were
wounded but got out alive

From the INTERNET, 6/7/98: [quoting]
The United States used lethal nerve gas

during a mission to kill American defectors in
Laos  dur ing  the  Vie tnam War  in  1970,
according to the results of an eight-month
investigation broadcast Sunday on the premiere
of NewsStand: CNN & Time.

The report was based on interviews with
200 people, including dozens who fought or
flew on the mission, called Operation Tailwind.

Retired Adm. Thomas Moorer, a Vietnam-
era  ch ie f  of  nava l  opera t ions  and  former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told CNN
that the Nixon White House’s national security
team had to approve use of the nerve gas, and
that the CIA had partial  responsibil i ty for
Operation Tailwind.

He confirmed that nerve gas was used, and
acknowledged in an off-camera interview that
the mission’s  target  was indeed American
defectors.

For more info:
Just milligrams of sarin nerve gas can kill.

<“valley.of.death.reax/index.html>

[In another article, on the Net, a later story
about Admiral Moorer’s above statement has
him backing down from his statement above—
hegdging his confirmation in such a way that
he isn’t sure about what he stated as fact.  The
elite got to him!!—Dr. Al]

At the time, Nixon had pledged the United
States to a policy of “no first use” of nerve
gas.  The American government had also signed
a treaty restricting chemical weaponry, though
the Senate had not ratified it.

In a companion story to the NewsStand
report appearing in the latest issue of Time
magazine, a Pentagon official said the Army
“has found no documentary evidence to support
CNN’s claims that nerve gas of any type was
used on Operation Tailwind.”

INCIDENT  TOOK  PLACE
IN  SEPTEMBER  1970

[Here’s the “rest of the story” they don’t
want you to know!!—Dr. Al]

NewsStand’s investigation reveals that on
September 11, 1970, a “hatchet force” of 16
U.S.  so ld ie rs  and  approximate ly  140
Montagnard mercenaries helicoptered 60 miles
deep into Laos from a Vietnamese base, Dak
To.

The Montagnard are a group indigenous to
the central mountains of Vietnam.

These  so ld iers  were  par t  of  SOG—the
Studies and Observations Group—a small, elite
unit of the U.S. Special Forces.

SOG commandos  car r ied  out  “b lack
operat ions”  agains t  unusual  targets ,  us ing

unusual  weapons.   On Operation Tailwind,
officers were briefed that anything in the non-
nuclear U.S. arsenal would be available to them.
That  arsenal  included a  weapon known as
“sleeping gas”.

Accord ing  to  mi l i ta ry  of f ic ia l s  wi th
knowledge of the operation, that “sleeping gas”
was, in fact, a nerve gas known as sarin—the
same gas that was used in the attack on a
subway in Tokyo on March 20, 1995.  The
military name for the nerve gas was GB.

‘HATCHET  FORCE’
EQUIPPED  WITH  GAS  MASKS

Tailwind’s commander, U.S. Army Capt.
Eugene McCarley, told CNN that he equipped
all his men with M-17 gas masks—masks that
are designed to protect against nerve gas.  The
men also carried atropine, a nerve gas antidote.

A few days before the hatchet force was
deployed,  a  reconnaissance team had been
scouting the area in Laos, looking for defectors.
Jay Graves, a reconnaissance team leader, saw
what  he  ca l led  “ roundeyes” ,  meaning
Caucasians, in a village base camp.  He radioed
the sighting back to his superiors.  Graves was
told to stay hidden and wait.

Jim Cathey, who was a U.S. Air Force non-
commissioned officer in charge of resupply for
the SOG commandos,  also was in the area
before the hatchet force team dropped in. He
spent five hours closely observing the village
base camp.  Like Graves, he spotted what he
believes were Americans in that village base
camp.

“I  be l ieve  tha t  there  were  Amer ican
defectors in that group of people in that village,
because there was ... no sign of any kind of
restraint,” he said.

From the time the SOG commandos were
put  on  the  ground,  they  were  in  cons tant
firefights.  By the third day, more than half the
commandos were wounded and getting low on
ammunition.

According to military officials, during the
evening, American planes gassed the camp with
deadly sarin, using a special weapon, CBU-15,
a cluster bomb unit designed to drop the nerve
gas.

The next morning, the hatchet force attacked
the  camp,  k i l l ing  more  than  100  people ,
according to McCarley and other  Tailwind
veterans.

PLATOON  LEADER:
DEFECTORS  WERE

TO  BE  KILLED

1st  Lt .  Rober t  Van Buski rk ,  a  p la toon
leader, spotted two Caucasians.  They ran from
him and slid into a spider hole.  Convinced
they were defectors, Van Buskirk threw a white
phosphorous grenade down the hole.   Van
Buskirk believes he killed both of the men.

“It was pretty well understood that if you
came across a defector, and could prove it to
yourself beyond a reasonable doubt, do it, under
any circumstance, kill them,” Van Buskirk said.
“It wasn’t about bringing them back.  It was to

kill them.”
The commandos, firing automatic weapons

and tossing grenades, wiped out the camp in
approximately 10 minutes.

John Singlaub, a former SOG commander,
told NewsStand that it could be more important
to the survival of U.S. troops to kill defectors
than enemy soldiers because the defectors’
knowledge of communications and tactics “can
be damaging”.

Montagnard fighters reported to their U.S.
superiors that there were bodies of people who
“look like Americans” dead in the village’s
huts.  Van Buskirk and other SOG commandos
say no bodies were identified and no bodies
were brought out.

Several  former senior  mil i tary off icials
confirmed to CNN that eliminating defectors
was Tailwind’s objective, but McCarley denies
that was the mission’s purpose.

“We weren’t looking for any village,” he
said.  “We stumbled upon it by accident.”

SARIN  ALSO  USED  ON
ENEMY  TROOPS

After the camp was overrun, the hatchet
force prepared to evacuate.  But enemy troops
were gathering on a ridge line with anti-aircraft
guns.  Desperate, the SOG commandos called
for gas and put on their gas masks.

Two A-1 Skyraider  p lanes  dropped the
special  sarin-fi l led weapon CBU-15 on the
enemy positions.

The  e f fec t  o f  the  gas  was  immedia te .
Ta i lwind  ve te rans  descr ibe  enemy t roops
convulsing and throwing up.  “I don’t think too
many of them got up and walked away,” said
Tailwind veteran Michael Hagen.

Many of  the American and Montagnard
commandos had lost or damaged their masks
during the four days of fighting.  They describe
mucus coming from their membranes, vomiting
and convulsing—all classic signs of nerve gas
exposure.

But  the  SOG force  go t  a  mi lder  dose
because the down draft from the helicopters
coming to rescue them dispersed the gas.  All
16 Americans, though wounded, survived the
operation.

“ h t t p : / / h u b c a p . c l e m s o n . e d u / ~ e e m o i s e /
bibliography.html/”, Edwin Moise Bibliography
of the Vietnam War, “http://students.vassar.edu/
~vietnam/” >, The Wars for Viet Nam, “http://
www.vhfcn.org/stats.htm”

BANKERS  THINKING  ABOUT
COMPUTER  CHIPS
UNDER  THE  SKIN

AS  AN  OPTION
IN  THE  FUTURE

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 6/6/98: [quoting]

One of the most recent comments in the
press about bio-implantable microchips was in
the April 27, 1998 issue of Time magazine in
a lengthy article called “The Big Bank Theory”
by Joshua Ramo.  Discussing the future of
money, the article said, “...For starters, you can
send money over the Internet encoded in an e-
mail instead of sending a check.  This saves
you the trouble of balancing the checkbook at
the end of the month, and it gives you the
option of transferring the money from wherever
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you want: mutual fund, money market, even an
old-fashioned checking account. Your daughter
can store the money any way she wants—on her
laptop, on a debit card, even (in the not too
distant future) on a chip implanted under her
skin...”  [End quoting]

Oh!  What a nice, handy little gadget—with
which to hang us and our freedoms.

TENS  OF  THOUSANDS
FORCE  CHINA  TO  REMEMBER

TIANANMEN  SQUARE
MASSACRE

From the INTERNET, 6/5/98: [quoting]
The Electronic Telegraph reported that in a

driving rain in Hong Kong yesterday tens of
thousands of demonstrators protested in the first
large-scale anti-Beijing rally since the former
British colony was handed over to China.  The
massive demonstrations commemorated the June
4, 1989 massacre in Tiananmen Square where
hundreds if not thousands of pro-democracy
students were killed by Chinese troops and
tanks.  The organizers of the event broadcast on
large banks of video screens a live telephone
l ink  f rom New York  wi th  ex i led  Chinese
dissident Wang Dan.  [End quoting]

That event should be kept in mind as China
positions for further political clout worldwide.

MULTIDRUG-RESISTANT
TB REPORTED ON THE
INCREASE GLOBALLY

From the INTERNET, 6/5/98: [quoting]
After surveying 35 nations, the World Health

Organization has found that multidrug-resistant
s t ra ins  of  tubercu los i s  a re  on  the  r i se ,
particularly in former Soviet republics.  TB has
reemerged as a significant international health
problem in part because people with AIDS are
especially susceptible to the disease.  The report
also said that using drugs improperly to treat
TB can  quick ly  promote  the  evolu t ion  of
bacteria that are impervious to medications.
[End quoting]

Expect far worse than this soon!!

SEVERE  WIND  STORMS
AND  EARTH  CHANGES!!

The following is my own words:
Art Bell (on his radio talk-show, 6/9/98)

said he has had reports of very severe wind
storms in the western part of Michigan where
the weather man stated that the storm pushed
the jet stream down to the ground [normal
altidtude: above 30,000 feet] and was a steady
130 mph—not funnel winds like hurricanes and
tornados—winds like Hatonn had warned us
would happen (with winds over 200 mph, which
would be far worse).  It caused power outage
to 640,000 people—the worst power outage ever
for that power company.  Some people were
without power for 6 days.  It blew down houses
and tore off roofs of many buildings, blew
down 2-foot-diameter trees, etc., to the tune of
many millions of dollars of damage.

On TV, on 6/9/98, also, they announced that
Hong Kong had severe flash flooding from 14
inches of rain in 16 hours.

It looks like we’d better be prepared for any
emergency since these severe weather patterns
are  a l l  over  the  g lobe  and volcanism and

ear thquakes  a re  increas ing  exponent ia l ly .
Furthermore the news media are doing a very
poor job of informing us, purposely.

The forecast for the immediate future from
Gordon-Michael Scallion and some of the Indian
elders are warnings of impending disasters
starting July 1998.  These elders—who have
never spoken out publicly before—told Art that
they felt compelled to ask him for the airtime
to warn the people.

Don’t  forget  that  Hatonn and the
Rainbow Masters have been giving us urgent
warnings recently, also.

According to Scallion, the Sun’s magnetic
poles are reversing and this is causing the
Earth’s magnetic poles to shift and also reverse.
Mt.  St .  Helens is  giving warning s igns of
erupting again, as is Mt. Rainier in Washington,
very soon.  Many volcanos are ready to go off
all over the world and especially in the Ring of
Fire.  The media are not reporting volcanos that
are already active.  There is a warning for
severe damage and changes along a line from
Sal t  Lake Ci ty ,  Utah through Bakersf ie ld ,
California, and on to the coast, very soon.

What Zecharia Sitchin calls the 12th planet
i s  go ing  to  be  a  major  fac tor  in  these
destructions,  according to reports.   This is
caused  by  the  huge  mass  of  th i s  p lane t
approaching so near to Earth—which happens on
a cycle of roughly every 3,600 years.

As regular CONTACT readers know, this is
a part of regular cycles of pole shifts, tectonic
p la te  movements  and  mass  des t ruc t ion  as
Mother Earth recycles—only this time it is the
end of a grand cycle and Mother Earth is being
reborn into a higher dimension.

The warnings are coming from many sources
to be prepared for very severe circumstances—
including also war and financial—to fall upon
us very, very soon.  PLEASE TAKE HEED!!

As an after-thought—could the recent grain
elevator explosion have been sabotage to do
away with a lot of food??

TWO  COMETS
SLAMMED  INTO  THE  SUN

From the INTERNET, 6/5/98: [quoting]
Scientists from NASA said that one comet

hi t  the Sun Monday and a  second one hi t
Tuesday causing a gas eruption or Coronal Mass
Ejection to spew out from its interior.  The
comets passed within about 30,000 miles of the
solar surface and through the solar atmosphere.
NASA said the eruptions were directed away
from the Earth and would not pose a danger to
Earth or orbiting astronauts and satellites.  [End
quoting]

Also on 6/9/98 Art Bell reported that the
Ear th  i s  rece iv ing  heavy  bombardment  of
abnormal rays from the Sun.  We are already
into the transition period of Mother Earth.  The
ride is going to get fast and wild from here on
in.  HOLD ON!!  This is the time of Mother
Earth’s graduation transition.

PRESIDENT  CLINTON  PUSHES
FOR  MOST   FAVORED

NATION  STATUS
FOR  CHINA,  WHO  HAS

MISSILES  AIMED  AT  U.S.

From the INTERNET, 6/5/98: [quoting]
The Clinton administration is seeking to

provide China with a permanent status of most
favored nation for trading at a time when the
Chinese government shows no regret for its
human rights violations and when revelations
are coming out about how the Chinese military
has influenced American politics.  Earlier this
month CNN reported that U.S. military officials
confirmed that 13 of China’s 18 long-range
nuclear missiles are still  aimed at the U.S.
Lately, evidence points increasingly to potential
Chinese aggression towards Taiwan after Hong
Kong was returned from Britain last year. Today
the Washington Times reported that a Chinese
ship with weapons materials and electronics is
on its way to Pakistan’s major nuclear weapons
laboratory.  [End quoting]

Again, we all need to keep in mind that
China is a force to be reckoned with.

PHONE  SCAM

From the INTERNET, 6/5/98: [quoting]
I  rece ived  a  te lephone  ca l l  f rom an

individual identifying himself  as an AT&T
Service Technician who was conducting a test
on our telephone lines.

He s ta ted that  to  complete  the  tes t  we
should touch nine (9), zero (0), the pound sign
(#)  and then  hang up .   Lucki ly ,  we were
suspicious and refused.  Upon contacting the
telephone company we were informed that by
pushing 90# you  give the requesting individual
full access to your telephone line, which allows
them to place a long distance telephone call
billed to your home phone number.  We were
fur ther  in formed tha t  th i s  scam has  been
originating from many of the local jails and
prisons.  I have also verified this information
with UCB Telecomm.

Please beware.  This sounds like an Urban
Legend—IT IS NOT!!!   I further called GTE
Security this morning and verified that this is
definitely possible.

DO NOT press 90# for ANYONE.  The
GTE Security department requested that I share
this information with EVERYONE I KNOW!!!
Could you PLEASE pass this on.  If you have
mai l ing  l i s t s  and/or  newsle t te rs  f rom
organiza t ions  you  a re  connec ted  wi th ,  I
encourage you to pass on this information.
[End quoting]

Seems to me I put this story in this column
a while back but it’s certainly worth repeating.

EVERY  TELEPHONE  IS
TAPPED  BY  THE

GOVERNMENT

From the INTERNET,  by Worth Baldwin,
6/8/98: [quoting]

I have a confession to make: I have been
withholding some vital information that is of
extreme importance to the American Patriotic
Movement.  I have withheld publication of this
story because, until now, I had no independent
confirmation.

The background is as follows: several years
ago (in early 1990, a friend of mine, who I will
call Warren, told me a fantastic tale.  It seems
that Warren has a friend who, about five years
earlier (i.e.,  circa 1985), had worked as an
engineer with AT&T.  Warren’s friend was
assigned to design a small portion of a giant
new telecommunications system for the Federal
Government.  After working on this project for
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about a year, Warren’s friend started to have
serious misgivings about the systems he was
designing.  The deeper he got into the project,
the more disturbing and sinister i t  seemed.
Finally, the horrible truth became too obvious
to ignore: the system AT&T was designing was
intended to put  a ful l- t ime,  24-hour-a-day,
i l legal wire tap  on every telephone in the
United States!  This diabolical invasion of
privacy was to be accomplished by routing all
t e lephone  ca l l s  th rough a  g ian t  cen t ra l
processing center, where high-speed computers
would “listen” to and record each and every
call.  If the computer detected certain “key
words” or “key phrases”, the recording would be
“flagged” for later analysis by Federal agents.
If no such “keys” were detected, the call would
be erased.

The system also provided for  remotely
activating the microphones in a telephone
handset, thus effectively “bugging” any home
[emphasis mine] that Government agents might
desire.   This procedure is called making a
telephone “hot on the hook”.

Being a man of some integrity and principle,
Warren’s friend confronted his bosses at AT&T,
telling them that the project they were embarked
upon was illegal, unethical, and immoral.  They
seemed genuinely surprised that anyone would
even bother  to  consider  such fac tors ,  and
promptly fired Warren’s friend.

Obviously,  the al legat ions made by my
friend Warren were appalling and terrifying.
However,  I  had no way to either prove or
disprove them.  Recently, however, other writers
with access to inside intelligence sources have
provided detailed confirmation of what I was
told in 1990.

Fi rs t ,  Donald  McAlvany,  Edi tor  of  the
MCAlvany Intelligence Advisor, has stated in
his January 1993 issue that “Phones can now be
made ‘hot  on  the  hook’  ( i . e . ,  tu rned  in to
microphones even when hung up and not in
use).

According to a 1992 report by the General
Accounting Office entitled FBI ADVANCED
WIRETAPPING TECHNOLOGIES POSE
WIRETAPPING CHALLENGES,  “ i t  i s  the
in tent ion  of  the  FBI  to  tap  a l l  phones  in
America.”

Additional confirmation now comes from the
pages of a brand new 1994 book entitled Prince
of Darkness: Antichrist and the New World
Order, by well-known Canadian author Grant
Jeffrey.  In Chapter 6 of Prince of Darkness,
ent i t led “The Assaul t  on Your Freedoms”,

Jeffrey states:
“Most people still innocently believe that

their phone calls are private.  Unfortunately,
Government  agenc ies  wor ldwide  possess
sophisticated surveillance equipment that can
record your phone calls without directly tapping
your phone.  All long distance calls are routed
through central stations and satellites back to
Earth.  The National Security Agency and its
sister agencies in other Western countries now
moni tor  every  s ingle  phone ca l l ,  fax ,  and
electronic mail transmission in the world.

A BBC te lev is ion  spec ia l  repor t  on
intelligence and the British government’s use of
the “Dictionary” program revealed the massive
monitoring of phone calls.

Obviously,  i t  is  impossible to l is ten to
millions of simultaneous phone calls, faxes, and
electronic mail messages.  Nor is it necessary.
A huge array of sophisticated machines records
millions of microwave telephonic voice and
digital computer signals passing through the air.
The signals are downloaded to a group of Cray
IV super  computers  tha t  comple tes  an
instantaneous word analysis.  The “Dictionary”
computer program listens for specific words
from a list of three hundred selected key words,
numbers, or addresses.  All calls that do not
include these key words are immediately erased
wi thout  be ing  l i s tened  to  by  a  human.
However, if any of these key words appear, the
computers will download that phone call for
later human analysis.”

Universal monitoring of phone calls and
other electronic transmissions has therefore now
been confirmed by sources no less prestigious
than the U.S. General Accounting Office and the
British Braodcasting Company.  Of course, here
in America, such routine monitoring of private
telephone conversations is as illegal as it is
a t roc ious .   Such  prac t ices  v io la te  an t i -
wi re tapping  laws ,  as  wel l  as  the  Fourth
Amendment  to the U.S. Constitution ,  which
guarantees that Americans shall be free from
warrantless “unreasonable searches”, stating that
“The right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be
violated.”

To computer  screen bi l l ions  of  pr ivate
telephone conversat ions without  benefi t  of
warran t  o r  even  probable  cause  cer ta in ly
constitutes a violation of the Fourth Amendment
so huge and hideous that it can scarcely be
conceived.  [End quoting]

Just assume that the elite know everything
tha t  they  want  to  know
about you because if they
don’t  know i t  r ight  th is
minute they can have it in
a very short time if they
want it bad enough—and I
do mean everything.

SUBSISTENCE
VOTE

TELLS  ALL

From THE DAILY
NEWS ,  Anchorage ,  AK,
let ter  to editor,  5/31/98:
[quoting]

I t  i s  a  sad  day  for
Alaskans when the s ta te
Senate votes to let the feds

take control of our fish and game management.
I t  jus t  shows what  a  bunch of  t ra i torous ,
c rooked  and  immora l  po l i t i c ians  we  have
running our state government.  It’s time to
throw the rascals out!  —Gordon Hodgson,
Aleknagik

SUBSISTENCE  IS
ABOUT  LIVING

There are so many people whom I have
known and  l ived  a round who have  been
dependent on a subsistence lifestyle.  I was
raised that way when I was a child living in the
Bush.  My parents fed the family with fish
caught from the river we lived near.  We ate
moose meat and other types of wild game.  We
never starved.  There were no stores nearby to
shop at, and if you were lucky enough to finally
get to a store, it was to stock up on the much-
needed basics, like flour.  There was no fresh
meat to choose from, as there is here in town.
To stay alive, people caught their food and
shared it with others who were in the same
position as they were.  And what wasn’t eaten
was used in many ways.

That  was more than a  decade ago,  and
nothing has changed since. Villages are where
you find most of the people who depend on
subsistence to survive. Not far out of town are
individuals and families who need the extra help
of subsistence living to get by.  Taking away
their rights to survive will put more people on
welfare and cause proud,  honest  people to
become criminals just to feed themselves and
those dependent on them.

Letting subsistence stay in the hands of
people who need it the most is what it really
should come down to. The right to live freely
should be respected and treated fairly. Getting
the federal government tied up in what is truly
an Alaska lifestyle for thousands would be the
biggest mistake the state has made.

Who knows more about subsistence than
those who live that way?  Keep subsistence
hunting and fishing in the hands of Alaskans.

It’s more than who has the right to do what
where; it’s about living.  —Jadeen L. Davis,
Anchorage  [End quoting]

This  taking away a  person’s  abi l i ty  to
survive without their direct control is exactly
what they are after.  This is the sly way to
control a people and a planet.

WHOSE  OX  GORED?

From THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 6/3/98,
letter to editor, [quoting:]

EDITOR:
I am writing you in regard to an article May

14 which appeared in J.C. Press entitled “Gore
rallies support for DUI standard.”

I recall not long ago an article that appeared
in the National Enquirer which told of Abbie
Gore’s drunken mother-in-law being involved in
a motor vehicle accident and of old Tipper Gore
verbally assaulting the arresting officer with
much profanity and gutter language.

Meanwhi le ,  Abbie  runs  to  the  proper
authorities and gets the charges reduced from
DUI to a lesser charge.  So I ask you, what
does this tell you about these bumpkins?  I
assume it all depends on whose ox is being
Gored.  —R.G. Donnelly  [End quoting]

Laws aren’t made for the elite—only for

Use what talents you possess:

the woods would be

very silent if no

birds sang there

except those that

sang the best.

—Henry Van Dyke
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their slaves!

THE  OPPRESSED

From THE SUN TIMES,  letter  to editor,
5/22/98: [quoting]

For  the  las t  few weeks  we  have  been
bombarded  wi th  accounts  of  the  50 th
anniversary of the formation of Israel.  All
portrayed its development in sympathetic tones
and hailed its struggle.  Yet all accounts failed
to present the catastrophe of the Palestinian
people, who were dispossessed and deprived of
their  land and forgotten for  50 years ,  and
remembered only as terrorists while the Israelis
were portrayed as the victims.

A picture [May 15] shows Israeli police
kicking a  young Palest inian protest ing the
Israeli occupation and humiliation.  It is tragic
to see this  happen today while  we are al l
financing with our tax dollars the development
of the Israeli state.

What is more ironic is that it comes on the
same day Israel i  Pr ime Minis ter  Benjamin
Netanyahu re jec ted  the  la tes t  peace  p lan
compromise offered to  the Palest inians by
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright.

The world was condemned when it stood in
silence and allowed the Holocaust to take place.
Are  we  repea t ing  our  s tand ,  wi th  the
Palestinians being the victim?—S. Nakib, Loop
[End quoting]

Sorry  to  say  tha t  i s  bas ica l ly  what  i s
happening and will continue to happen to us all
unless WE stop the elite.

NICHOLS  JURY  SPLIT
ON  FIRST  VOTE

From THE FRESNO  BEE, 6/1/98: [quoting]
When 12 jurors took their first  vote on

Terry  Nichols’  fa te  in  the  Oklahoma Ci ty
bombing, it was 10-2 for acquittal, the Rocky
Mountain News reported Sunday.

The initial vote stunned the two men who
voted for conviction, triggering 41 hours of
deliberations over the next six days.

“I couldn’t believe it,” recalled Tim Burge,
a brewery worker.  I was like, man, did I miss
something here or what.”

Todd Fockler ,  a  geophys ic i s t ,  sa id  he
persuaded fellow jurors to review the evidence.

Nichols, 43, is scheduled to be sentenced
Thursday.  He was convicted in the April 19,
1995, bombing that killed 168 people.  [End
quoting]

[Sender’s comments: I was amazed by what
happened.  Who were these two men; and what
kind of training did they have to cause those
ten other people to do a complete 180?  They
all heard the same trial before going into that
jury room.  Something very interesting was at
work there.

What do you make of it?]
I think she has similar suspicions to what I

have,  which are :  there  was poss ibly  some
“beaming” into the jury room or some other
form of mind control going on.

NEW  WORLD  ORDER  OR
GLOBAL  NUTHOUSE?

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

A report to the Environment Committee of

the European Parliament argues that intestinal
gasses emitted by cows cause global warming.
Bovine flatulence, described in the report as
“methane from enteric fermentation of livestock”
poses a dire threat to the world because it
accounts  for  15  percent  of  the  so-ca l led
“greenhouse gasses” that are allegedly warming
the planet that globalists want to rule.

EP members take the report quite seriously
and have called for “urgent research” to find a
cow diet less likely to cause planet-destroying
flatulence.  [End quoting]

It sounds to me like they have picked the
wrong sources for these foul gases.  I would
highly suspicion that the main source is the
f la tu lence  f rom the  mouths  of  the  NWO
gangsters and their political puppets.

U.S.  ELITES  STILL
SWOON  FOR  MARX

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

For a glimpse of just how far left America’s
ruling class really is, take a look at the New
York Times, the unofficial inhouse newsletter of
U.S. elites.  Long the standard-setter in art,
en te r ta inment ,  and  pol i t i cs  for  Amer ica’s
cosmopolitans, the Times last month celebrated
the  150th  anniversary  of  Kar l  Marx’s
Communist Manifesto by publishing a lengthy,
sycophantic paen describing the book as “an
extraordinary piece of writing, an enduring
masterpiece that immediately catches up readers
in its transpersonal force and sweep”.  [End
quoting]

They’ve  been  the  mouth-p iece  for  the
Commies  for  decades—another  source  of
flatulence.

ANOTHER  HATE-CRIME  HOAX

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

Virginia Beach, Virginia, basketball coach
Glenn Veasy pleaded guilty to painting anti-
Black messages on school property and making
threatening, racist phone calls. Not the brightest
c r imina l  a round,  Veasy ,  h imse l f  Black ,
misspelled the word “school” and painted the
messages in his own distinctive handwriting.
He confessed, then called a press conference to
recant the confession.  Eventually he pleaded
gui l ty  and  got  a  suspended  sen tence  tha t
includes 200 hours of community service and
counseling.  After sentencing, he claimed that
he had been framed.  [End quoting]

The elite are most famous for setting up the
problems and then demanding that we solve
them wi th  the i r  methods—giving  us  more
“chains to wear” in the process.

SET-ASIDE  SCAM

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

The real purpose of racial set-asides for
government  cont rac ts  was  exposed  by  the
Forward Times  of Houston, a Black-owned
newspaper.  Despite deliberate and probably
illegal efforts by the mayor’s office to keep the
information secret, the newspaper revealed that
during the past two years some 70 percent of
city service contracts set aside for Blacks went
to just five “insider” firms runs by politically

wel l -connec ted  fo lks .   Among the  Black
subcontractors for a $200 million project at
Houston’s airport were attorneys who already
work for the city, a former city councilman and
a state senator.  [End quoting]

The law was never really intended to help
the minorities.  It was a smoke screen for the
elite and they use their minority “patsies” to
pad their own pockets.

APPROVED  FRAUD

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

The Justice Department has announced that
i t  wi l l  implement  a  po l icy  of  be ing  less
aggress ive  in  pursuing  Medicare  f raud by
hospitals, which cost taxpayers an estimated
$20.3 billion last year.  This is the result of
heavy pol i t ica l  pressure  f rom the  hospi ta l
industry and some captive congresspersons, who
had demanded a halt  to Medicare antifraud
efforts.  [End quoting]

Of  course—it ’s  the i r  buddy medica l
personnel who are ripping us off.  You can bet
your life they go after the goyim, however.

GOP  PROPOSES  BUDGET  HIKE

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

The  budget  proposa l  f rom the  GOP-
controlled Senate Budget Committee increases
federal spending from $1.67 trillion in 1998 to
$1.73 trillion in 1999.

Meanwhi le ,  Republ ican headquar ters  in
Washington keeps sending out fundraising letters
to the gullible rank-and-file about how they’re
going to reduce federal spending.  [End quoting]

Do you really expect anything different from
a bunch of lying gangsters??

WHITE  HOUSE  WHISPERS

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

TAXING  EXPENSES

The federal government has approved the
fo l lowing  v i ta l  expendi tures ,  which  were
de termined  more  impor tan t  than  le t t ing
taxpayers keep the money they earned:

* $100,000 to  recover  a  ship f rom the
bottom of Lake Champlain.

* $1.5 million for “closed captioning” so the
deaf  can  en joy  the  s leazy  Jerry  Spr inger
television show.

PC  CALCULATIONS

The Treasury Department calculates that
smoking costs the United States $130 billion a
year in health-care spending and shortened work
lives.   The figure is  being used to bolster
demands for new taxes on cigarettes to pay for
additional anti-smoking efforts.

The government refuses to perform a similar
cost-benefit analysis of AIDS, and to use those
findings to regulate deadly and contagious
homosexual activity.

RACIST  WASTE

Vice President Al Gore is pressuring the
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Small Business Administration to double the
number of loan guarantees to companies run by
Blacks.  Besides its breathtaking racism, the aid
i s  to  go  only  to  those  who cannot  ge t
commercial credit.

Gore is essentially urging SBA to incur
more losses that taxpayers will have to cover.
[End quoting]

And how much of these funds do you think
wi l l  be  b lackmai led  back  in to  the i r  own
pockets??  You know: “I’ll get you a loan—
IF!!”

AP  STRIKES  AGAIN

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

Assoc ia ted  Press  cont inues  to  po l lu te
American political discourse with disinformation
and misleading stories.  Two recent examples
include an AP story that described the puny .30
cal .  M-1 Carbine as a  “powerful” mil i tary
weapon, and another that described a North
Carolina community as hospitable to extremists
because only Whites lived there.

Now from AP comes a story on government-
imposed automobile air-bags that have killed
more than 60 people and maimed many others.
The story by reporter Catherine Strong implied
that under pressure from the victims’ families,
the  government  wi l l  propose  “ tough” new
standards on the auto industry for testing the
killer bags.  The story posits tension between
victims and carmakers, with the government as
a stem paternal referee.  But in reality, it was
the government—at the prodding of safety gurus
Ralph Nader and Joan Claybrook that forced
automakers to use one-size-fits-all air bags,
which the industry warned might be unsafe for
children and small adults.  In this case, the
interests of automakers and motorists are on the
same side.  [End quoting]

The auto industry is never really on the side
of the motorist—they’re always on the side that
they think benefits them.

BIG  DISEASE,  BIG  SALARIES

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS ,  June
1998: [quoting]

Thanks  to  U.S .  t axpayers ,  the
gruppenfuehrers of the AIDS industry are doing
as well, if not better, than federal officeholders.
Financial disclosure statements filed with the
IRS by nine of the top federally-funded AIDS
organizations show that the officers are getting
fat ,  s ix-figure salaries while AIDS victims
complain about a lack of money.

“The money isn’t going to the people who
need i t ,”  said Rep.  Tom Coburn,  R-OK, a
physician.  “At a time when direct services and
medically necessary care is  being severely
curtailed, many AIDS charity executives have
put  l ining their  own pockets  above saving
lives,” Cobum said.

Here are the salaries of top AIDS honchos,
according to published reports: Jerome Radwin,
CEO of  Amer ican  Foundat ion  for  AIDS
Research, got paid $191,729 in 1996; Mark
Robinson, executive director, Gay Men’s Health
Crisis (NY), got $144,782; Addie Guttag, the
group’s deputy executive director, got $139,337;
Michael  Weinste in ,  pres ident  of  the  AIDS
Healthcare Foundation, got $126,548, (the group
employs  f ive  o thers  earn ing  more  than  $

100,000 each); Jim Graham, executive director
of  the  Whi tman-Walker  Cl in ic  for  AIDS
patients, got $143,690.  [End quoting]

Would you expect the medical profession—
that brought you AIDs—to not pay themselves
handsomely for treating you.

PARALEGAL  PREDICTS  HE’LL
CLEAR  CHARGES

He was accused of intimidating a judge.

From THE Bakersfield Californian ,  6/98:
[quoting]

A Bakersf ie ld  man indic ted  on  federa l
charges of intimidating a U.S. District Court
judge  pred ic ted  Fr iday  he  wi l l  be  found
innocent.

Nicholas Victor Fleming Jr., 50, a paralegal,
was  indic ted  on  two charges  of  t ry ing  to
intimidate Judge Robert Coyle by attempting to
file a $10 million common-law lien on real
property owned by Coyle and his wife.

Fleming said the purpose of the lien was
simply to set the stage for a formal lien if
Fleming wins a civi l  judgment against  the
judge.  He said if he loses the civil case, then
the lien means nothing.

“I’m not going to be convicted of anything,”
Fleming said.

“He (Coyle) is doing to me right now what
he accused me of doing to him.”

Fleming agreed the indictment stems from a
lawsui t  he  f i l ed  las t  Augus t  aga ins t  the
California State Bar, the U.S. District Court, the
Kern County Bar Association, the American Bar
Association and Coyle to secure a ruling that
people may be represented in court by non-
lawyers.

Fleming said he had a right last year to
represent former Bakersfield police officer Brad
Pugh, who was challenging being fired by the city

Coyle, who Fleming said should not have
acted on the lawsuit because he was a named
defendant ,  dismissed the case on Nov.  17.
Fleming has appealed and that appeal is what
he expects to win in order to collect a judgment
against Coyle.

The indictment alleges Fleming tried to file
the liens on Dec. 17 as an effort to intimidate
the  judge .   F leming’s  a r ra ignment  on  the
charges is scheduled for June 26.  [End quoting]

This is the same judge who the Ekkers had
to face over many years and several different
cases.

EUROPEAN  UNION  SIGNS
THE  KYOTO  PROTOCOL

IN  NEW  YORK

Excerpted from FAX sent by Spirit of 1776,
6/1/98: [quoting]

Apri l  29 ,  in  New York,  John Prescot t ,
British Deputy Prime Minister representing the
Presidency of the European
Union Council of Ministers
and  Ri t t  Bjer rogeard ,
European Commissioner for
the Environment, will sign
the  Kyoto  Pro tocol  on
Climate Change on behalf
of  the  European  Union
(EU).  The formal signature
of the Protocol underlines
the continuing commitment

of the EU and its member states to achieving
its objective and it highlights the ambition of
the EU to maintain the lead in the fight against
climate change.  But it is only the next step in
a lengthy procedure leading up to the Buenos
Aires  meet ing ,  which  i s  to  be  he ld  in
November.  It continues to be necessary to
make  fur ther  progress  and  main ta in  the
momentum of  Kyoto .   Far  grea te r  g loba l
reduction efforts will  be necessary and the
industrialized countries must make demonstrable
progress in achieving their commitments under
the Protocol.

The  Commiss ion  i s  work ing  on  a
comprehensive Post-Kyoto strategy for adoption
in May.  It will be submitted to the member
states for discussion at the Environment Council
on June 16-17.   The strategy wil l  seek to
include most aspects of the further work to be
done, notably on the implementation of the
legally binding target of 8% for the EU, on
common policies and measures and on mechanisms
for flexible implementation (emissions trading,
joint implementation, the clean development
mechanism, etc.).  [End quoting]

The elite put out this baloney as they set
fires in Mexico, release all types of germs into
the atmosphere, set off nuclear bombs, lace jet
aircraft contrails with “heaven only knows” what
kind of chemicals or germs, etc., etc.

GEORGE  WRIGHT

August 28, 1920-May 10, 1998

From THEATRE ORGAN magazine May/June
1998: [quoting]

George Wright died peacefully on May 10,
1998, of congestive heart failure, just a few
months after recording his last album, Salon.

George was generally recognized as the
finest theatre organist ever.  This musical genius
left a legacy of 60 years of performance, as
well as some 60 published recordings starting in
the early 1950s.  Some of those records sold
more than a million copies [when a million
copies was considered amazing] each.

Although the world knows George Wright
from his music, my own loss is a personal
one—George and I were best friends.  He was
an exceptionally spirited and generous man who
brought joy and a lot of laughter into my life.
I worked with him professionally for many
years, and was fortunate to be his agent and
producer.  —Terry Cutshall  [End quoting]

I’ve included this here because I feel that
many CONTACT readers have heard his organ
music and most media haven’t taken the space
or time for recognizing this great musician.
Today’s media seem to only recognize “rockers”
and “rappers”.

However the San Francisco Chronicle did
give him a little write-up on 6/1/98, since he
made that area his home for part of his life.

For  Cleaner,  Healthier  Air

Air-Ionizer & Ozone-Producing Machine

Call:

Jack Kunick

805-823-9703, Evenings Only
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CORNWALL’S  LAST
TIN  MINE  SHUTS  DOWN

From NEW BEGINNINGS, 6/98: [quoting]
...Closure of the mine marks the demise of

an industry that dates back more than 2000
years   (Note  tha t  Joseph of  Arimathea
[emphasis mine] was known to be owner of one
of these Tin Mines—Ed.) (Guardian, 3/15/98)

GOD  HAS  GREAT  PLANS
FOR  MOLLY

From THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 6/3/98,
letter to editor: [quoting]

Four years ago a little 2-year-old in our
community, Molly Baldwin, was diagnosed with
the largest spinal cord tumor ever seen in the
U.S.

Molly’s parents, Ken and Yvonne, were told
three  days  la te r  a t  Vanderb i l t  Chi ldren’s
Hospital in Nashville that their daughter would
live [no] more than 9-12 months and once spinal
cord resection surgery was performed, Molly would
be totally paralyzed from her chest down.

This was a very traumatic time.  I was little
Molly’s ballet teacher!  This all happened the
day of what should have been her first dance
rehearsal, with the recital the next day!  All the
costumes were ready and everyone arrived that
evening (except Molly, who was on her way to
Vanderbilt).

Her brave big sister, Emily, (age 6, at the
time) arrived wondering what was happening
and why everybody was crying.  Emily had
been met from school by her Aunt Vicki who
was very much like a mother for the next two
years.  The news was announced to the parents
and prayers were lifted up immediately and
never stopped from that day forward.

I am constantly in touch with Ken, Yvonne,
Emily and little Molly!  Through all of this, I
have never once saw them angry or mad.  Never
do you see Yvonne without a smile on her face!
The whole family reaches out to others in need
and tries to see how everything they have dealt
with will help someone else.  Their mission is
their church, Boones Creek United Methodist,
and the Appalachian Ronald McDonald House.

Ken Baldwin is running for Criminal Court
judge on Aug. 6.  I want to ask you to please
vote for this wonderful man.  Nobody has had
a bigger trial in life than Ken, and I firmly
believe this along with his 24 years of practice
in law would make him a very compassionate
Christian judge!

Molly is now 6½ years old and has the most
beautiful  strawberry-blond curly hair  (after
having 2 years of chemotherapy)!  She is in the
first grade now and there is no sign of her
cancer!  Molly is walking after being paralyzed
for a year and guess what—she got to be in a
dance recital!

When asked, Ken and Yvonne both say God
has great plans for her.  “I can’t wait to see her
at the age of 20,” says her proud dad.

“She has totally changed our lives and we
know what is relevant and what is unimportant.
Don’t ever take your children for granted: love
them every  day ,  they  may be  in  Heaven
tomorrow!  She is just a Miracle!”  —ANITA
McDAVID, Colonial Heights  [End quoting]

God can  sure  speak  to  us  through our
suffering children if we are willing to see and

accept the messages.    

6/9/98  #1    HATONN

CONSIDER  CAREFULLY

I have  a  no te  here  tha t  needs  some
consideration:

[QUOTING:] May 21,1998

What did the Gentiles do that made the
Jews, Jeus (Kazarians) so darned angry, angry
for 2,000 years or so—and still angry?  Or
what did the Jews think they did?  This sort
of  anger  i s  usua l ly  due  to  non-
acknowledgement ,  non-apprecia t ion ,  be ing
ignored.  The Talmud  and the Protocols are
written in extreme anger.  Why?  Something
made them very very pissed to write with such
a negative emotion.  In all of the writings in
CONTACT I have never read a clue to this
mystery.

[END OF QUOTING]

How would you feel if you were the kings
of a place, a planet, and along comes some do-
gooders objecting to the cultural Barbarism
being displayed?  There were some pretty nasty
things taking place 2000 years ago when a
flicker of Light came on board the ship.  Get
rid of the accusers is always the demand.

Face it, readers, your planet is among the
“darkest” floating around in orbit.

There  was  fu l l  oppor tuni ty  to  change
thought-forms and move within a goodly range
and at t i tude.   However ,  the souls  seeking
growth fell back into the traps of the revelators
and, as the “kings” began to lose power over
the  people ,  when  a t t i tudes  changed  and
recognition of a Higher Source and reality of
God dwelling within self, the stuff hit the fan.

Perhaps a better question for us here is to
ask: “What made the so-called Christians so
angry?”  Evil was doing fine until you goody-
two-shoes danced in.  Nobody “just got angry”
two thousand years ago—Satan has been alive
and well from the onset of mankind in/on this
place.  Bloodbath after bloodbath took place as
today, and there were the bleeders and bleedees
just as today.  Mankind ceased to care about
his neighbor, mistrusted everyone as chaos
became the controlling FEAR factor.  The Jews
(Jewish tribal people) simply got caught in the
middle of a major philosophical confrontation,
and they were of the Tribes of Shem, etc., and
had no recognition of actual facts of such as
the  Phar i sees  who took  the i r  l ands  and
demanded obedience of all citizens.  It will be
this way AGAIN, and in the not too distant
future, readers.

The “Jewish people” are the worst stricken
by this wave of corruption and political disaster,
and not only have they been dispersed but they
have been totally abashed in their perceptions
and teachings from those they thought to be
their guides and rabbis.  So too have been the
Christians by well-meaning but false Christian
teachings, preachers and teachers.  This is a fact
of  be ing  in  EVERY RELIGION.   Every
RELIGION is working for the supremacy of the
considered MASTER race, which, of course, is
whichever race YOU happen to be.

People  wr i te  and  accuse  us  of  wr i t ing
terr ible and blasphemous things—a sort  of
universal “hit everybody”—but nobody gets mad
at  the other  things we wri te  as  long as i t
exc ludes  themselves .   Somet imes  Pogo i s
correct, readers: “I looked everywhere for my
enemy and found him to be myself.”

Perhaps the point is that the Talmud  and
Protocols were NOT written in anger—but with
intent to set up a protocol for ruling the world
and  having  s laves  to  do  the  work  of  the
masters.  You experience that today in your
lives right in the U.S.of A.  You provide for
the puppet-masters’ needs.  Believe me, some of
your patriot ideas are total devastation and
anarchy in both practice and intent.  And just
WHO is predominant in the political circles?
WHO is the largest group of lawyers, judges,
medical doctors and thus and so?  Rebellion is
always tacky and bitter, and change is always
hard to deliver into a revolvement toward a new
and better direction.  Man gets very angry and
defensive when crossed as to his self-styled
WILL.  When a warden comes to take your
property, you get angry—regardless of how you
came by it.  And, the Jews, so far, have been
driven out of every place they have settled—
sooner or later.  Therefore, they gather all the
advantage they can to keep from being dumped
again from the good life they have created for
themselves over and above other races, creeds
and colors.  They don’t even realize they are
JEUS any more than you realize there is not
much truth in the Christian teachings of the
ordinary Church in your neighborhood.

It truly becomes a standoff as to just who
will be supreme and the adversary never loses
sight of his goal—to be supreme, wealthy and
powerful.  So, in time, up through the masses
moves the giant—always pretending to be the
midget, the persecuted, so you step aside and
try to make restitution for whatever “he” tells
you that you have done to him.  He begs, he
cheats—he becomes the politician who wields
power over everyone from places of domination
and control .   The game is  over  when the
opponent is dead in the water and unable to
find justice anywhere.

The Idea-Battle

Of Good Versus Evil
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The facts are that it is truly the battle of
good and evil—wherein the goodly capitulate to
the evil of adversarial inconvenience, i.e., “Poor
people deserve good sex too!”  THESE ARE
MAJOR, MAJOR DISTRACTORS for that kind
of goal achieved is a total disappointment once
acquired.

Satan is for a passage of learning, within
some century of time, for any individual in
manifest physical form.  GOD IS FOREVER
AND THE GOAL IS  ULTIMATELY “BE
GOD”.  BUT SOME DO NOT UNDERSTAND
THAT PHYSICAL MAN CANNOT, IN HIS
OWN LONGEVITY, “BE GOD” OF ALL FOR
“ALL” IS  OUT THERE SOMEWHERE
ELUSIVE.   THE VERY DESIRE TO
DOMINATE ALL BEINGS AND ALL THINGS
IS NOT OF GOD.  YOU ARE CARETAKERS
OF GOD’S PROPERTY IN THIS GROWING
EXPERIENCE—NOT THE CREATOR.  YOU
COULD BE THE CREATOR OF GOOD
THINGS—BUT YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN
FOR YOU ARE THE PRODUCT OF THE
TEACHINGS OF THOSE WHO CAME
BEFORE.  AND, WHEN THE TEXTBOOKS
PRESENT FALSE TRUTH, YOU CAN ONLY
LEARN WRONG DIRECTIONS AND
MISINFORMATION.

IDEA is  God’s .   Can you not  see that
IDEAS manifest?  You are the thought of God
and all else is the thought of YOU.

Let us consider the blind man who runs into
a bush in his path.  He becomes angry and
curses the bush, and finally curses and curses
until  the bush is removed—he is
ANGRY.   But  HE IS  THE
CULPRIT now for killing the bush
just for BEING.  Man is very much
the  same in  charac te r  and
realization.  Hate and anger only
diminish the hateful and angry, but
Ego insists on recognition even if
the recognition be stupid and a lie.

The Zionist elders were shrewd
manipulators and “things” gatherers
and, through hatred of perceived
enemies to their journey, they put it
to  paper  and  fo l lowed the
ins t ruc t ions .   They  a l so  wrote
YOUR inst ruct ions  i f  ye  be  not
Jeuish.  They wrote your prophecies
while knowing full well that you
would accomplish through IDEA the
very  th ings  you were  caused to
envision and conceive.  More Jewish
people paid the ultimate price for
this  IDEA of  conquest  than any
other one race, relatively speaking—
and all the while not realizing that
the  very  ones  they  thought
themselves  to  be—were  the
des t royers .   Nei ther  GOOD nor
EVIL knows any race or color and
espec ia l ly  recognizes  NO
RELIGION.

How terrible it is, however, to
be a messenger come to sort and
call TRUTH to the attention of the
experiencing entities of humankind
who are  a l ready  fed  up  wi th
preachers  and idiots .   Who wil l
actually listen to the Host today who
says, “You must love these so-called
enemies”?

YOU must LOVE the MAN—

and DESPISE the actions if they be dastardly—
AND CHANGE THE IDEA!

CHANGE  THE  IDEA(S)!!!

GOD IS IDEA—THEREFORE, IDEA IS
CREATOR.   MAN CAUSES CHAOS OR
PEACE THROUGH IDEA.  MAN CREATES
AND MANUFACTURES THROUGH IDEA.
HOW ARE YOUR IDEAS?  TO CREATE,
YOUR IDEA MUST BE TOWARD GOODNESS
AND A BETTER WAY.  MANUFACTURING
FROM WHAT IS  IS  SIMPLY USING
ANOTHER’S IDEA.   THERE IS  BUT
BREATHING OUT AND BREATHING IN—TO
SUSTAIN LIFE IN PHYSICAL FORM.  SO
TOO IS THERE NEGATIVE THOUGHT AND
POSITIVE THOUGHT.   LIFE IS SIMPLY
BREATHING AND IDEA—PERIOD.  WHEN
IDEAS ARE USURPED—PEOPLE GET
ANGRY AND SET UP THEIR OWN SPACES
TO KEEP OTHERS OUT .   This  i s  in
community and thought presentation.

I repeat something: “When a man tells you
he has chosen to be a Christian or a Jew or
whatever—he i s  ba lanc ing  what  he  has
experienced against what he thinks MIGHT BE
BETTER .   This wil l  most  often be labeled
“Religion” or Religious belief—no, it  is to
bring some balance within his position, state of
being, or to please another for acceptance.  It
rarely has anything to do with GOD for GOD
is in all things and doesn’t require another
MAN to make your opinions FOR YOU.  You

speak of religion and Spirituality BUT WHAT
YOU HAVE IS DOCTRINE.  You, further, will
live within the bindings of these doctrines—
UNTIL YOU LEARN OTHERWISE—NO
MORE OR LESS.   YOU—GOD—SELF
CREATES MIRACLES—NOT THE
MAGICIANS AND MANIPULATORS—AND
WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR IDEA INTO
WORTHY ATTRIBUTION,  YOU WILL
CHANGE ALL THINGS ABOUT AND
AROUND YOU.  MOREOVER, YOU CAN
ONLY DETERMINE ANGER IN ANOTHER IF
YOU ARE REFLECTING THAT ANGER—IT
IS THE UNIVERSAL LAW OF DUALITY
AND OF EXPRESSION.   IF  YOU DO
SOMETHING, SAY, WRITE A BUNCH OF
NASTY PROTOCOLS,  YOU SHOULD
EXPECT ANGER WHICH CAN THEN BE
REFLECTED “HONORABLY” BACK UPON
YOU—THUS, YOU NEGATE YOUR OWN
RESPONSIBILITY.

If someone becomes the great actor and,
while hating you with all his being, smiles at
you—you will be fooled.  You must establish
the IDEA behind the facade for IDEA is all
there IS.  GOD CREATES THROUGH IDEA,
THE THOUGHT MANIFEST AS YOU—YOU
CREATE ALL ELSE THAT COMES WITHIN
YOUR SPACE,  BE IT POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE.  WRONG IDEAS PREVAIL ALL
THE TIME, EVERYWHERE, UNTIL THEY
ARE CHANGED BY DIFFERENT IDEAS.
THE POINT IS:  WHOSE IDEAS DO YOU

ACCEPT?    
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When God Reveals Himself

To His Human Children
6/9/98  #1    HATONN

MOM  AND  DAD

I have been offered another very interesting
concept of God and Creation/Creator.  This bears
sharing as well.

[QUOTING:] Letter from Anonymous Reader.
June, 1998:

As a dedicated reader, since its inception, of
the CONTACT, I have come to believe I have a
fair “handle” on the singular problem faced by
this  g lobe’s  c iv i l iza t ion .   And whi le  I  wi l l
continue to assimilate more detail of this sinister
progression of events, I have recently determined
to try to adjust my own personal focus more
toward solutions, rather than merely continue in
a sort of uni-polar “wallowing” in the problem
itself.

Certainly the third-dimensional arrival of
Sananda and Aton (or forces of Christ and/or
God), will be the keystone of our deliverance, but
what about the interim moment?  What can we
third-dimensioners do to prepare the landing field
most productively?  Surely any effective method
of unifying the Children of Light would be a
signif icant  contr ibut ion.   And,  conceivably,
enlarging their number and their dedication.

The  employment ,  somehow,  of  the
“hundredth-monkey”  theory  presents  as  a
seemingly useful tool—and surely we HUmans
should be able to do at  least  as good as our
pr imate  f r iends  in  making  use  of  i t .   A
complementary element, perhaps so-far nebulous
but deeply, longingly felt to exist—surely by
others beyond just myself—is still  needed as
subs tan t ia l  to  the  spreading  ac t ion  of  the
“hundredth-monkey” mechanics.

With the above in mind as a sketch of my
general  recent  f rame of  mind,  and probably
sparked by Hatonn/Aton’s recent comment “me
and my flashes!”, here’s what happened recently:

It was a gorgeous sunlit day.  I was having a
long moment of unusual clarity of thankfulness.
Looking past the current difficulties, I was deeply
in to  a  thoroughgoing  s ta te  of  gra te fu l
appreciation of the unprecedented glories we are
soon to witness as the illumination of this planet
progresses.  As I walked near a wooded stream
flowing  through a  mounta in  meadow I  was
literally feeling waves of joyous anticipation at
what I clearly conceive we are to experience.
The depth of this appreciation and the profound
thankfulness I felt and tried to find expression for
led  me to  thoughts  such  as :  “What  k ind  of

personal gift (over and beyond our Love and
Desire to serve) could we possibly give to our
Father of Light?”  After all, since HE is in and
of everything, HE has everything—doesn’t He?

THE ANSWER TO MY OWN QUESTION
CAME, SO STUNNINGLY POWERFUL THAT I
LITERALLY WAS STOPPED IN MY TRACKS,
JAW A-DROPPED.

A PARENT!  Our  Fa ther  a l ready  has
everything BUT A PARENT!

In a quick rush of realization came the flash
that the Children of Light, UN-fragmenting as we
unify in the manifestation of the realization of
the immaculate spiritual dream—the completion
of the circle—could comprise such a parent.

Phew!  I realize this concept may be, for you,
on emotionally “shaky ground”—it certainly was
and  i s ,  fo r  me.   I s  i t  a r rogant?   I s  i t  too
presumptuous?  The kaleidoscope of thoughts it
engenders is still vibrating me right now.  But
before you brush it aside as a too-far-stretch,
let’s try to make a few observations.

First of all, is it functional?  I would suggest
that when you (or anyone) encounters this as a
concept  you  wi l l  have  a  sor t  o f  au tomat ic
reception or rejection of it.  If you have no faith
or belief in a Divine Spiritual Hierarchy it is of
course rejected.  This is not to suggest that a
dedicatedly spiritual person cannot off handedly
reject it for reasons of his/her own.  (If it is so
summarily rejected, I might, somewhat coyly
perhaps, recommend a careful self-checking to
seek the reason(s) why.)

I would, pray, call attention to the emotional/
mental attitude I was securely ensconced in when
this  “f lash” occurred.   I  suppose this  is  my
comment in response to the possible suggestion it
was inspired by the “adversary”.  The fact that I
was in a state of profound thankfulness, seeking
something good—a personal gift for our Father—
is,  i f  I  may say i t ,  tantamount to a  s tate  of
Grace .   In  my opinion,  tha t  a in’ t  when the
adversary “gets in”.

Is it  a unifying concept?  Yes.  The very
essence of  the  concept  i s  a  unifying of  the
fragments (individuals) of God.

Is it intimate?  Yes.
Is  i t  of  absolute significance?  Possibly.

Who knows whether it is the hundredth monkey,
the second monkey, or the 144th monkey that
tips the balance so that the inertia flows toward
good.  Intellectually it doesn’t matter whether the
souled  en t i t i es  present ly  ex is t ing  th i rd-
dimensionally on this Earth are of a contract-
fulfilling pre-select group or are we just the
lucky ones to be able to witness first-hand the
fulfillment of the “immaculate spiritual dream”—

the completion of the circle, from the inside out
(and vice-versa).

Can this concept reap disappointment?  Not if
held in the context of the unified Children of
Light being (as per the Bible) the “bride” of
Christ/Sananda.  (It doesn’t say that is ALL that
they can be.)

Can this concept come into reality as a mass-
conscious thought-form?  Let’s find out!

Recalling the promise (of Hatonn/Aton, the
Hosts  and  o thers )  tha t  there  wi l l  be  some
surprises as the illumination unfolds, may we
begin, as uniquely inspired individuals, to foster
and contribute to solutions, methods, concepts
toward maximizing the long-awaited benefits for
HUmanity.   To start  in al l  ways possible to
complete the Sacred Circle, from down here on
the ground.

—A Dedicated Reader

P.S.  In passing this along to someone you
are not only advancing the power of this offering
to our Father, you are likely to experience a
mutually very gratifying discussion of a spiritual
nature, perhaps to depths you have not reached
before.  It’s almost a certainty you will have
come to know your friend better—and that you
will have both gained in Light.

[END OF QUOTING]

Thank you for this opportunity to share and
possibly clarify a thought or two.

This writer is on the right path as to IDEA.
IDEA WILL CREATE REALITY.

Does GOD HAVE PARENTS?  Yes indeed,
and  somet imes  they  a re  good  paren ts  and
sometimes very difficult teachers.  Which are
YOU?

Did God have “sexuality”?  Yes.  Did HE
have sexual physical interchange?  Probably
not—but He did have to have the duali ty of
THOUGHT to be conceived.

It is very difficult, in the face of religious
rantings and ravings, to understand GOD and
UNIVERSE.  The very THOUGHT of being
will ing to become the PARENTS of GOD is
magnificent in concept and runs IDEA to the
farthest range of responsibility as SELF.  Would
YOU be willing to be the parents of GOD?  How
responsible are you as parents of whatever in
your lives as you are living your experience?

What  a re  you  wi l l ing  to  of fe r  GOD
CREATOR?  Which came first, the chicken or
the egg?  What chicken laid the egg of GOD?
Well, it was a good and responsible chicken—
YOU, as YOU WERE IN PERFECTION.  But
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wil l  you  be  a  good paren t  when  the  ch i ld
becomes  the  PERFECTION you can  only
imagine?  Well, it is time, isn’t it then, to realize
your own perfection that you do not fail in your
responsibility to your IDEA?  Just as you are the
IDEA of GOD, then GOD IS YOUR IDEA OF
HIM.  HE WILL PRESENT AS THAT WHICH
YOU CREATE.  Therefore,  did CREATION
come first in this chicken-egg concept?  GOD IS
THE SUM TOTAL OF CREATION IN
PERFECTION AND WORKING ORDER—but
who se t s  the  cur ren ts  of  ac t ion  upon th i s
wondrous painting of experience?  Only YOU
can give the LIVING to the picture.

Perhaps an example in perception would not
necessarily be the direct parentage of GOD-
CREATOR but ,  ra ther ,  how much are  you
WILLING TO OFFER IN LIVING UNTO THAT
SOURCE?  Willing to DIE is one heck of a big
cop-out on both God and Self.  “Living” is the
gift of gifts.  When you LIVE IN THE IMAGE
(IDEA) OF GOD, YOU BECOME ONE WITH
GOD FOR EVERYTHING HAS DUALITY.
BUT, ULTIMATELY, IT ALL BECOMES BUT
“ONE”.  WHEN THE ONE IDEA BECOMES
UNIFIED—ALL MELD INTO THE ONENESS,
AND THAT ONE IS  GOD OF LIGHT/
CREATION FOR THE ALTERNATIVE IS A
PHYSICALLY-ORIENTED CONCEPT AND IS
A PASSING EXPRESSION AT BEST.  AND,
ALL IS MIND—IDEA.

You wil l  be  the  product  of  the  “parent”
(caretaker) you serve—usually reflecting the
ideas of those teachers along your experiencing
journey(s ) .   When you  perce ive  GOD IN
TRUTH, LIGHT, LOVE AND AS “ONE”, YOU
HAVE GAINED THE INSIGHT TO REALIZE
THE BOUNTY OF THAT ONE IDEA.  WHEN
YOU HAVE GAINED ENOUGH INSIGHT TO
REALIZE THAT YOU MIGHT EVEN
‘CONCEIVE’ AN IDEA OF BEING A PRIOR
PARENT OF GOD, YOU HAVE REACHED
BEYOND THE NORMAL ABILITY TO
“THINK”.   YOU WILL REFLECT GOD IN
YOUR  IMAGE,  MY  FRIENDS,   EVERY
TIME.

I will be, God/Creator will be, Christ will be,
and yes, Satan will be—THAT WHICH YOU
“IDEA”.

Evil is the failure to accept responsibility of
being GOD’S parents in truth and teachings.  A
fragment of consciousness can only be what it
can consciously perceive.  GOD neither wants
nor  needs  more  g i f t s  than  the  one  g i f t—of
becoming ONE WITHIN HIS IDEAS.  This one
gift of idea brings the expansive and unlimited
realization of GOD HIMSELF AND GOD-SELF.
It comes with a responsibility of SELF to accept
the CREATIVE ABILITY that IS GOD.  Are you
ready for that perfect task?  Yes, indeed, I AM.
I  am both ready,  wil l ing and able—without
doubts as in human limitation.  Does this make
ME the parent of God?  Yes indeedy.  FOR
WITHIN CREATION/GOD-CREATOR I CAN
BE ANYTHING I  THINK TO BE.   THIS
MEANS I  CAN CREATE ANYTHING I
PROJECT AS IDEA.  I, THEREFORE, MAKE
SURE MY IDEAS ARE IN THE SAME
PERFECTION OF LAWS AS I  HAVE
LEARNED—OFTEN IN THE MOST
DIFFICULT MANNER POSSIBLE.

In man’s realm of limited reality—he must
grow, however, to reach beyond that illusion and
into the reality of his power and capability of the
human and move into the HUman realization.
He then  must  move  on  beyond the  HUman
realization and into the GOD-CONSCIOUSNESS.
It is the duty, if you will, of GOD to bring to
consciousness these thought-forms in which you
can manifest (create) your own reality—and act
accordingly so that you can feel the realization of
creative understanding.

Liv ing  on  any  p lane  of  exper ience  i s
realization of self.  When you perceive that your
g i f t  would  be  wondrous  to  g ive ,  as  in  th i s
person’s  percept ion,  as  being a  parent  or  a
creator of God, you have consciously chosen the
most  g iv ing  and  re -g iv ing  concept  to
consciousness.

Since,  in the physical  manifestat ion of a
being, you are limited as to your “time” within
this wondrous concept—you will find varying
degrees of realization as circumstances change.
It certainly is NOT arrogance that leads you to
conclude that you are an intimate and integral
PART OF GOD—the larges t  PART.   These
“flashes” of total insight are remarkably real
expressions of finding GOD IN THE TRUTH OF

YOUR OWN BEING and RECOGNIZING the
CONNECTION.   IN THIS REALITY OF
TRUTH IT DOES “NOT” MATTER WHICH
CAME FIRST, THE EGG OR THE CHICKEN.
When you perceive these wondrous insights into
being—you ARE the chicken AND THE EGG.
At that moment of understanding and gratitude
you don’t need either a priest or a rabbi.  In fact,
the last thing you can think about is a priest or
a rabbi.   YOU HAVE AT THAT MOMENT,
EVEN IF  EVER SO BRIEFLY,  BROKEN
THROUGH THE BARRIERS AND ARE ONE
WITH GOD.   THIS IS  FROM WHERE
CREATIVE POWER BECOMES.

TO BE THE PARENT OF GOD YOU MUST
BE PERFECTION AND ACCEPT THE TASK
OF CARETAKER OF ALL THAT IS  GOD.
WHY DON’T WE NEVER MIND THE
PARENTAGE OF GOD AND BECOME ONE
WITH GOD SO THAT WE DON’T LOSE OUR
WAY IN SUCH A MASSIVE
RESPONSIBILITY OF ASSUMPTION?  ARE
OUR IDEAS SO INCLUSIVE OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS THAT WE CAN ALLOW,
FORGIVE, AND STILL INSTILL THE RIGHT
DISCIPLINE OF SUCH A BEING AS GOD?
You ARE the parent  and the child OF GOD
when you reflect his DIVINE BALANCE AND
HARMONY IN ALL THINGS.   You can ,
fur thermore ,  on ly  reach  tha t  rea l iza t ion  in
Spiritual expression—so the human state-of-being
is a very difficult place for full realization.  It is
the IDEA in GOAL that is important here—for
you will  create that which is rooted in your
desire to achieve or hold.  If you “idea” and
“goal” GOD, you will achieve GOD.  If you only
wish to “idea” and “goal” gold, you will have
gold, but probably lose your way to God because
the focus of mind as creator is directing that
which you desire to have and hold.  You cannot
long  hold  gold—YOU CAN ETERNALLY
HOLD GOD.   I t  i s ,  however ,  the  HUMAN
experience to choose; you will become whatever
is your choice for mind will produce the IDEA
conceived and nurtured.

The mind must be unlocked to overcome
those things offered as thought-forms by parents
and teachers and life itself.  Are you ready to
teach GOD all the things of perfection?  First
you must BE PERFECTION.  The human being
is not given to be TOTAL PERFECTION AS
UNIVERSAL GOD.  How will you discipline
God if you disagree with HIS PERCEPTIONS?
You disagree constantly, so can you put aside
these individual self-ideas in order to serve in a
PERFECT way a PERFECT IDEA?  CAN YOU
BE A BRIGHTER LIGHT THAN THE
PERFECT LIGHT THAT IS GOD?

The most important thing to remember here is
THAT YOU ARE THE PARENT, THE CHILD,
THE VERY BEING OF GOD REFLECTED.  IS
YOUR MIRROR CLEAR AND CLEAN?  IS
THE REFLECTION YOU SEND BACK OUT
TO THE ETERNAL REACHES OF THE
UNIVERSE—PERFECTION OF THAT
BEAUTY AND ONE-NESS OF GOD?  CAN
YOU LOVE AND ABSOLUTELY ACCEPT
EVERY CREATION AS DOES GOD?  HOW
ABOUT THOSE ASSUMED “ENEMIES”?  IS
THIS ARROGANCE?  NO, IT IS WISHFUL
GOAL-SETTING TO WISH TO BECOME
THAT WHICH GOD MIGHT NOT HAVE—BUT
EVEN CREATOR WAS CREATED, AND YES
INDEED,  CREATED FROM UNIVERSAL
PERFECTED THOUGHT-FORM.

YEAH!  We�re Now On The �Net
For those of you readers who have access to the Internet,

the first step into that domain for CONTACT is now available
at the address:

 http://www.contactnews.com for your viewing.

A very gifted webmaster, who right now prefers to remain
anonymous, has put much work into creating a web site which
shows great promise of acting as quite a flexible hub for all
kinds of information as things evolve in this venture.  � E.Y.
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We are al l  s tewards in  various levels  of
growth, which means some of us are destructive,
some are creative—but each is individual and
unique.  Moreover, if you think about it, your
thoughts  ( ideas)  a re  e i ther  FOR GOD or
AGAINST GOD.  Either is fine for to become
one with God you will find the right passage or
you will  l inger outside the circle of God of
Perfection until you DO learn.

The concept of being willing to parent God is
wondrous in  i ts  very conceived idea.   God,
however, is not in need of parents—HE IS IN
NEED OF CO-CREATORS.   This  requi res
thinking, realization in thought, and IDEA of
gaining creative perfection.  He needs willing
hands and feet  to  achieve his  own IDEA of
manifestat ion in concept  of  goodness—THE
BETTER WAY.  HE NEEDS LIVING, NOT
DEAD OR DYING, PARTICIPANTS.

Negat ive  energy- forms  s imply  do  not
REFLECT the GOD OF LIGHT AND LIFE.
They cannot focus on other than the restrictive
things of experiencing manifestation in physical
concept .   They  a re  bound in  the  heavy
compress ion of  conta inment  whi le  th inking
POWER is  CONTROL.   POWER is
FREEDOM—never  cont ro l .   CREATIVE
activities and IDEA require realization of power
and never the restraint of “I can’t”.

When God said, figuratively of course: Go
forth and inhabit the world, He was saying—go
forth and CREATE and let’s see how well you
can choose and create—or will you limit selves
to  the  l imi ta t ions  and  greed  of  the  human
concept?  WHO ARE YOUR OWN PARENTS?
REALLY?  OR, DID A MALE AND A FEMALE
SIMPLY PRODUCE YOU FROM A
COMBINATION OF SPERM AND OVUM?
BIRTHING AND DYING ARE HUMAN
CONCEPTS—NOT GOD’S CONCEPT OF ALL
THERE IS.   IT IS THE BREATH OF LIFE
GIVEN AS “SOUL” THAT DETERMINES
YOUR PARENTAGE.  A SOULLESS BEING IS
THE MOST SAD OF ALL CREATURES AND
A SOUL HELD IN THE GRIP OF THE
ADVERSARY OF LIFE—IS THE MOST
DESPERATE OF ALL.

Even if briefly you can reach beyond the
limitations of human physical and into the truth
of being in a Spiritual reality of thought and
idea, you have arrived at abilities far beyond
anything you can find on the globe of physical
realization.  Reality and realization are NOT the
same thing.   Therefore ,  REALIZATION OF
REALITY is the GOAL you seek and when it is
achieved, even briefly—you are on your way to
Higher understanding and expression.  When you
begin to see and know the gifts of God, you can
seize them as they come into your consciousness
and therefrom CREATE that which is needed for
our  journey  and  miss ion .   You must  be  in
recognition of your ability to CREATE and when
that recognition comes you must be willing to
materialize that which you know you must have
for accomplishment of your goals.

You must, however, be very careful for with
the coming of things from your creating—you
most often get pulled off the pathway to higher
consciousness  by the  “ things’  acquired and
accomplished.  Power and riches are the two
most  deadly  pi t fa l l s  for  MAN.  MIND wil l
produce whatever you set forth as fixed IDEA.
However,  that  IDEA must  be rooted in t rue
desire toward that chosen goal.  You will never,
for  ins tance ,  pa in t  wel l  un less  your  MIND

demands that you achieve your wishes as an
artist.   So, why waste your precious creative
expression on that which offers no other than
someone’s opinion of what you should or should
not be?  You will only achieve well that which
you WANT with all your IDEA to be or achieve.
Sometimes that idea is immediately present and
evident—most often it takes a very long time to
focus on THE IDEA of SELF.

So, back to God-parenting.  This might well
be YOUR idea but if it can’t be the idea of all
seeking to serve God, it won’t happen, so better,
perhaps, to do as God’s direction in gifting—”In
the Grace of Christ,  Thy Will Be Done—BY
AND THROUGH ‘ME’ .”   This  leaves
opportunity for all fragments to move in one
direction toward the ultimate “one WITH God”
goal and leaves out the necessity of limiting
oneself to a perception with all its myriad of
understandings, concepts and limitations.

Sometimes the perception of “parent” is one
who wipes and changes diapers on one end and
pokes food into the other end.  Surely we must
not limit ourselves to such a narrow concept of
life—and believe me, GOD IS LIFE.

I am so blessed that this writer has shared a
bit of soul recognition with us for man is slow to
share  h i s  thoughts  and  ideas—if  they  a re
meaningful.  There is no experience as sensitive
and wondrous as personal Spiritual expression
and it is the most difficult thing-of-things, to
share.  Unless, of course, you have set self up as
some know-it-all guru.  True teachers are but
STUDENTS and it  is up to you to recognize
which  i s  which .   GOD PLACES NO
LIMITATIONS ON IDEA—HE ASKS FOR
GOOD IDEALS, NO MORE.  GOD does not
love  uncondi t iona l ly—HE LOVES
ABSOLUTELY—WHATEVER THE
CONDITIONS.  Are these the “same”?  NO.

We are OUR OWN PARENTS for “‘WE” are

not the physically genetic of human form.  WE
ARE THE ESSENCE OF GOD’S SPIRIT
WITHIN, AS IN SOUL.  THAT ONE ENERGY
ENCOMPASSES ALL CREATION AND
CREATOR AND HOW VERY WONDROUS TO
HAVE ALLOWANCE TO BE ONE WITHIN
THIS MIRACLE OF LIFE.

Mankind measures time and moves always
toward the concept of DEATH AND DYING.
No, dear ones, you must move TOWARD LIFE
if you would grow in consciousness of reality.

You MUST become God’s lover if you would
experience truth.  I did not say sexual partner—
I said LOVE-er.  This means always reaching for
balance, harmony, and BEING one in IDEA.
Then, when you project only THAT idea, you
will achieve goodness for you will have no other
concept.   It  is not easy to move from where
mankind IS and into that perfection of IDEA—
but we must always move forward TOWARD
that perfect realization or we precipitate great
catastrophes upon ourselves and our environment.

The worst of all, however, is the accepting of
the negat ive and catastrophic prophecies  of
OTHERS in their limited perceptions.

I do not wish to limit the thought process of
this awakening soul being who shared with us his
g i f t .   Never  mind  h is  “g i f t”  to  God—try
accept ing the  gra t i tude of  th is  g i f t  to  man.
Expanding conceptual IDEA is the name of the
game, beloved friends—it IS the game and so
few f ind themselves able  to  play in  i t  as  i t
actually exists.  Realization and arrogance are
NOT even  remote ly  the  same IDEA.
ARROGANCE IS AN ATTITUDE OF MAN—
REALIZATION IS A PRESENCE IN GOD.

We are  no  be t te r  (or  worse)  than  our
THOUGHTS—check out your own IDEAS.

Salu, and may the blessings of understanding
and knowing come to rest  gently upon your
beings.    
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6/13/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

From the  INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 6/5/98: [quoting]

What the hell is going on in Mexico?  The
Hegellian antithesis of Global Warming?  What?

—Bob Shearer, Elgin, Texas

Folks, while nations falter and fall apart,
there is an almost eerie silence or hardly any
proper emphasis regarding the “unprecedented”
world environmental catastrophe now occurring
in  Mexico ,  as  wel l  as  Cent ra l  and  South
America—now spreading to the US.  Some parts
of South America are experiencing horrendously
severe drought-related famine affecting tens of
millions of people.  Other parts have been so
drenched that millions of acres of crops have
simply washed away, while tens of thousands of
heads  of  ca t t l e  and  o ther  l ives tock  have
per i shed .   Deadly  d i seases  a re  rampant
everywhere in the Americas,  serious social
unrest everwhere.  BBC, Radio Cuba, Deutsche
Welle, Radio Australia, and other international
broadcasts are reporting the matter, but not
VOA or the other American press.   WHY?
This  censorsh ip  of  such  mammoth  g loba l
tragedy of such proportions, affecting tens of
millions, and threatening the US also, is beyond
cr imina l  and  qui te  susp ic ious ,  when  one
pauses  for  carefu l  thought .   [A very
convenien t ,   widespread ,    na tura l   coup
d’e ta t ,  which  works  n ice ly   for   cu l l ing
populations??].

Last  week I  heard the only report  of a
Mexican  journa l i s t  on  a  loca l  t a lk  rad io
program.  He said, “The situation in Mexico is
a catastrophe of immense and unheard of global
magnitude, and will affect the “global weather,
crop production, human and animal health and
other  deadly  se r ious  problems.”
Understandably, the monumental disasters will
increase drastically immigration into the US, as
the suffering of Mexicans and other South/
Central  Americans increases.   The volcano
Popocatepetl (written accent over the first “e”),

is “imminent,” said the Mexican journalist from
Monterrey, Mexico.  Close to a million poor
souls  l ive  r igh t  be low the  ready- to-erupt
volcano.   The journalist  protested that  the
Mexican  government  i s  do ing  noth ing  to
evacuate or warn the long suffering and poverty
stricken people.  8-9 thousand tons of sulphur
was emitted every day, until the vent holes
blocked from magma fillage a few days ago.
The  Mexican  journa l i s t  added:  “ I t  i s  a
devastation beyond imagination and preparing to
become much worse.”

Please be aware of just how serious the
situation is, by also reading the articles below,
then ask your local paper, why do they not
report such serious conditions affecting a huge
part of the world so drastically.  Mark these
words, IF THE TRUTH BE KNOWN, THESE
ARE DISASTERS OF BIBLICAL
PROPORTIONS—AT THE RATE THEY ARE
SPREADING,  THEY WILL SOON BE AT
YOUR DOORSTEPS NATIONWIDE.

—AC

The Economist,  May 30th, 1998:

THE  AMERICAS

The Burning of Central America

Managua—Far less reported than Brazil’s
earlier Amazon fires, those in Central America
have done far more damage.  And the fault is
not El Nino’s, but man’s.

The sky is  thickly overcast ;  the smoke
makes eyes water and lungs gasp for breath; the
muggy hea t  i s  unbearab le .   This  i s  the
Nicaraguan capital, Managua.  Life was much
the same this week in Mexico city, which was
on  fu l l  smog a le r t .   Honduras  repor ted  a
continuing sharp rise in respiratory disorders,
and unt i l  Monday the country’s  four  main
airports had all been closed for some days for
lack of visibility.  At Tikal, in Guatemala, 700
firefighters were struggling to protect historic
Mayan  temples.   For  weeks  now,  fires
have  raged  in   scrub  and fores ts  f rom
Panama  to southern Mexico.  Their effects are
devastating, and will long outlast the human
discomfort.

In  Nicaragua  a lone ,  a  Br i t i sh-a ided
monitoring programme using satellite images has
counted many thousands of fires, especially on
the Caribbean side, whose forests, stretching
across into Honduras, are the last really large
area of pristine forest in Central America.  In

some places the fire-front is 20, 30, even 50
kilometers wide.  Nicaragua has about 40,000
square kilometers (15,450 square miles) of
forest.  But that is only half what it had in
1960—and about 500 square kilometers a week
have recently being going up in smoke.

At last, Central Americans are noticing their
own threatened environment, and listening to the
experts who have been warning them for years
that far more must be done to protect it.  It is
easy, this year, to blame El Nino.  But many
of the fires were started deliberately to clear
land, only to run out of control in the drought
and heat.

The real trouble, now as for 30-40 years
past, in Nicaragua and Honduras alike, is not
weather but people: big ranchers clearing land
for cattle, slash-and-burn peasant farmers, timber
companies logging indiscriminately and often
illegally: “They get permission for 50 trees and
take 500,” says one angry conservationist.  And
behind these are the politicians and officials
who allow it all and often profit from it.

In Nicaragua things have grown worse as
thousands of destitute former Contra guerrillas,
many with little skill in farming, have moved
into uninhabited (and theoretically protected)
forests in the north, and burned them to get
land.  Timber companies have played their part;
a Korean one has been accused not only of
cutting into precious hardwood forests around
and in the Bosawas reserve on the Caribbean
coast, but of opening trails into the forest for
sett lers l ike the ex-Contras.   Peasants who
might wish to protest—there are such—dare not:
they would pay for it if they did, they say, and
they don’t mean in money.

A Nicaraguan ecologist, Kamilo Lara, says
that if destruction goes on at the current rate—
and he is  not  just  thinking of  this  year—
”Nicaragua will be a desert in 50 years’ time.”
At least he is alive to utter the warning.

In Honduras, in this decade, two leading
ecologists have been murdered.  Others have
received death threats and are now afraid to
speak out.  That it  is worth silencing such
people shows how high the economic stakes are.

The two ecologists’ friends readily name the
army officer widely believed to have been
behind the murders.  No one has ever been put
on trial, let alone punished, for them.

In Honduras, there is no effective control of
logging,  say ecologists .   Local  indigenous
peoples  have  compla ined  in  the  cap i ta l ,
Tegucigalpa,  of  ladino [spell—as received]
settlers moving into their (supposedly protected)
areas in Mosquitia and elsewhere in the east,
and even killing those who resist them.  No one
has much cared.  Yet El Nino is forcing even
the previously indifferent to sit up.  Mosquitia
is far away, but in the latest fires some 70% of
the  p ine  fores t s  a round Teguciga lpa  have
burned.  The capital’s three reservoirs are all
but dry.  Water is being taken by tanker around
San Pedro Sula ,  the  country’s  commercia l
capital, as it is in the Nicaraguan highland city
of Matagalpa.

The authorities’ response, however, has not
been impressive.  A diplomat in Honduras talks
of  a  na tura l  d i sas te r  o f  “ca tas t rophic
proportions”, about which the government, he
says ,  i s  do ing  “damn a l l”  [as  rece ived ] .
Honduran businessmen, lamenting the economic
disruption, echo his complaint.  In Nicaragua
there is said now to be “serious concern at the
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highest levels”, but still no consensus about
what is to be done.  A meeting to decide on
and co-ordinate action is scheduled—for early
June.

But neither government action nor a flood to
match Noah’s could restore the forests as they
were.  Once burned, say conservationists, forest
areas will inevitably be taken over by farmers.
Siegfried Kasl, a technical adviser to a German
project in Nicaragua’s Bosawas reserve—named
a  UNESCO “biosphere”  reserve  only  in
February—says  tha t  i t  wi l l  need  mi l i ta ry
protection: otherwise, “after the vegetation is
destroyed, peasants will invade.”

Leave the  las t  word to  Nicaragua’s  La
Prensa ,  not  a  famously radical  newspaper:
Desolation and destruction are everywhere; if
nothing is done Nicaraguans will be without
flora, fauna or food.

The Economist, May 23rd, 1998:

UNITED  STATES

Breathing Mexican Air In Austin

The Sun has been absent from Texas of late.
The state’s azure skies have been lost under a
yellow pall, and temperatures have dropped to
an unseasonable low.  On May 15th, the air was
declared unhealthy over the whole state.

Smoke  f rom Mexico ,  indeed  smoke
billowing up all the way from Nicaragua, is to
blame.  It is coming from 10,000 fires affecting
more than 600,000.  The acrid-tasting haze has
kept old and young Texans indoors, and left others
such as your tennis-playing correspondent, feeling
as though they were exercising while smoking.
Many wore masks.  In the Rio Grande valley,

cotton farmers worried that the lack of sunshine
would prevent this year’s crop from flowering.

George W. Bush, the governor of Texas,
brushed aside the demand Texan firemen should
head south to show the Mexicans how real men
deal with fires.  It was a Mexican problem, he
said.... Al Gore, visiting Fort Worth, dutifully
intoned concern.  “We cannot—and we will not—
ignore the impact that these Mexican fires are having
on the families of Texas,” he said solemnly—and
assured Texas cities that they would not be fined for
failing to meet clean-air standards...

CTRL gives no endorsement to the validity
of posts, and always suggests to readers: be
wary of what you read.

Let us please be civil and as always, Caveat
Lector.  [End quoting]

Does it look like man will wake up in time

to save his own neck??    

6/13/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

From the INTERNET, 6/9/98: [quoting]
Yugos lav  of f ic ia l s  Tuesday  denounced

international sanctions intended as punishment
for its offensive in Kosovo, where a western
strip of the separatist province has been turned
into a war zone of burned houses and deserted
villages.

Protesters demanding NATO intervention in
Kosovo demonstrated outside a meeting in
Luxembourg of EU foreign affairs ministers.

In a statement issued by the official Tanjug
news agency, Yugoslav officials called the
sanctions a “strange and unreasonable decision”.
The statement was in response to decisions
made by the European Union and the United
States, within hours of each other on Monday,
to ban new investments in Serbia and freeze its
assets abroad.

“It’s cynical to demand from Yugoslavia to
withdraw troops from its own province and
leave it to the mercy of Albanian terrorists,”
the statement said.

The officials also said they were offended
that the sanctions were aimed only at Serbia,
where Kosovo is located.  Serbia’s lone partner
in the Yugoslav federation, Montenegro, is
exempt because of its pro-Western leadership.

A prominent  Kosovo Albanian,  Nekibe
Kelmendi, welcomed the new sanctions but said
they were only a “small step”.

Ethnic Albanians make up 90 percent of the
2 million people living in Serbia’s southern
province.  More than 250 have died this year
in clashes between government forces and the
pro-independence Albanian militants, known as
the Kosovo Liberation Army.

There were no immediate reports of new
clashes Tuesday in Kosovo.

The international community has ruled out
independence for Kosovo but wants Serbia to
restore the autonomy the province once enjoyed.

The destruction in Kosovo has increased an
international outcry for Serbia to stop using its
police and army against ethnic Albanians.

NATO is considering military intervention,
and U.S. State Department spokesman James
Rubin said Monday the United States has not
ruled out military options.

At the United Nations Tuesday, diplomatic
sources who spoke on condition of anonymity
said the United States and Britain plan to ask
the Security Council, possibly next week, to
approve the use of force against the Serbs to
halt attacks on ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.

If necessary, President Clinton is prepared to
deal  direct ly with Russian President  Boris
Yeltsin on the matter, senior U.S. officials, who
also spoke on condition of anonymity, said
Tuesday.

In the past, strong council action on Kosovo
and other issues, notably Iraq, has been blocked
by Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov.
Russia has a permanent seat and veto power in
the 15-member council.

Yeltsin said Tuesday that any deployment of
foreign troops in the region would be “very
dangerous”.

But he said he would seek a meeting with
Yugoslav President  Slobodan Milosevic  to
“discuss the question of how to get out of this
situation without getting into a big war”.

EU  TIGHTENS  SANCTIONS
ON  SERBIA  OVER  KOSOVO

From the INTERNET, 6/9/98: [quoting]
The 15-member European Union on Monday

imposed further sanctions on Serbia because of

U.S. And Other Nations

Placing Sanctions On Yugoslavia

what it called the “new level of aggression on
the part of the Serb security forces” in the
Serbian province of Kosovo, where about 250
people have been killed and tens of thousands
displaced by the region’s separatist conflict.

Expressing its  fears of a “new wave of
ethnic cleansing” in Kosovo, the EU banned
new inves tments  in  Serb ia  and  f roze  the
country’s assets abroad.

The move came in addition to previously
announced measures, which included a ban on
arms exports and restricted travel visas for
Yugoslav officials.

At Washington’s urging last month, the EU
held off on the investment ban and asset freeze
to give Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic
a chance to reach a peaceful solution in Kosovo.

Kosovo has an ethnic Albanian majority of
about 90 percent,  and many of them favor
secession.  But Milosevic has firmly rejected
that demand, saying the region will remain part
of Yugoslavia, which now consists of Serbia
and Montenegro.

“Pres ident  Mi losevic  bears  a  spec ia l
respons ib i l i ty  as  head  of  the  Yugos lav
government for promoting a peaceful settlement
to the problems of Kosovo,” an EU statement
said.

Citing reports of “widespread house-burning
and indiscriminate artillery attacks on whole
villages”, the European body accused Milosevic
of engaging in a “campaign of violence going
far beyond ... a targeted anti-terrorist operation”.

While the EU pledged to play its part in
stopping the flow of money and weapons to the
Kosovo Liberation Army—the main guerrilla
group in the province—the organization also
called on NATO to study military solutions to
stop the violence.

On Thursday, NATO defense ministers will
meet to consider a military response—a prospect
that so far has met with little enthusiasm.

U.S .  Pres ident  Bi l l  Cl in ton’s  Nat iona l
Security Adviser Sandy Berger said Monday that
the issue of military intervention was not under
discussion at this stage.

However, Clinton and his national security
team were to discuss possible U.S. economic
sanctions later in the day.  [End quoting]

Watch this area very closely— it  could
signal the start of the BIG WAR!!  The elite
have had a habit of keeping things stirred up in

this area for centuries.    
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6/10/98  #1    HATONN

DEATH  IN  INDIA

Thank you for  cal l ing at tent ion to the
ter r ib le  hea t  wave  in  India  and  for  your
interpretation that it is, perhaps due to testing
of bombs etc.  No, but you have a whole
region which is suffering untold hardship from
that as well as from the near 120o heat wave
in India along the coastal areas of the Sea of
Bengal.  India is a very large area which is
overcrowded and in abject poverty.   Once
again, WORLD, the results will be outbreaks
of disease with nothing to stop the wave of
infections as they move into places like New
Delhi.  The area is experiencing near-death-ray
heats but where the temperatures range now is
not lethal in themselves—so you can know
there is something being jointly put upon the
people besides a simple heat wave.

NEW  DISEASE  OUTBREAK
IN  THAILAND

If I could, short of isolating you people, I
would not let you leave home where you have
resources for care of selves.  Even to Hawaii
I would want you to stay mainland.  Why?
Because some of you are urgently needed
WHERE YOU ARE, and secondly, any shift of
location is a compromise to both selves and
those to whom you visit.  The point of your
adversary is deliberately to get you out of your
protection center and off running about strange
places where there are no shields to protect
you.  No, I don’t have to “name names”; this
is for all of you with restless feet.  We will
only go to the mountain if we can’t get the
mountain to come to us.  Am I being cautious?
Yes indeed for this is still one of the most
CRITICAL t imes  of  our  journey—RIGHT
NOW.  How nice it would be for the other
guys to just bump-off my team before we can
finalize our ideas.

TO  2  X  1-AND-A-HALF

Keep doing what you are doing—but in
addition, because of it being a more effective
antiseptic solution, wash out the mouth with a
lo t  o f  swish ing  a  STRONG solu t ion  of
hydrogen peroxide—many times a day and
always after intaking any type of food or drink.
(By strong I mean a diluted solution of say 10
drops  of  35% peroxide  in  a  couple  of
tablespoons [1 oz.] of water.  Otherwise you
will  BURN your mouth.  Use your heads,
readers . )   I f  you  wish ,  you  can  use  the

medicinal (3%) peroxide diluted only a small
amount and then rinse your mouth with water.
Stabilizers in the over-the-counter (3%) peroxide
can be harmful if taken orally in much quantity.
However, you wouldn’t want to swallow the
solution used for rinsing your mouth if you are
using other than food-grade peroxide.  I suggest
you just swallow the food-grade solution as that
will attack any bacteria in the throat and back
nasal passages as it passes down the esophagus.
Know that an ongoing infection, such as tooth
decay or  gum ai lment ,  doesn’ t  get  to ta l ly
“cured” ,  bu t  the  nas t ies  hang  a round and
offspring move right into the space of any you
clear  ou t ,  ASAP af te r  c leans ing .   Once
compromised as to tooth decay and damage—it
is not simple to stop reintroduction of bacteria.
All of the products except Gaiandriana are
short-acting (as in antibiotic or antiseptic)
solutions.  This means that your regime of care
must consider that you can’t just use once a day
and hope for 24-hour topical action.  OxySol,
et al., are not as effective as several-times-per-
day peroxide is for the teeth themselves as well
as  the  gum-l ines .   OxySol  is  best  for  the
abscessed areas because it generally gets INTO
the blood system to work from “inside”.  BOTH
is the best approach.

Beware, further, of wines, carbonated drinks,

sugars and drinks with caffeine (or without) as
the “staining” substance in these things clings
to the teeth like super-glue.  Try to keep away
from extreme heat or cold because you “crack”
or “craze” the porcelain which then allows the
softer portions of the teeth to be under attack
and actually break.   Well ,  good fr iends,  a
smart-aleck said it best: “Life’s a bitch and then
you d ie .”   I  remind  you  tha t  LIFE IS
WONDERFUL—AND THEN YOU LIVE!
However, l iving in the body is a bunch of
trouble most of the time.  We most certainly
don’t want to fix those teeth too well, though,
you who know Dr. Carlson, because it is worth
a broken tooth just to GO VISIT HIM—so, try
JUST GOING TO VISIT HIM.

When we get funding, we will bring his
products forward—in spite of the Dental clubs
who wish to bury his discoveries.

E.J., you will be fine for a long time if you
jus t  don’ t  l e t  them add  any  addi t iona l
amalgamate into or on your teeth—especially as
bare fillings where fumes can rise easily.  You
are dragging because you NEED SLEEP, you
need exercise, and you need to remain in mental
stimulation.  When you are fatigued you are
going to go to sleep anywhere you sit down.
You can’t always blame old age but we do have
to consider the toll of stress and time on the
old bodies.  You, like your brethren, tend to
miss the bus more than catching it and that is
a no-no IF YOU WISH TO BE ALERT AND
FEEL WELL.  I need you in full-time thought
and work on our funding, please—not running
off hoping to find a magic bullet to wake you
up.  Change your state as to habits and you will
improve instantly.  And, perhaps if you read my
writings as to CONTENT and never mind the
editing—you would not sleep so well during
your own reading sessions.  No puns intended.

I need you and spouse to be available for
attending any legal encounters—I intend that
you  shut  down those  s tup id  and  ongoing
outrageous insults to the judicial system from

Green et al.     

Check or Money Order; no phone orders
Orders shipped only to United States addresses by U.S. Mail

Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery

$13.00 per pint for 1-3 bottles
$10.00 per pint for 4 or more bottles

(Shipping included!)

Editor�s note: For those of you who do not have a good local source for 35% Food-
Grade Hydrogen Peroxide, we offer the following very reliable resource.  Go back to the
11/25/97 issue of CONTACT for our most recent discussion of the merits of Hydrogen
Peroxide, at the very least for water purification.

BiO-Spark
35%  Food-Grade  Hydrogen  Peroxide

P.O. Box 964,
Tehachapi, CA 93581

Health Warnings

And Related Notes
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Fallen  Angels  &  Serpent  People

The  Adversary  By  Any  Other  Name
An  Examination  Of  Mythology  &  History

Part II:  When  Continents  Submerge
Editor's note: Part 1 of this series began in

the 6/2/98 issue of CONTACT.  We continue
here with Part II.

Part II:

Myths do not come from a concept system;
they come from a life system; they come out
of a deeper center.  We must not confuse
mythology with ideology.  Myths come from
where the heart is, and where the experience
is, even as the mind may wonder why people
believe these things.  The myth does not point
to a fact; the myth points beyond facts to
something that informs the fact.

—Joseph Campbell, An Open Life: In
Conversation with Michael Toms

6/16/98    RICK  MARTIN

How is i t  possible to jump throughout
history spanning such huge pieces of time?  By
choice, I guess.  In this instance, I’ve chosen
to stick with historical sequences that have
been pretty well documented by those involved
in such mat ters  or ,  in  the  a l ternat ive ,  to
statements made by representatives of the
Hosts.

Symbology is something which reoccurs
throughout history in a wide variety of forms,
and  here  the  focus  of  a t ten t ion  wi l l  be
primarily (but not exclusively) upon the serpent
and the serpent people.

So, with that said, let’s take a look at
some aspects of Mu, Lemuria, and Atlantis
that many of you may have missed.

PAN/MU/LEMURIA

In Colonel James Churchward’s The Sacred
Symbols Of Mu, we read: [quoting]

In  the  Sacred Inspired Wri t ings  of  Mu
70,000  years  ago  the  de i ty  i s  f requent ly
designated as “Heavenly Father” and “Father in
Heaven”.  This name is more frequently used
there than any other.  Religion itself was based
on the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood

of man.  [End quoting.]
In The Rainbow Masters—The Magnificent

Seven, a Phoenix Journal, we read: [quoting]
Truth  l ies  deeply  in  the  laws  of  The

Creation, and there man shall seek it and find
it.  He who truly seeks shall not stop seeking
until  he finds.   When he finds he will  be
deeply shaken and astonished, but then he will
rule over the universe as his Creator intended,
for man must recognize that the kingdom is
within himself and also outside himself.  He
must also know that he is sent as a guardian
for those other wondrous creations within The
Creation.

So be it; man would better turn from the
black hand for that is the symbol of destruction.
The “Lost Cities” of your South America and
the newly arriving space visitors are greatly
connected and both play a most vital role in
your present circumstances.

Lemuria is the label for the last part of the
great Pacific continent of Mu.  The destruction
of Mu and its submergence began before your
year 30,000 B.C.  This destruction continued for

thousands of years until the final portion of
Mu,  known by  then  as  Lemur ia ,  was
submerged in a series of disasters.   This
occurred jus t  pr ior  to  the  des t ruct ion of
Poseidonis, the last remnant of the Atlantic
continent, Atlantis.

Just as you ones are informed, today, of
how it will be and turn away, those people,
too, continued their blinded ways.  Those
working  on  the  Lef t  (Black)  Hand Pa th
continued diabolic experiments and heeded not
‘MY HANDWRITING ON THE WALL’ just
as today, on your sickened Earth, millions of
inhabi tan ts  a re  cont inu ing  to  involve
themselves in every degradation possible, even
though the signs of the t imes are clearly
discernible.

The Masters and Entities working on the
Right (Red) Hand Path began to collect the
precious records and documents from the
libraries of Lemuria.  Each Master was chosen
by the Council of the Great White Hierarchy
(Lighted Brotherhood)  to  go to  di f ferent
sections of the world whereby scientific and
spiritual knowledge of the past sequences
could be placed in secure preservation.  Those
wondrous treasures are preserved unto this

day .   At  the  t ime of  upheava l ,  as  these
continents make changes, certain other places
will be thrust upward, just as were the Peruvian
areas of Titicaca and no man will recognize of
it.  But it will be those same places which were
preserved from the going down of Mu that will
be sustained and thrust even higher into the
safety from the ocean depths.  [End quoting.]
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shook the  Ear th  f rom wi thout  tha t  the i r
handiwork was tossed and broken.  It  split
asunder the idols, and it turned and twisted their
great and beauteous wall and portals into ruins
and rubble.

This was but the beginning.  For in that
p lace  of  va l ley  would  be  ra i sed  as  the
mountains around it.  For it shall shift within
the interior and it shall crack and it shall blaze
forth as a great volcano.  That place which is
the valley shall reach into the heavens and shall
be prepared for a new portion.

So shall it be with other placements to the
north and unto the west wherein the places
which are yet in the appearance of deserts and
valleys shall be filled with the waters and yet
the places of the Motherlands which remain
unscathed unto their day in your age, shall be
thrust upward and most places shall be given
unto being island placements.  In these places
the waters shall come forth from within in
sweetness and shall purify the place, and it shall
be hot and pure.  But these waters shall be
healing in their touch and many there will be
who will need of the healing for the tribulation
shall have been great indeed.

Ones of the ancients shall walk again among
the men who are remained and come again into
the teachings of the Father/Mother and pull the
peoples back into the path of Truth.

It is come now that the days within this
place are few and it is the time that man know
of the truth of his roots that he can prune of
his branches which have grown in wildness
without discipline—away from the teachings of
the  Father /Mother  Creator /Creat ion.   [End
quoting.]

SEMJASE

Wisdom is the light and wherever the light
flashes up, there darkness and ignorance
disappear.   Ignorance is  the essential
darkness and can only be overcome by the
light of wisdom.

Wisdom is the mark of the existence of the
spirit and disguises itself in the qualities
o f  t ru th ,  po ise ,  knowledge ,  beauty ,
harmony and peace.

Wisdom is also the mark of a human who
has recognized  the existence of his spirit
and  works  wi th  i t  according  to  the
Creational laws, for wisdom and the spirit
are two factors which react as one, much
in  the  same way  as  the  Sun  and
sunlight...both give warmth and light.

50,000  YEARS  PAST

Turning to Creation, The Sacred Universe—
The Incubation Of The Phoenix ,  a  Phoenix
Journal, we read: [quoting]

It is strange that man wishes to contradict
that which he has no basis for judging.  How
can man know, for instance, that some 50,000
years ago in Earth chronology, our home world
found peace and liberty.  Shortly before this
time, 70,000 or so human beings fled under the
leadership of one labelled Pelegon.  They used
spacecraft and they fled through the cosmos and
settled on Earth.  Under Pelegon were 200 sub-
leaders, scientists, competent in their special
fields of knowledge.  By these, and others,

In Cry Of The Phoenix—Death Rattle Of
Freedom: “The Plan 2000”, we read:  [quoting]

I am Sananda to speak of remembering when
the Motherland of Mu sank beneath the waves
of the mighty ocean which overflowed her.
This, before the passing of that place you ones
call Atlantis.  We shall speak first of that which
was known as “Pan”.  Pan has meaning which
is “it is finished”, therefore, it was finished
from its beginning.

In the aeons which passed she was given
unto much glory—she was indeed birthed into
greatness.  She was next given to be recognized
by the label of Mur and finally as that which
you must remember as Mu and this place was
to be known as a Motherland.  Ah, but man is
blind and filled with self-indulgence and greed
and ’twas not until after the passing of the
Mother land  was  she  known as  Mother .
“Mother” means “from the beginning”, and
therein is  the word “Mazma”,  or  “Mu” or
“Mama” which is “the beginning”, the feminine
cause of beingness.

Because so many of you came forth from
that Motherland and have later served in other
times of passing Motherlands, we shall speak
first of this Mu.

There were many ones who had escaped
from the  devas ta t ion  and  moved unto  the
portions of the land mass which was given unto
them as “safe”.  Those who listened brought
forth with them the sacred histories and oral
teachings so that there would again be a time
of remembering.  Many of these ones came into
the land which is now the mountain area of that
which you call the South American Continent.

They gave a pledge unto the Mother, for
they have been true unto their Source.  They
built safe-keeping places for the records and
vowed to the Father/Mother that they would
teach the precepts.  Ones had been taught in the
laws which you are to come to understand if
your eyes and ears be opened.

These ones  were  given power  over  the
elements and over the gravitation of the Earth.
Ah,  bu t  they  were  no t  g iven  f reedom of
separation from all attractions of the heavens.

Soon they gave no credit unto them which
were their supporters and they gave credit only
unto themselves for what they considered their
wondrous achievements.  Then it came to be in
some 30,000 or so of your counting years, that
it was given unto them to forget and thus was
also lost these memories and placements of the
wondrous truths of your lineage.

It was given unto them to be men of rather
medium to smallness of stature and to be much
as the Asiatics in the coloring of the skin.
They began to lose their way and they prayed
to idols.  They gave but little heed unto the
warnings which were given unto them from the
higher realms of  Light  and they sank into
lethargy and laziness.

Then, as is the fortune of him who forgets
his covenant with the Father/Mother, on a great
feast day it became dark and the Sun gave off
no light.  On that day it gathered a part of the
firmaments into the whole of the area, and it
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Pelegon was acknowledged as what you might
call the “King of Wisdom” and he was, at that
time, regarded as God and regarded as such for
he taught the word and law of God and The
Creation.

Wondrous things were brought forth upon
Earth.  Regrettably, this lasted well for only a
narrow span of some 10,000 years, until desires
for power and control prevailed once more, and
a deadly war raged over all the Earth.  Without
except ion  a l l  was  des t royed ,  and  only  a
remnant, a few thousand human beings, survived
on Earth while others fled once more into the
cosmos and settled faraway worlds.  Does this
sound like a rerun, chelas?

For some 7,000 years  none returned to
Earth, and the humans left behind degenerated
and became wild.  Then descendents of those
who had settled on faraway worlds returned.
They were again under the leadership of God,
under whose command they built on Atlantis
and Mu.  They built huge cities on each of the

two separa te
continents.

For thousands
of  years  they
l ived  in
f r iendship  and
peace ,  un t i l  a
few sc ien t i s t s
were  aga in
overcome by the
old  th i r s t  for
might and power,
and tried to seize
the government.

But having tired of wars, the nations rose up
against them, and they again occupied ships
from space and fled into cosmic space some
15,000-20,000 years ago in Earth chronology.
For  some two mi l lenniums they  and the i r
descendants lived in a neighboring solar system.
Why is this hard for you of Earth to conceive
in understanding—do you actually have such
little faith and belief in God?  Do you so limit
God that you cannot believe beyond the physical
fea tures  of  your  nose  and  tha t  which  the
“controllers” would have you believe?

Oh dear ones, there were two millennia
during which they had become very evil and
only maintained order under strictest control;
bu t ,  by  muta t ion  and  the i r  sc iences ,  they
extended their lifespans to some thousands of
years.

Overcome by their thirst for power, they
then left their world about 13,000 years ago, in
your counting, and again returned to Earth.
Now, hold your breath, chelas.  Their highest
leader was one who was called “The Barbarian”.
Like the God before him some 40,000 years,
IHWH also had some 200 leaders and sub-
leaders who were competent in special fields of
science for as you re-inhabit a planet where
only  a  remnant  remains ,  i t  requi res  much
diversified knowledge and abilities.

In two groups they settled in the high north
and the present Florida of North America, while
they continuously attacked Atlantis and Mu in
war following war.  In only a few millenniums
after  their  occupation of Earth bases,  they
succeeded in destroying the civilizations of first
Lemuria ,  Mu and then At lant is .   The few
survivors went into servitude, while many great
scientists were able to flee, and return to their
homeworlds in the Pleiades.  But centuries

before this point in time, the intruders boasted
of their conquest of Earth, and IHWH ARUS
led a severe and bloody regime.

Still his sub-leaders assumed for themselves
many th ings  and  became more  and  more
independent.  Within only three decades they
had gone far in their own decision making, even
though they feared the punishments of  the
IHWH ARUS.  They advocated a code, to under
all circumstances maintain their own race and
not allow it to fall to mutations away from
themselves.  In a most forbidden manner and
secretly, they went out and caught wild Earth
crea tures  and  muta t ions  who were  d is tan t
descendants of former human beings.  These
evi l  t r icks ters  ca l led  themselves  “Sons  of
Heaven” and corrupted according to their own
race.  It would come to be that these ones were
put away into other places for they formed
mutated tribes and did not follow the laws of
God and/or The Creation.

I t  was  a t  th i s  t ime  tha t  ADAM was
bi r thed—ADAM, (meaning  “Ear th  human
being”).  Meanwhile, others similar had been
produced, who formed groups and tribes.  From
these, present Earth mankind developed.

This action angered IHWH ARUS, and the
sub-leaders were exiled, when he could catch
them.  In time he changed his mind and
recognized  a  new power  he  could
exercise over the Earth beings.

With newly appointed sub-leaders and
guard angels, he brought three human
races under his absolute control.  These
were the ancestors of those who today
are known as “Indians”, then the fair-
skinned inhabi tants  who had se t t led
around the Black Sea; and the third were
the “Gypsies” along the south of the
Mediterranean Sea,  who were cal led
Hebrews.  IHWH ARUS subjected these
races and forced them under his control.
As  the  h ighes t  ru le r  over  them,  he
allowed himself to become venerated and
adored as human ego-man is prone to do
and promptly forgot the Creator.  He
allowed them to venerate him above the
Creation itself, and his sub-leaders were
t rea ted  as  “ass i s tan t”  c rea tors .   He
imposed most harsh and severe laws
demanding the blood of the guilty.  Does
it not sound like a re-run of a scenario?

Ah ha, then came his son, JEHAV,
who took over this dominion.  He was
little better for he, too, demanded only
blood and death from the three enslaved
races.   The later  descendants of  the
“Gods”  became more  humane  and
developed a degree of spirituality.  I
would guess it is time to straighten up
and begin to fly according to the rules,
little chelas!

Their  spir i tual  evolut ion changed
their minds and they decided to leave the
development of the Earth beings to their natural
course, and retired to their home-world, so they
depar ted  Ear th  and  re turned  as  peacefu l
creatures again to the Pleiades, where their own
mankind had reached most advanced states of
development.

United, we live together today and are an
allied population in peace and liberty, under the
Laws of God and acting in balance and harmony
within The Creation.  Precious ones, it is most
essential that you ones come into truth of this

writing for you have so many gaps and missing
pages in your historical documents and the
unknown causes you great fear.  Because your
brethren of Pleiades feel responsibility and
kindredship with your human Earth species, they
come with the Hosts at this time to assist, to
evacuate—to do whatever is required to help
you in your transition.  They feel that they have
vested interests in your place and are feeling
great concern that they caused some of your
own chaotic past and present circumstance.
They, and we, are come to assist wherein we
might serve in the service, first of and to God—
in balance and truth within The Creation and
unto you, our relations.  May we come into
understanding, one with the other that we might
work toward truth and again bring peace and
wondrous magnificence unto the species.  [End
quoting.]

THE  TALE  OF  CREATION

Turning now to The Sacred Symbols Of MU:
[quoting]

The following is what I found in the old
Oriental Naacal writing, supplemented by the
Mexican Tablets:

Originally the Universe was only a soul or

sp i r i t .   Every th ing  was  wi thout  form and
wi thout  l i fe .   Al l  was  ca lm,  s i len t  and
soundless.  Void and dark was the immensity of
space.  Only the Supreme Spirit, the Great Self-
Existing Power, the Creator, the Seven-Headed
Serpent, moved within the abyss of darkness.

The desire came to Him to create worlds,
and the desire came to Him to create the Earth
with living things upon it, and He created the
Earth and all therein.  This is the manner of the
creation of the Earth with all there is within
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and upon it:—The Seven-headed Serpent, the
Creator, gave seven great commandments.  [End
quoting.]

NAGA,
THE SEVEN-HEADED SERPENT

Turning,  once  again ,  to  Colonel  James
Churchward’s The Sacred Symbols Of MU, we
read: [quoting]

The ancients had numerous figures, always
conventional, symbolizing this attribute (of the
Almighty).  Apparently the most popular were
adorned serpents .   Many des igns  of  these
serpents are found in ancient carvings and
literature.

Two of  these  se rpents  a re  espec ia l ly
prominent.  One was the cobra, called in the
Motherland, Naga.  This one had seven heads.
This number was given to correspond with the
seven stages of  creation,  the seven mental
planes, et cetera.

The seven-headed serpent originated in Mu
and was there called Naga .   In various Mu
colonies it received added names.  Judging from
the geographical position of the colonies where
we find it, I think that the lower western half
of Mu was where it was used.  The people
using this symbol were called after i t—the
Nagas.  [End quoting.]

When we turn to A Dictionary Of Symbols
by Jean Chevalier and Alain Gheerbrant, we see
that: [quoting]

The finest and most numerous examples of
this seven-headed serpent are depicted on the
temple at Angkor Thom in Cambodia.  To the
Khmer ,  the  naga  was  ‘ the  symbol  of  the
Rainbow, regarded as the magic bride entry to
the abode of the gods’.   In this,  the most
famous temple in Southeast Asia, the gods at
the south gate hold one end of the naga which
writhes symbolically round the Meru (the Indian
holy  mounta in ,  which  the  temple  i t se l f  i s
supposed to represent) while its other end is
grasped by the  demons at  the  north  gate .
Taking it in turns to tug, they can rotate the
central mount and churn the sea to obtain
ambrosia.  From time immemorial the Khmer
kings were compared with Vishnu churning the
Sea of Milk to obtain amrita, that is, plenty.

The rubbing motions of the serpent wrapped
round the sacred mount stimulate secretions of
prosperity.  Khmer beliefs laid great symbolic
stress upon the churning of the Sea of Milk,
whence came the apsara and the phenomenal
world.

Furthermore, like the python, the
naga  is the symbol of the mouth
which swallows either the individual
or the Sun itself at one end of the
horizon to vomit  them up at  the
other, and is therefore an initiatory
symbol of death and rebirth.  The
significant facts in the tradit ions
quoted above are the north-south axis
and the  naga’s  seven heads ,  the
latter being the symbol of fulfillment
and especially of human fulfillment.
The naga is often depicted in India
at the foot of the majestic stairways
of  s tupas ,  re-echoing the  gaping
crocodile-mouths found at the foot of
s ta i rways  on  Cent ra l  Amer ican
pyramids.  [End quoting.]

Now, on a slightly different note

(but not really), we have:

EVIL
IS  IGNORANCE

In The Golden Scripts, Chapter 23:12, we
read:  [quoting]

12  Evi l  ha th  an  empt iness ,  i t  cannot
construct, it ignoreth the ways that lead unto
happiness, it seeketh out no goodly situation but
taketh the world and giveth it a weeping.

13 Evil hath no crown, it hath no distaff, it
hath no divining rod that pointeth out riches;
evil hath only confusion and ignorance and
manifest impoverishment; it hath shortage of
compassion that ye do call intolerance.

14 Verily I say unto you, beloved, evil is
man’s enemy above all other enemies in that it
seeketh to do him no improvement, naught hath
it to do for man but to pull him down to vomit;
it proclaimeth his smallness, it maketh a god of
his ignorance and humbleth him before it.

15  I  say  ignorance  i s  ev i l  and  ev i l  i s
ignorance.

16 There are no other gods of darkness
before Ignorance.

17  That  which  cometh  of  me ha th  a
radiance, behold it is tolerant and beauteous and
t ranqui l ;  a l l  th ings  making  for  good,  for
happiness, for delight,  for peace, for alms-
giving, for benediction on others, these are the
diadem stones in the crown of mine eternity.

18 I say unto you, beloved, in that ye have
taken  knowledge  unto  yourse lves  ye  have
t rave led  in  a  progress ;  in  tha t  ye  have
triumphed over ignorance so hath the Dark One
fled before your footsteps.  [End quoting.]

DARK  ROBES

In  Other  Kingdoms ,  Hi la r ion  wr i tes :
[quoting]

The Dark Brothers are allowed to have an
influence upon those humans in incarnation who
permit the influence to occur.  It is a question
of complete free will.  Humans who follow the
base teachings of materialism and selfishness are
opening themselves up to the overshadowing of
the Dark Brothers.  It is these humans, the ones
who have been cast into shadow by their own
choice, that have been responsible for most of
the carnage, slaughter, war, torture and outright
evil in the world.  It is true that they choose
to do these heinous acts by their own free will
(in most cases) but their actions are usually

inf luenced  by  the  Dark
Brotherhood in such a way
as  to  make  them worse
than they otherwise would
be.

One  of  the  ways  in
which the Dark Brothers
ga in  easy  access  to  a
human begin is  through
over-indulgence in drink.
Natura l ly ,  any  o ther
besotting over-indulgence
will also allow the darker
overshadowing to gain a
hold, but alcohol is by far
the worst substance in this
regard.  The individuals
who change  the i r
personalities for the worse
when under the influence

of drink can be assumed to be literally under
the control of these darker forces while they are
inebriated.

What happens in such cases is that an access
at the back of the head (in the aetheric body)
opens up and allows darker forces to enter.  The
access is directly opposite the Anja or third eye
center ,  and becomes  wide  open under  the
inf luence  of  a lcohol  in  the  sys tem.  [End
quoting.]

In Dark Robes, Dark Brothers ,  Hilarion
writes: [quoting]

The dark ones do not seek to cast any soul
“into hell”, as the popular religious notion has
it.  Rather, they act as testing agents for the
race of man, as forces whose task it is to weed
out from among the human flock the souls
whose dedication, wisdom and insight are not
developed enough to  a l low them to  move
forward into the higher ground of spiritual
achievement.

This can be compared to the effect of the
wolf on a herd of caribou.  Among the caribou
are the old, the sick, the congenitally weak
spec imens .   The  wol f  a t tacks  on ly  these
defective caribou, and would never think of
wasting its energy trying to chase or bring down
healthy specimens.  By weeding out the weaker
ones, the wolf ensures that the herd remains
strong.

So it is with the Dark Brotherhood.  They
know that many human souls would not be
taken  in  by  the i r  seduc t ions ,  tha t  many
indiv idua ls  can  perce ive  c lear ly  whatever
attempts are made to draw them away from the
light.  But they know too that multitudes of
incarnated individuals on the Earth have allowed
the attractions of pleasure and materialism to
sway them,  have  permi t ted  the  nega t ive
emotions of hatred, resentment, grief, worry and
self-pity to cloud their days.  And it is against
these  s t ragglers  tha t  mos t  o f  the  Dark
Brotherhood’s efforts are directed.  They can
only  inf luence  those  who al low  them the
necessary access, and they would not waste their
energy on souls who remain firm in the truth.
[End quoting.]

THE  TAO

Stanislav Grof, M.D., in The Holotropic
Mind—The Three  Leve ls  o f  Human
Consciousness and How They Shape Our Lives,
states: [quoting]

Probably the most famous statement about
the futility of attempting to capture the essence
of the cosmic source in thought or language
comes from Lao-tsu, a Chinese sage who lived
in the fourth century B.C.:

The Tao that can be told is not the
eternal Tao.

The name that can be named is not
the eternal name.

The nameless is  the beginning of
heaven and earth.

The  named i s  the  mother  o f  t en
thousand things.

[End quoting.]

THE  KHAN

In Mu, the ancient Serpent Symbols were
div ided  in to  two ca tegor ies :   the  f i r s t  an
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adorned  Serpent  symbol iz ing  the  c rea t ive
attribute of the Diety; the second, quoting now
from Churchward’s The Sacred Symbols of Mu,
“plain unadorned Serpents were symbols of the
waters.  The symbolic water symbol was called

Khan.”
Turning to The Garden Of Aton by Nora

Boyles, we read (about a much later historical
period): “...the leader of the Khazars is known
as the KHAN.”

ATLANTIS

Gordon-Michael Scallion notes in his 1998
summer edition of the Earth Changes Report,
“Atlantis lasted almost 250,000 years from its
first age to its final days, the last of its islands
going beneath the seas around 9,000 years ago.”

In Trail Of The Serpent, written by Inquire
Within, we read: [quoting]

The  ear ly  Lemur ians  a re  descr ibed  as
eyeless, mindless, vapoury hermaphrodites, ruled
by planetary gods, guided by angels, and aided
by Luciferian spirits.  Later the sexes were
separated, bringing terrible sexual disorder, and
finally Lemuria was submerged.  According to
Schuré the priests of Ancient Egypt preserved
the tradition of a vast continent which had
formerly occupied a great part of the Atlantic
Ocean from Africa and Europe to America, and
of a powerful civilization which was engulfed
in some prehistoric catastrophe.  The priests
claimed to have received it from the Atlanteans
themselves through some far-back connection; in
turn they told Solon of the tradition, and Plato,
borrowing from him, wrote of it in his dialogue,
the Timaeus.   The whole tradition is a vast
legend, although there are scientific proofs that
such a continent had probably existed.  Some
of the Lemurians, it is said, survived and settled
in Atlantis, which, as Schuré explains, was a
tropical Eden with a primitive humanity; then
came a long period of wars, followed by a
Federa t ion  of  In i t ia te -Kings ,  and  f ina l ly
decadence and a reign of black magic, and the
continent was gradually rent and destroyed by
subterranean fires.

These primitive people, according to Schuré,
were powerful psychics:  “His sparkling serpent-
like eye seemed to see through the soil and the
bark of the trees and to penetrate the souls of
animals.  His ear could hear the grass growing
and the ants walking”; they spent their nights
in astral dreams and visions, believing they
contacted and conversed with the gods.  Again
Steiner says that the Atlantean Kings had spirit
guides in human form, “Messengers of the
Gods” (Elder Brothers), who actually ruled men
through the kings.  As he explains, these guides
were under Luciferian influence, but used it
progressively to free themselves from error by
becoming initiates of the Solar-Christ Being—
they became Illumines!   They imparted the
mysteries to disciples and in fact became Christ-

oracles.  Matter in the form of Ahriman came
along and intel lect  was born and the gods
receded  f rom among men.   In  the  la te r
Atlantean evolution the mysteries, he said, had
to be kept secret so that the knowledge of how
to control and direct Nature’s forces should not
be used for evil and sensual purposes, but in
time these powers became known, black magic
became rampant, and Atlantis was destroyed.
[End quoting.]

VENUS

There are those who hold forth the theory
that  Lucifer/Satan is ,  actually,  Venus—the
br ight  and  per fec t  “morning  s ta r” .   This
statement is interesting, at the very least, in that
there are others who attempt to link Poseidon
and Atlas with Venus, as well as Quetzalcoatl.
Let’s take a closer look.

ATLANTIS—
POSEIDON

In  the  scholar ly  work  The  His tory  o f
Atlantis ,  written by Lewis Spence, we read:
[quoting]

The Azilian people were undoubtedly the
forerunners of the Neolithic race, the people of
the New Stone Age, and brought with them to
Europe an entirely new mode of living, a new
art, new religious beliefs.  They invaded Europe
at a period which, broadly speaking, can be
successfully collated with the date given by
Plato.  They must have poured into Europe in
the i r  thousands ,  d i spossess ing  the  o lder
Aurignacian or Cro-Magnon inhabitants and
destroying their relatively high culture.

[Still quoting, later on...]
I t  is  from the writ ings of Diodorus the

Sicilian, as well as from those of Plato, that we
are  enabled  to  g lean  the  l i t t l e  we  know
concerning the royal line of Atlantis.  Plato,
indeed ,  assures  us  tha t  such  a  success ion
existed, but he leaves us in the dark concerning
the names of any of its members, with the
exception of the sons of Poseidon: Atlas, Gadir
or  Eumolus,  Amphisus,  Eudemon,  Mnesus,
Autochthonus, Elassipus, Mestor, Azaes and
Diaprepus.  Let us examine these first, and see
what we can glean from them.

In other myths Atlas is alluded to as the son
of  Iape tus  and  Clymene ,  and  bro ther  of
Prometheus and Epimetheus, the Titans, along
wi th  whom he  made  war  aga ins t  Zeus .
Defeated by the Hellenic Allfather,  he was
compelled to bear the skies upon his head and
shoulders.  According to Homer, he is, indeed,
the bearer of the long columns which hold the
heavens and Earth asunder.  Indeed, he is what
students of Mexican mythology, following the
late Professor Eduard Selere, would now call a
“sky supporter”, one of these genii who uphold
the roof of the world.  The idea probably arose
from the belief that Mount Altas, in Africa, like
other lofty mountains, actually upheld the skies.
Other mythographers, as we have seen, represent
Atlas as a wise astrologer, a monarch who first
taught men the science of reading the stars.
There was, of course, more than one Mount
Atlas, and we find mountains similarly named
in Mauretania, Arcadia and Caucasus.  The
Pleiades ,  Hyades  and Hesper ides  were  his
daughters.

[Again, still quoting, later on...]

Diodorus tells us that Uranus was the first
King of the Atlanteans.  Uranus was the Greek
god of the Sky, and father of Iapetus the Titan,
the Biblical Japhet, of Oceanus, the Cyclopes,
and many other mythical figures, including the
Giants.  His most celebrated Atlantean children
were Basilea (which simply means “queen”) and
Rhea and Pandora.  Atlas, Saturn and Hesperus
are  a lso ment ioned as  his  offspr ing.   The
Atlant ides became the constel la t ion of  the
Pleiades.  A certain Jupiter—not the god of that
name—later became King of the Atlanteans,
displacing his father Saturn with the aid of the
Titans.

It becomes clear that the mythical history of
Atlantis is in some manner associated with the
incidents of the war between the Gods and
Titans, which bulks so largely in Greek mythi-
history and art.  The story of the Titanomachia,
or divine war with the Titans,  relates that
Uranus, the first ruler of the world, cast his
sons ,  Br ia reus ,  Cot tys  and  Gyes ,  the
Heca tonche i res ,  o r  Hundred-handed ,  in to
Tartarus, along with the Cyclopes, “the creatures
with round or circular eyes”, gigantic shepherds
of Sicily.  Gaea, his wife, indignant at this,
urged the Titans to rise against their father.
They deposed him, and raised Cronus to the
throne .   But  Cronus ,  in  tu rn ,  hur led  the
Cyclopes back into Tartarus, and married his
sister Rhea.  Uranus and Gaea had foretold that
he  would  h imsel f  be  deposed  by  h is  own
children, and as these were born he swallowed
them, all but Zeus, whom his mother concealed
in  a  cave  in  Cre te .   When Zeus  came to
manhood he gave his father a potion which
caused him to disgorge the children he had
swallowed, and these turned against Cronus and
the ruling Titans.  Gaea promised victory to
Zeus if he would deliver the Cyclopes and
Hecathoncheires from Tartarus.  He did so, and
the Titans were overcome and themselves cast
into the Tartarus.

We find, then, the self-same personages
connected with the war of the Gods and Titans
as  wi th  At lan t i s .   Indeed  i t  i s  c lear  tha t
Diodorus  actual ly  appl ies  the  s tory  and
personnel of the war of the Gods and Titans to
the history of Atlantis.  On what grounds did
he do so?  He could only have done so because
of an existing tradition.  He certainly did not
invent the tale of the Titanic War, which was
in circulation centuries before his time.  It
seems reasonable  to  suppose ,  then,  tha t  a
tradition actually existed of a great war in the
Atlantic Ocean.  The Gods, thought the Greeks,
had their origin in the West.  Thence came the
mysteries and all cultures.  The Cyclopes and
Titans are likewise connected with the West, the
former with Sicily and the Mediterranean isles,
the latter with other islands.  Pomponius Mela
states that Albion, the Titan, son of Poseidon,
and the original tutelary god of Britain, was a
brother of Atlas, and assisted him with Iberius,
god of Ireland, to contest the Western passage
of Hercules.  Albion is that Alba from which
Scotland takes her ancient name of Albany.
There  was  thus  a  d i s t inc t  race  of  Ti tans
connected with the Atlantic, and if Albion and
Iberius can be identified with the British Isles
it is only reasonable to assume that Atlas was
also once the tutelary divinity of a western land
in the ocean with which myth persis tent ly
connects his name.

[Still quoting, further along...]
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We find then that Poseidon, the culture-
bringer, arriving in Atlantis some centuries prior
to its final submergence, allied himself with the
remnants of the Cro-Magnon aborigines and
gave  the i r  dy ing  cu l ture  a  more  modern
tendency,  precisely  as  did  Quetzalcoat l  in
Mexico.  Indeed the myths of Poseidon and
Quetza lcoa t l  a re  prac t ica l ly  ident ica l .   In
Atlantis In America I adduced proof that the
personalities of Atlas and Quetzalcoatl are the
same and this  appl ies  with  equal  force to
Poseidon, the father of Atlas, who possesses the
same attributes of the culture-hero.  We know
that Quetzalcoatl came to Mexico from some
local i ty  in  the  At lant ic .   But  whence  d id
Poseidon come?

Poseidon, I believe, was the leader of the
Azilian or proto-Azilian band of invaders who
conquered Atlant is ,  and colonised i t  some
centuries prior to making their great raid on
Europe.  He is usually described as a god of
“Pelasgian” origin.  Now this name Pelasgian,
is  usual ly employed to denote a  race who
colonised Greece at an early period, and who
built immense structures of solid stone.  They
were, indeed, the Mykenean race, the bringers
of the mysteries of the Cabiri to Greece, a
people of Iberian stock.  The Azilians, as we
have seen, were proto-Iberians.  We, have there,
good grounds for the statement that Poseidon
was the leader or priest-king of the Azilian
invaders of Atlantis.  That the whole Iberian
race is distantly of North African origin scarcely
admits of doubt, and it seems probable that
Poseidon, “god” of the Mediterranean Sea, must
have led his people from the Atlas region of
North Africa to Atlantis, whence, some centuries
later, they were to invade both Europe and their
original home.

[Quoting, still later...]
Quetzalcoatl, for example, can be identified

as the planet Venus, and it  is  notable that
several of the gods in this calendar can be
equated with certain members of the Atlantean

pantheon, Quetzalcoatl, for instance, with Atlas,
as has already been demonstrated, and Coatlicue
with Cleito, whilst Tlaloc, Tezcatlipoca and
Xochiquetzal have all an Atlantean significance,
so  fa r  as  the i r  myths  and  symbols  a re
concerned, as has been proved in other parts of
this work.

We find, too, that the method in which the
Aztecs  and  the  Maya  of  Cent ra l  Amer ica
computed the synodic revolutions of the planet
Venus has a distinct Atlantean connection, as
that planet was particularly identified with the
god Quetzalcoatl, who was said to have come
from some locality in the Atlantic Ocean, and
who,  l ike  At las ,  bore  the  wor ld  upon h is
shoulders.  He was also regarded as the inventor
of the tonalamatl, which was thus looked upon
as the sacred divinitory book or table of a
culture-hero who had come from some region in
the Atlantic Ocean.  [End quoting.]

We wi l l  be  explor ing  fa r  more  about
Quetzalcoatl later in this series, in sequence.

ATLANTIS  DESTROYED

In Cry Of The Phoenix—Death Rattle of
Freedom: The Plan 2000, a Phoenix Journal, we
read:  [quoting]

Cayce points to the island-continents of
Atlantis “in” the Atlantic and Lemuria “in” the
Pacific as examples of advanced civilizations
that were destroyed because they had become
corrupt.  Atlanteans, in particular, stand out as
a people who had evolved great mental and
in tu i t ive  ab i l i t i es  as  wel l  as  be ing  very
technologically advanced.  Cayce said that they
understood spiritual laws better than you do
today, and worshipped the One God, Aton.  But
the society was destroyed from within by “those
who served the dark forces”—the forces of ego,
repression, anger, hatred and division—any of
this sound familiar?

The destruction of Atlantis was foretold by
its prophets well in advance of the actual event,

so there was ample time to prepare for it.  Thus
the important documents and records of Atlantis
were gathered together and put in the Hall of
Records in Egypt.  The Atlanteans knew that
the  very  ex is tence  of  the i r  cu l ture  and
civilization would be unknown for centuries, but
they also knew that eventually—in this age—
their records would be rediscovered and all
things would be  revealed.  Just, dear ones, as
these records shall some day aeons from this
“time” be discovered and your legacy to history
will complete its cycle—AHO!

Indeed, recent discoveries in the Atlantic

You have asked and asked for an expla-
nation of the ancient prophecies and “where
are we today”?  You want to play in John’s
“revelations” and Nostradamus’ “prophe-
cies”—we shall deal a bit with those things
in this book—in order that you see that it
is the unfolding of those very prophecies
which are going on about you this day.
TODAY!  EXACTLY AS PROJECTED.
GOD, PLEASE ALLOW THAT YOU READ
AND UNDERSTAND FOR THE TRAP IS
SET AND THE FIRE IS LAID. AHO! THE
PHOENIX WILL RISE AGAIN FROM THE
ASHES.  WHERE WILL YOU BE?
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support claims of the previous existence of the
continent of Atlantis.  The reader, herewith,
must know that a portion of the submerged
Atlantean Continent has resurfaced near the
Bimini Islands,  the underwater divers have
brought back pictures of a massive symmetrical
sea wall that was obviously made by human
hands  and probably  was  one  of  the  wal ls
surrounding the ancient  cont inent  or  par ts
thereof.

There are several portions of the lands of
Lemuria which still stand unsubmerged today
and those will remain above water level in the
new configuration.

Survivors from Lumuria and Atlantis were
scat tered East  and West  depending on the
fortunes of the winds and the seas.  At least
this is what historians wish to believe and it
makes for a good fable—in fact, I should tell
you the fable so you can enjoy what happens
when facts are absent!  Many of those survivors
are said to have gone to Egypt, conquering the
native peoples there, and ushering in the Golden
Age of Egypt where the arts and sciences,
philosophy and religion, and even beautiful
architecture such as the Sphinx were greatly
emphasized.  The co-mingling of the Atlanteans
caused a quantum leap in the evolution of the
Eyptians, both materially and spiritually.

Other survivors from the two continents
(which by the way, were some thousands of
years separated) are said to have landed on the
shores  of  the  Amer icas .   This  theory  i s
suppor ted  by the  American Indians  whose
legends say that they are the descendants of the
survivors of the now-lost Red Land of Pahn,
which was broken up, destroyed and covered
over by the waters of the great seas.  It is also
reported that those Atlanteans who were the
most spiritual and, therefore, the most highly
evolved, transformed themselves into dolphins to
escape the cataclysm that engulfed Atlantis.
This would help to explain why the ancient
Creeks considered it murder to kill a dolphin,
and  a l so  he lps  to  expla in  why the  Hindu
scriptures state that dolphins are so spiritual and
highly evolved.

[S t i l l  quot ing]   Edgar  Cayce :   The
experience of Atlantis, then, is a lesson to this
generation in the evolution of the Earth, and
man’s capacity for making a total shambles of
h is  so journ  here .   For  no t  on ly  has  th i s
happened to the Atlanean civilization, it has
happened to many before it!

“‘You remember a single deluge only,’ states
the Egyptian priest ,  in Plato’s REPUBLIC .
‘There have been, and will be again, many
destructions of mankind arising out of many
causes... You remember a single deluge, only,
but there were many previous ones.’”  [End
quoting.]

THE  HORSEMAN
&  THE  SNAKE

In Tales Of The Dervishes, written by Idries
Shah, we read:  [quoting]

There is a proverb that “the opposition” of
the  man of  knowledge  i s  be t te r  than  the
“support” of the fool.

I, Salim Abdali, bear witness that this is
true in the greater ranges of existence, as it is
true in the lower levels.

This is made manifest in the tradition of the
Wise, who have handed down the tale of the

Horseman and the Snake.
A horseman from his point of vantage saw

a poisonous snake slip down the throat of a
sleeping man.  The horseman realized that if the
man were allowed to sleep the venom would
surely kill him.

Accordingly he lashed the sleeper until he
was awake.  Having no time to lose, he forced
this man to a place where there were a number
of rotten apples lying upon the ground and
made him eat them.  Then he made him drink
large gulps of water from a stream.

All the while the other man was trying to
get  away, crying:  “What have I  done,  you
enemy of humanity, that you should abuse me
in this manner?”

Finally, when he was near to exhaustion,
and dusk was falling, the man fell to the ground
and vomited out the applies, the water, and the
snake.  When he saw what had come out of
him, he realized what had happened, and begged
the forgiveness of the horseman.

This is our condition.  In reading this, do
not take history for allegory, nor allegory for
h is tory .   Those  who are  endowed wi th
knowledge have responsibility.  Those who are
not, have none beyond what they can conjecture.

The man who was saved said: “If you had
told me, I would have accepted your treatment
with a good grace.”

The horseman answered: “If I had told you,
you would not have believed.  Or you would
have been paralyzed by fright.  Or run away.
Or gone to sleep again, seeking forgetfulness.
And there would not have been  time.”

Spurring his horse, the mysterious rider rode
away.  [End quoting.]

TRANSITION  THOUGHTS

Continents have come and they have gone.
Entire land-masses have shifted as Mother Earth
has evolved, changed, and grown.  Man is often
so ego-filled that he does not believe it has
happened, or at the very least, that it could
happen again.  With the erratic weather patterns
around our globe, including rapidly increasing
winds, with the prediction by many of massive
geophysical Earth changes looming in near the
future, these great tectonic plates may once
again start their shifting, their movement, their
participation in an ever-changing and evolving
Earth.  As we turn our vision briefly backward,
perhaps we may glean a few lessons from that
which has gone before, lest we be destined to
repeat  those  lessons .   Change is  the  only
constant in this old world.  And let’s not forget,
please, that everything truly is connected to
everything.

Before we enter Sumeria and examine their
beliefs and historical records, this series is to
be continued...
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HEAVY  DUTY  PROJECTIONS

There are a lot of prophecies and actual
information being tossed about lately—LISTEN
TO THEM and heed some warnings.

When the jet-stream starts hitting the ground
as i t  has lately—you are in for some very
devastating happenings because it always moves
at a fast rate of speed and there is no “funnel”
to cut small and narrow roads through an area.
There will probably BE funnels but the stream
is so close to the surface that winds will be
kicked up exponentially strong.

GOD is getting even with NO ONE as is
projec ted  by Pat  Rober tson,  but  th ings  in
Florida will get increasingly more furious, and
to blame God’s attitude regarding gays is stupid
at best.  “MAN” PLACES HIS DRUTHERS
AND BIGOTRY ONTO EVERYTHING—NOT
GOD.  Neither is  the jet  stream course or
altitude the Wrath of God, so knock it off lest
you really irri tate said God.  How do you
account for so many “Christian” people being
hit so hard all around the place?  You had best
hope God doesn’ t  take  note  of  your  fa lse
teachings as are being presented to you “in the
name of God, Christ, Jesus”, or whoever else
you wish to find invisible to pin your junk
onto.

And DO NOT go  about  spewing  tha t
Hatonn/Aton, etc., is somehow AGAINST the
Jews or anyone else.  I am against crime, evil
in ten t  and  ev i l  deeds .   I  am aga ins t ,  fo r
instance, the three nit-wit devils who dragged a
man to his death.  This is murder.  I am NOT
agains t  a  man choosing another  man as  a
mate—except for the deliberate physical actions
which  take  p lace  in  such  a  re la t ionsh ip .
Remember that SEX is NOT LOVE.  I  am
against the abuse in heterosexual relationships
so don’t go interpreting my input.  WHAT “I
AM” IS  “FOR” INTEGRITY,  TRUTH,
RESPONSIBILITY, LOVE AS IN TRUTH OF
EMOTIONAL EXCHANGE, HONESTY AND
GOOD MORALS.

I  am weary  of  Man’s  op in ions  and
interpretations of what God thinks or is.  GOD
NEEDS NO INTERPRETATION BY HIS
HUMAN CREATIONS.  AND, NO SAVIOR IS
GOING TO, OR HAS, COME TO SAVE YOU
FROM YOURSELF.   IF  YOU WANT
SALVATION,  THEN GET BUSY IN
RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOURSELF.   NO
“MAN” DIED TO SAVE YOU ANYTHING—
NO MAN COULD DIE TO SAVE YOU.  THE
ONE YOU BLAME DID NOT EVEN DIE TO
SAVE HIMSELF!  THE “RAPTURE” TALE IS
A LIE AND ISN’T IT TIME YOU FACED IT?

Common Sense About

Upcoming Disasters
AND FURTHER,  A PROPHET IS  NOT
WORTH HIS WEIGHT IN PEANUT HULLS IF
HE ISN’T RIGHT 100% OF THE TIME—
THAT IS, ALL OF THE TIME, EVERY TIME.
This  does  no t  mean  tha t  in te l l igent  and
insightful people can’t see what is taking place,
and hence, will take place.

Proc la imed seers  and  prophets ,  remote
viewers and psychics may well be on target and
offer some pretty stunning presentations—but
realize that you too can see and know if you
only  PAY ATTENTION.   Every th ing  i s
connected—even that jet stream to your weather
patterns,  and then right  on to the satel l i te
systems that control the jet stream, strength and
weather  caught  in  the  push .   I t  i s  ca l led
PLANNED chaos.  Even your nuclear time-clock
is now reading 9 minutes prior to midnight with
all the nuclear “things” taking place around your

globe—and that  clock is  run by your own
scientists and it doesn’t just include such as
India and Pakistan.  You in the U.S. have not
yet paid the penalty for your own tests in
Nevada—in any direction from detonation point.

I am not going to go into fortune telling and
i t  would appear  the  ones  who do and are
abounding now are doing pretty well on their
own.  Stress the thought-forms, readers, and you
will precipitate the thing as surely as you live
and breathe.  I do not choose to buy into your
demands for destruction and failure.  We have
enough to keep our hands full without pushing
panic—jus t  p repara t ion  and  a t ten t ion  to
consideration of your own possibilities.

So many disasters have come to already
bankrupt your disaster service.  What happens
when it is finally GONE?  Worse, so many
farmers are being now forced off their lands and
poverty has struck the growing fields right
along with the storms and droughts that you are
going to have major shortages—worse even than
that—your grain stores have been sold and you
have no reserves.  The blight of “scab” has hit
the mid-northern states and has almost wiped
out  the grain crops and that  disease takes
YEARS to reclaim the fields once you have the
immediate spread under control—and you do not
have the immediate spread under ANYTHING
but more spread.  And, no, it is not a happy
topic.  There are not many happy topics running
around lately, so be grateful to KNOW and gain
information that you might attend some of your

expected needs.   

Notes On Politics

And Money Matters
6/11/98  #2    HATONN

I want to remind all you people out there
who follow along with the recent items being
run as public notices, that it is exactly what it
looked like—public notices.  Rick is being
hounded by the curious, the insane, the sane,
the unjust and the just, as, I suppose, the view
of something or other of great desire seems to
be popping forth.  No, readers, there is nothing
to CHASE, please.   Rick did his  job and
fulfilled what was asked of him—nothing more.
I, Hatonn, had the interchanges with Herman
that led to the transfer for security of some of
h is  thought - to-be  asse t s .   He  was  be ing
murdered inch by inch and he wanted to have
the  poss ib i l i ty  of  ho ld ing  someth ing  for
America as a nation.  His whole perception
was that the original certificate was to be given
over to the “saving” of America.  When Bush,
et al., started buying arms and literally doing
things to DESTROY the nation—Russell did
what he could do to cover his portion to later
join with V.K.’s and establish value in the
Treasury Department backed by gold.  Can this

yet happen?  I suppose but it doesn’t seem
anyone wants to make the effort of making it
work and the buck stops here.  It has already
stopped as a matter of fact.  And, further, it
appears to have dead-ended at V.K.’s door.

Nobody here has any idea what that lady
plans to do—and the people here plan nothing.
We have some possible funding in the working
for some smaller projects and to make sure the
players here can clear all debts and walk away
if necessary.  The price of gold dropped another
six dollars overnight and we will have to simply
see what happens next.  The Institute is still
operative but dormant due to the Tuten case.
Since it is the time to purchase rather than sell,
you can certainly st i l l  be assis ted through
secured means.  The Institute as it WAS cannot
be used as other than a vehicle until the cases
are cleared from possible assault.  And people
on any of our possible mailing lists, BEWARE,
for Green is trying to raise a lot of money to
corner,  somehow, the stolen gold from the
Nevada court.  He apparently is desperate so
you may well be hearing from him—this time
with bigger lies than before—even if you don’t
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think that to be possible.  He has recently
seeded many lies about himself and his lovely
wife and also about property sales, etc.  This
was to circumvent attorneys and ongoing court
cases.  He has a lot of problems, however,
because he is in contempt of court  having
somehow “misplaced” 110,000 books.  This is
a  l i t t le  asset  of  over  a  mil l ion $$ he has
overlooked in his bookkeeping and IRS notices.
When this all comes to court as is, he is in
deeper yogurt than ever before, so all he can
do is try to keep delaying and delaying as long
as he can do so.

If he is criminally cited, and he may well
be after the contempt charges settle in—he is
considered a “flight risk” so his bond will be
even higher than it would ordinarily be for a
responsible citizen.  Don’t let him sell you a
bill of goods, friends.  Why would we concern
that he would come to YOU?  Because he has
no “old friends” to which to go and he is doing
just exactly what Gunther and Ronn Jackson
did—USE YOU.  I would be less than a good
person if I failed to warn you.  We haven’t yet
determined how much gold, etc., he has run
through his mill since he left California but we
are led to believe—quite a bit.

The UFO “community” has it that Green
ripped off the Institute for over $10 million.  If
so, it never made it this far and there is no way
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to account for same here.  Perhaps his back
yard is again full of gold plantings.

Thank you and good evening.
We needed to at tend the Rick-involved

papers because too many “old” acquaintances
started popping up like the proverbial gophers
out of the holes.  I  repeat that there were

several people involved in Russell’s business at
the time in those past years and especially as
it neared Russell’s death.  If anyone knows
where, for instance, Andy Nicholow is, please
give Rick the information at the paper or have
Andy call for himself.

Thank you.    

6/13/98  #1    HATONN

CURRENT  PROSPECTS

This  is  not  to  complain  to  any of  you
readers regarding your inquiries and concerns as
some “prophets”  are  g iv ing you dates  for
delivery of disasters.  I simply wish to take up
the topic Sunday, personally.

I’m sure that Cmdr. Soltec will have input
and,  fur ther ,  I  would l ike  to  come to  the
support  of  people who seem to be f inding
windows for happenings,  i .e. ,  Scall ion,  the
Remote Viewers, et al.  [Editor’s note: Further
commentary on this subject matter is addressed
in the writings on pages 39 and 42.]

When a  man is  p inned down by di rect
ques t ions  to  loca te  a  day  or  t ime  when

significant changes might occur, you put
h im in  a  te r r ib le  pos i t ion .   Some
“viewers”, in fact, wait for “a” Scallion
to make his predictions and then ride
along on that information.  Some of
your very best seers are shackled by
th is  type  of  demand.   Geophysica l
reports are coming out constantly for
your  re fe rence ,  i f  you  need  more
specific information, but be kind to
those willing to go out on a limb in
case they might avoid some devastation
to life-forms by cautious predictions.  I
personally avoid making a date for
disaster because, after all, what happens
depends on so many factors as to move
out of concept of using a clock.  By
Ear th  symptoms,  however ,  you can
KNOW you haven’t  much t ime lef t
before some major shifts and eruptions.

Some of the bad news is that when
testing was taking place on nuclear
devices in Nevada, and elsewhere, chain
reactions continued to take place right
up to current days.  These reactions
produce so much heat as to be shocking
and  they  DO cont inue  to  re lease
radiation in dangerously high amounts.
When these gasses and fluids surface,
there is damage going to happen to life-
forms in the immediate area, even if not
carried on such as jet streams around
the globe.

You have continuing havoc from
quakes and heat in India where the recent
testing took place.  You have the El Nino
effect happening as a result of testing off
Australia along with volcanism in the Pacific
and in the Atlantic.

Magnetic pole shifts are under way
as we write and have been for some
time now.  With the HAARP system
act iva ted ,  you  can  expec t  worse
responses  f rom the  normal  sh i f t s
occurring at this time.  The artificial

Latest Reminders As

Earth Changes Happen
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attempts at control are to prevent devastation in
one fell-swoop.  You can expect a whole series
of jolts as the poles reposition themselves.
Weather is in change and will not settle down
for several years—and certainly not until a lot
of massive damage is done.  The Jet-Stream is
moving very near the surface of the planet and
will be hitting land more and more often with
extremely high winds.  These winds will often
be accompanied by hurricanes and tornadoes.
Weather control has been a capability since the
first quarter of the century.  FULL CONTROL
IS IMPOSSIBLE, but storm management is a
tool of fools.  The Russians are more advanced
in that technology than are you and have space
“craft”, spheres, from which to play.  It is not
remarkable other than most people are just
beginning to take note of happenings as they are
impacted personally.  And, yes, there are places
to avoid, even in travels, but people are going
to do whatever they are going to do and heaven
help  anyone  g iv ing  them advice ,  about
vacations.  STAY HOME is my advice unless
inner  in tu i t ion  i s  working  to  ge t  you  to
somewhere else which might read to be more
stable than your home-turf.  Further, when the
tectonic plates begin to shift in a major way—
everywhere on the globe will get backwash,
figuratively and literally.

There is nothing new of which we have not
WARNED you to be already under way.  To
panic won’t help, but preparation for adverse
conditions will probably get you through most
of the chaos.  You of God will be exactly
where you are supposed to be, so I have no
right to tell you to be otherwise, and neither
does  Mr .  Sca l l ion ,  o r  Ar t  Bel l ,  o r  Andy
Rooney.  I do suggest you get some maps as
projected by some of  these  seers  and pay
attention, for a lot of land mass will be water
mass as things settle down.  And, for goodness
sakes ,  i f  your  house blows down and you
rebui ld  i t—build  an aerodynamic s t ructure
because you are not going to be able to depend
on the prevailing wind directions to hold as

directional shifts happen.  If you are already in
an area of  high winds,  i .e . ,  windmil ls  for
electrical production, you had best get ready for
much higher velocity sustained blows.  If you
are sheltered against hills in those areas, you
probably will not sustain much damage for quite
a while and perhaps never.

I  would  warn  you ,  however ,  tha t  the
Federation ordered the holding of the planet
from full tilting until about eight years ago, at
which  t ime we pul led  back  the  ass i s ted
stabilizing at the equator.  We have not replaced
any of that stabilization so, like a spinning top
without a gyroscope, you will spin and tilt and
that will bring massive change to topography as
you now see it.  Gradual changes allow for
gradual responses, but you will note that most
people will burn out, wash out or storm out—
and will rebuild right where they were—in the
direct line of more disasters.  The happenings
will  be greater,  repeated, and then, abrupt.
Worse, most of the really nasty games will be
political but intended for you-the-people NOT
TO KNOW.

Now to the punch line: YOU DON’T HAVE
TO GO THROUGH THIS, YOU KNOW; YOU
CAN CHANGE IT IF YOU CHOOSE TO DO
SO.  BUT I URGE EVERYONE TO PREPARE
FOR SOME HARD TIMES JUST IN CASE.
AND, YOU ARE IN IT NOW, SO NOW IS
THE TIME TO STOP TOYING WITH
POSSIBILITIES AND GET ON WITH
GETTING ON.

I marvel at the foolishness of the labor
unions in, say, Flint, Michigan.  They are in
full strike to stop so much work from going to
Mexico where there is cheap labor.  So, now,
the answer of industry will be to move the parts
supplier plants ALSO.  These are but the signs
of national shut-down.

I f  there  a re  no  jobs ,  there  a re  fewer
taxpayers, no funds for welfare and yea, yea,
yea, the country must borrow more and more to
get less and less, and finally, it is toppled.

Can we get anything working BEFORE the
topple  comes?
I don’t know—
that depends on
YOU,  AND
Y O U — A N D
YOU.  We here
a l ready  have
some th ings
“working”  so
the question is
how much can
we accomplish?
Every  day  we
take  a  s tep
forward and are
literally pushed
BACK two.
Perhaps  now
we can  s tep
forward  two
steps and only
get pushed back
one—and tha t
i s  ga in ing  by
grea t  s t r ides .
My hope is that
some people
around the
globe  a re
see ing  the

direction of life without major changes and
where they are destined to fall.

Even today comes  a  note  wi th  a  news
clipping which says [quoting]:

REPORTS: GADHAFI [H: Qaddafi, in the
almanac  and dozens  of  other  spe l l ings
e lsewise]  HURT IN ASSASSINATION
ATTEMPT.

CAIRO, Egypt—Libyan leader Moammar
Gadhafi escaped an assassination attempt last
week that left him slightly injured but killed
one of his female bodyguards, Libyans arriving
in Egypt said Thursday.  The June 1 attack took
place on a coastal road in eastern Libya when
Gadhafi was enroute to Egypt for an official
visit, the travelers said.  The account could not
be independently confirmed, and diplomats in
the Libyan capital, Tripoli, said they had not
heard of the incident.  One European diplomat
could only confirm that Gadhafi was in eastern
Libya last week.

[End quoting]

With all the upset in Pakistan and India,
Iraq and now, again, Libya, how long do you
think those OPEC nations are going to lay
dormant?

And further, how about the breaking news
last night that for YEARS and years now, the
Bri t ish “Whites” were working on terr ible
weapons to kill off people in South Africa.
They had lethal toys like shooting screw-drivers
and all sorts of toys that could inject poisons,
scat ter  Anthrax,  HIV and other  b iological
killers, and now it comes to light.  It is not
denied; it is simply stated that the research has
stopped—in at  least  one lab.   There is  no
argument that the intent was to exterminate the
Black population.

By the way, why should China work with
the U.S.?  You are a dying and soon-to-be-dead
country!  You are in foreclosure, U.S.A., and
the garage sales  are  under  way while  you
remain bl ind as  sa lamanders  and twice  as
unwitting.  Clinton HAS TO GO TO CHINA;
he doesn’t have a choice in the matter.  The
game is too far along for him to stop now.  Time
is running out, friends, and you aren’t making many

friends around the global track.  
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critical information piled around this room.
One is just an article from a Florida paper

but it deals with farmers in North Dakota who
are thousands of miles north of the paper in
point.   But the problem expressed is  from
EVERY STATE IN THE U.S .A.  AND
WORLD—readers.  And, I ask again: WHAT
ARE YOU GOING TO DO?  It doesn’t take
rocket scientists or psychic fortune tellers to
point out that you as world citizens are in
personal jeopardy.

Even the supermarkets are doing a trick on
you in pricing, claims of organic this or that
(everything grown is organic) and even in your
hamburger meat.  A major study was just done
by one of the Network News programs, across
the United States, in the major cities.  It was
found that  100% beef  in  ground beef  was
mixed with trimmings from lamb (sheep), pork
and poultry.   I  suppose the beef used was
100% beef but who knows—a lot of cereal
shows up in ground products as well as meat.
I t  i s  a  way  to  use  up  scraps  o therwise
discarded, came one answer.  “Dirty grinders”
came another.  Boy doesn’t THAT make you
feel safe and secure?  “Well it gets mixed up
because we grind the hamburger meat after the
meat  can  no  longer  be  top-qua l i ty  f rom
packages of ‘slab’ meat, so it can get mixed
up sometimes.”  In other words, after steaks
get a bit “off-color” the meat is ground!  That
ought to make you feel even better about your

possibilities of getting tainted product.  All the
above are legal except the advertising of 100%
ground beef, or kumquats or buffalo.  They get
further around that law by labeling “ground
meat” or “ground poultry” or ground kumquat
JAM with sweetners and added flavoring.

Now,  how many of  you  do  what  I
suggested and take to your cafes a bottle of
mixed colloids (silver and OxySol at least) and
take some AS you eat?  Even with stomach
acids, you have a chance of killing bacteria in
the food you are eating.  You don’t have to
make a big deal of i t—just add i t  to your
water  glass and sip through your meal .   I
weary of you getting sick, nagging me about
your illness, and then finding that you aren’t
even doing the simple things to protect selves.
Oh well, it is your tummy, tum-tum.

The above things, however, are assuming
that you HAVE food.

[QUOTING, ASSOCIATED PRESS, 6/10/98:]

NORTH  DAKOTANS
FINDING  FARMING

A  HARD  ROW  TO  HOE

ROCK LAKE, N.D.—After almost a quarter-
century of farming, David Leas plans to trade
in his tractor for a computer and leave the land
that has been in his family since the 1920s.

“I’m getting my Plan B going,” he said.

“Like the dinosaurs, if you don’t change, you’ll
be extinct.”

He is among hundreds of North Dakotans
fleeing their farms for jobs in more prosperous
and less weather-dependent industries.  Others
are struggling to wait out prices and yields that,
in some areas, have reached crisis stage.

“You feel like you’re kind of in front of a
slot machine, putting in your last few quarters,”
Leas said, while driving through wheat and
canola fields he may never plant again.

The state’s Farm Service Agency estimates
North Dakota has lost  1,400 farms since
January 1996 and,   depending  on  this
year’s crop, could lose up to 1,400 more next
year.

Taxpayers spent $1.2 billion on disaster
assistance and crop insurance in North Dakota
from 1985 to 1993, according to a study by the
Environmental Working Group, a Washington-
based organizat ion that  of ten s tudies  farm
issues.  That was more than any other state
except Texas.

Much of North Dakota has absorbed above-
average moisture since 1993 and 1997.  At the
same time, parts of the state battled drought.

Excessive rain has prevented farmers from
planting some fields, drowned out others after
they were seeded and created prime breeding
conditions for insects and disease.  The most
devastating disease for the wheat crop has
been scab, which economists say has caused
more than $2.5 BILLION in economic losses
in the state since 1993.

THE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
ESTIMATES NORTH DAKOTA’S NET FARM
INCOME IN 1997 AT $15 MILLION,
COMPARED WITH $764 MILLION IN 1996.
Based on government estimates of 30,000 farms
in the state, each farm generated an average
net income of $500 in 1997, compared with
$25,500 the year before.

Although farm income of ten  f luc tua tes
greatly from year to year, economists say the
1997 figures are the lowest since the early
1980s, when crop prices tumbled and production
costs and interest rates soared.  [H: Go read
the Protocols.]

“Last year, I lost $70,000,” Leas said.  A
good chunk of his land near Rock Lake, in
northeastern North Dakota, has been flooded off
and on since 1993.

To make up for the loss, he sold 320 of his
1,100 acres for $90,000.  “You can’t do that
forever,” he said.

A recent survey of 4,500 North Dakota
farmers found that 40 percent will not be able
to  make  payments  on  the i r  annual  fa rm
operating loans this fall, and an additional 30
percent will have trouble next year.

“We can  a l l  t ake  a  cer ta in  amount  of
adversity.  But we also all have a point at
which we just say, ‘Enough is enough,’” said
North Dakota Agriculture Commissioner Roger
Johnson, who owns cropland and pastures 50
miles north of Bismarck.

[END OF QUOTING]

“Well, we’ll just have to eat spelt off the
Institute’s farm!” you say?  There is not any
spelt  being grown on the farm—just weeds
which cost about $3,000 just to disc under to
hold the land.  Mustard and Starthistle have
taken much of the land around these parts of
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California and are now destroying the deserts.
Then this year, water ran through the best field
at the farm like a wide river bed.  Then came
the  ab i l i ty  to  lease  the  land  to  organic
growers—but they have to have more water
supplies than available without major expense—
and on it goes.  Perhaps they will plant a few
carrots and a few beans, but it is mid-June and
the season for growing is not big around here.
We had sabotage to  the i r r igat ion system,
in t roduct ion  of  Smut  in  the  gra in- f ie lds
(deliberately), and sabotage to the tractor and
equipment.  Mr. Ence even took and sold one
of Mr. Turner’s personal drag-discs.  People,
you are going to sabotage yourselves right into
famine and disease.  And, you don’t JUST get
r id  of  Smut  and  Scab—these  a re  bo th
devastating diseases in grain crops.  Spelta is
resistant but it must be planted in the Fall for
it is a long-maturing-time plant but is resistant
to invaders—unlike hybrid wheat.  The largest
field would have washed out—but the other
f ie lds  would  not  have  needed  i r r iga t ion .
However, thanks to our nasty fiends wanting to
ge t  some gold  a l ready  th ieved ,  there  was
nothing with which to work the land, the tractor
motor having been burned-out.  You know, sort
of like the “accidental” wide separation of the
gas line from the water heater by a sweet little
foot stamping it and the gas blowing up.  And
THESE are  YOUR FRIENDS—MAY GOD
SAVE YOU FROM YOUR ENEMIES.

Well, readers, if you want advice: Get in a
supply of Spelt ,  if  you can find it ,  with a
grinder because you don’t want to lose food
value in the form of flour unless you have
refrigerator/freezer space, a supply of Adzuki
beans  ( they  a re  the  mos t  va luable  food
subs tance  of  the  bean  fami ly) ,  and  some
powdered Melloream.  This is NOT milk but
has all the wonderful qualities of milk without
most of the allergic qualities of milk itself.
Shelf- l i fe  is  long and the taste ,  especial ly
chilled or in drinks and cereal is excellent.  It
is especially good for babies who have trouble
with regular  milk.  Also,  don’t  forget  to
get some  salt  supplies,  sugar,  flavorings
and things like dried onion chips (for flavoring)
and, where possible, get some dried veggies.  I
a l so  sugges t  some soup-base  i t ems ,  yeas t
(keeps best in frozen state) and other things to
make bread palatable.  Brown or “whole” rice
is  also excellent—but STORE PROPERLY.
Also keep water  avai lable  which has been
treated or get bottled water (treat it a bit, as
well, as you use it).  When the taps shut off
you have problems and MANY things can stop
water  f low—from ear thquake ,  e tc . ,  to  an
interruption in power.

We do not want to give up the farm for
another major reason other than chickens and
eggs and growing fields; it has water wells
independent of the general supply.  It is, by the
way, time to add some chickens to the farm so
that they will be laying by the time you need
more eggs.  Buy the female chicks, however, to
stop the interbreeding as long as is possible.  I
don’t want to supply chickens for slaughter—I
want YOU to learn al ternat ives to ki l l ing.
Dried tofu is good and has a long refrigerator
life.  Cheeses are good and can be frozen.
Honey and syrups are also basic things you will
want in your pantry.

I am not going to push you, readers, as we
have done plenty of that in the past and we get

back: “Well, we’re not in trouble yet and we
lost some of our food supplies.”  Can’t you
ROTATE your food supplies?  What is wrong
with you that you can’t BOTHER with your
own well-being?

I also suggest you get extra supplements,
shrink wrap them and freeze them for quality
control.  You are going to find, when the chips
are down and the nation is in real trouble—you
will be on your own!  Shipments of food are
already being stolen right off the mail trucks.
If you like coffee and/or tea—get some in large
batches and freeze it.  Coffee unopened will last
a  very  long t ime and give  you something
special to have along the way—especially if you
store some extra  Melloream and powdered
imitation cream.

If you have family, as in children moved
away, you may as well prepare for their arrival
when it really gets bad—and they will NOT be
prepared.  A freezer with a few roasts (well
tended in food-saver type packages) and a few
turkeys and chickens will be wise.  If you can,
have a generator and fuel enough to keep that
freezer freezing for a while.  If you have a lot
of poultry seasoning, etc., you will do nicely
through the upstart of hardship.  You can also
break and de-shell eggs and freeze them nicely
a long  wi th  some ham and  bacon  or  l ike
products.

Am I scaring you?  Friends, if you aren’t
scared—you don’t understand your position or
circumstances.

I would like to share another article with
you,  th i s  one  f rom Free  Amer ican
newsmagazine, Oct. 1997.

[QUOTING:]

THE  SECOND  SECRET  WAR
FOR AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

by Clayton R. Douglas

There is a secret war being fought once
more for American independence.  Behind the
scoffing of the media at “conspiracy theories”
is a very real campaign to move America into
a global alliance that will benefit the giant
corporations, the international banks and the few
elite families that control an inordinate amount
of the world’s wealth.

Look to the former country of Yugoslavia
for a clue to America’s future.  Serbs against
the military occupation of Bosnia by the UN
and its NATO army, are being referred to as
“Ultra-nationalists”.  As more and more of
American sovereignty is given up to the massive
onslaught of “international agreements” within
the halls of Congress, Americans who treasure
their Constitution, independence and rights, are

under attack, first referred to by the government
and  l ibera l  p ress  as ,  “kooks ,  nu ts ,  and
conspiracists” are now being called “dissidents,
rebels and nationalists”.

As more Americans become aware of the
cost  of  part icipation in a “Social ist  World
Government”, as more Americans are victimized
and harassed by federalized police bent on
lining their  own pockets with “booty” and
“plunder” awarded them under confiscatory
laws, as “Constitutionalists and Patriots are
transformed by the media into something “bad”
and viewed as “the enemy” by the government,
we must accept the fact that, if we lose the
battle for the minds and hearts of our fellow
citizens today—tomorrow, we will either be a
“good Citizen of the world”, a resident in “a
global village” with no property rights and even
heavier taxation, or we will be criminals and
rebels, demonized and charged as war criminals
like the Serbian leaders, or our independent
states attacked like Chechnya.

Minor skirmishes are being fought every day
in a battlefield of public opinion.  Occasionally,
these encounters have turned deadly and erupt
into gunfire, primarily by government forces
opera t ing  outs ide  and  beyond the i r  l ega l
authority.  In many of these cases, it has taken
years for justice to be brought to bear upon
those so-called “law enforcement” officials who
have crossed the fine line of legality.  In cases
like the attack on Randy Weaver’s family at
Ruby Ridge, the Federal government has refused
to prosecute their own.  Only after years of
public pressure, did the state of Idaho exercise
its prerogative to prosecute Len Horiuchi for the
killing of Vicki Weaver.  [H: Note however,
that  since  this  writing—Mr.  Horiuchi
was  found NOT GUILTY by reason of
“acting under orders”.  THAT should scare
you worse than the act itself in the first
place.]

We are seeing an unprecedented attack on
our  Bi l l  o f  R ights  in  Congress  and  a
corresponding enforcement of unconstitutional
“statutes” that have no basis in law, by Federal
agencies operating outside their jurisdiction.

Fueled by propaganda created by the Anti-
Defamation League and Morris Dees’ Southern
Poverty Law Center, law enforcement agencies
have fallen victim to the inflammatory rhetoric
and targeted those who are merely trying to
understand why our government officials keep
referring to our Constitutional Republic as a
democracy.

Jack McLamb, one of the most decorated
police officers ever to retire from the Phoenix
police department, formed an organization called
Police Against the New World Order.  This
organization published a book called Vampire
Killer 2000, designed to inform lawmen and
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soldiers how our Constitutional system was
being undermined, complete with an overview of
suppressed  h is tory .   They  a l so  produce  a
monthly magazine called Aid and Abet written
for lawmen, by lawmen.  This organization is
comprised of Jack, officer Rick Dalton and a
petite lady named Carol, who (wo)mans Jack’s
booth at shows while he speaks.  NCIC lists
this organization as a “terrorist group”.

In olden days, groups of people who banded
together to protect their country were hailed as
heroes .   (Remember  the  Alamo?)   Today,
Americans who never dreamed of committing a
cr ime are  be ing  ta rge ted  by  the  federa l
government for attending meetings, lectures or
preparedness shows as dangerous terrorists.  The
war is not limited to patriots like McLamb.
Ordinary people, businessmen, are considered
fair game for the New World Order disciples
working for the federal government.   They
cons ider  themselves  commandos ,  b l ind ly
fol lowing  ru les   tha t   make  no   sense ,
because  in this war, the American people are
the enemy!

[H: I am going to remind you readers of
WHAT WE ARE and what we are about in
the  instance  of  CONTACT .   I t  i s
undersubscr ibed because  readers  are
frightened to get on any list—but it is a well-
read paper and that is what is intended.
When we can afford to do so, we hope to
furnish  i t  free  to  anyone .   We need
circulation to reach people in times of other
media shut-down.   Groups are  watched,
assaul ted ,  ra ided and branded cul ts  or
terroris ts .   WE ARE NONE OF THESE
THINGS—NOT EVEN A GROUP.  If YOU
have to  be  a  part  of  a  group in  your
insecurity—take it up with GOD, or the New
World Order.  You CAN be a member of the
New World Order and you will be patted
upon the po-po and welcomed in—but you
will NOT get a “security” card, my foolish
people.

The assaults against Spotlight and Liberty
Lobby are going to continue until they are
closed—just wait and see.  That, or there will
be no longer honest articles printed in the
papers and books offered by them.  That is
the way it is, and if you continue to claim
you are a part of some group HERE, you err

greatly.  You are, however, quite secure in
being on the subscriber’s list.  We actually
HELP the very strong-armed people at the
top who think themselves beyond damage.
We tell you how powerful they are and how
futile to fight them with guns and play-toys.
They LIKE that honor and self-controlled
patr iots .   A “Patr iot”  i s  NOT one  who
furthers the cause of anarchy or plays in silly
gorilla and hooligan games.  In fact, the Big
Bad Wolf will even help you in some of your
projects if you mind your manners.  If it
makes “him” look good, the wolf will even
help  you fund s tuf f  such as  community
gardens ,  e tc .   But ,  how many of  your
neighbors in the high-rent district are going
to come farm a garden with the so-called
“poor” people?  They will wait and confiscate
yours and call it “national interests”.  So be
it.]

CONTROL  THE  FOOD,
CONTROL  THE  PEOPLE

Control of the food is currently in the hands
of the multi-national corporations.  Today’s
farmers, controlled by federal loans, are allowed
to grow only certain crops, and sell them at
certain prices, usually just enough to keep them
in  bus iness  bu t  no t  enough to  reach  a
comfortable level.  The independent farmer was
a lmost  wiped  out  by  Rooseve l t  and  the
contrived depression.

Our food supplies are in jeopardy, not from
mad cow disease or karnal bunt but by new
federal agencies.

Sixteen people in Colorado get the runs, and
the Federal Government shuts down a meat
processing plant, idles hundreds of workers, and
recalls 20 million tons of meat!  Seems like a
little overkill, but a million Americans accepted
a Burger King without burgers and ordered
chicken.

A spin favorable to the government made it
look like the government was really doing us a
favor, protecting us from those nasty old meat
packers.

Bet you won’t see Frank Paddi’s story on
TV.

Frank Paddi owns Joe Paddi Seafood in
Pensacola.  He was raided by armed federal

agents in mid-July this year (1997).  Not the
IRS, or the FBI but by the National Fisheries
Agency.  There was no warrant yet they took
his check stubs and financial records.  They
also raided his neighbor and competitor, Al
Williams, of Williams Seafood, even pulling
their arms and confiscating a perfectly legal
rifle from the man’s building.  They spent over
six hours r i f l ing the two businesses.   The
Vietnamese working for Frank were frightened,
shouting, “VC, VC”, thinking they were back in
a war-torn Vietnam.

The crime?  Buying Mexican Snapper, over
two years earlier, from a man by the name of
Fred Mathis.

Shame on you Mr. Paddi and Mr. Williams.
You actually believed that Fred Mathis was an
honest businessman like yourself?  Wrong.  He
was an undercover agent working for the NFA.
It wasn’t Mexican Snapper at all but Louisiana
Snapper.  (Evidently, under NAFTA, you can
buy snapper caught in the Gulf of Mexico by
Mexicans, but not by fishermen in Louisiana.)

The senior agent considered himself to be
not only the investigator, but the judge, jury
and, ultimately, enforcer.  “The fine is $10,000,
Mr. Paddi, just write us a check now and we’ll
be on our way.”

They underestimated who they were dealing
with.  Frank Paddi, 63, told them, “If the fine
was one red cent, I wouldn’t pay it.”

For Frank Paddi, owner of Paddi Boatyards,
builder of the finest ships in the world, was
suddenly, and whole heartedly, an American
warrior against the New World Order.

THE  PRESIDENT’S
MIND  SET

Conspiracy 101 will teach you about the
Council on Foreign Relations.  Made up of the
heads  of  major  in ternat ional  corpora t ions ,
Generals, Admirals, Congressmen and Senators,
ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, Time, Newsweek and
the Washington Post.  You must be invited to
join,  have demonstrated your belief in one
world government, and be able to keep the
secre ts  of  the  organiza t ion .   I t  has  been
around since the Federal Reserve took over
our money supply and its  members have
made up the majority of every presidential
cabinet since World War I.

It is the members of the CFR who have
provided the money, platform and air time to
create their presidential candidates and assure
they get them elected.  If the election swings
the wrong way, no problem, they provided the
money for the opposing party also!

The majority of the people refuse to believe
that our President, Congress and the heads of
our greatest corporations could possibly be anti-
American.  The truth is, many believe they are
doing what is best for America by doing what
is best for the world.  They have swallowed the
Globalist Agenda, BioDiversity, One World,
Gaia, hook, line and sinker.

President Clinton was recently asked on
camera what he thought about Harrison Ford in
the movie,  Air Force One .   Mr.  Clinton’s
answer should have sent chills up and down the
backs of every American but few even noticed.

His answer went along these lines; “Well,
there are a few things that were fictionalized.
We don’t have an escape pod, we don’t have
that kind of an arsenal on board and we don’t
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have  to  dea l  wi th  tha t  k ind  of  rampant
nationalism,” referring to the fictional Russian
rebels that were fighting for independence of
their former Soviet state.  Does he feel the
same about  Amer icans  who suppor t  the i r
Constitution?  You bet, “The Constitution gave
Americans a ‘Radical’ amount of freedom,”
Clinton told an MTV audience.  [H: Of course,
please realize this article came before Mr.
Cl inton’s  z ipper  problems th is  winter ,
running right up through all the news of
today.  The world is blowing up nuclear
bombs, dying in disasters, and the news is
full of Clinton’s zipper problems and what
about Monica.   Note that Mr. Clinton is
going right on straight to China and because
why?  “It would endanger the free world to
not  do  bus iness  wi th  China.”  ( ! ! ! )
Blackmail?  Of course, but what else is new
today, readers?]

The fac ts  a re ,  h i s  approva l  o f  the
implementation of the Bio-Diversity Treaty,
NAFTA, GATT, the international Biospheres
and  Her i tage  S i tes ,  h i s  Amer ican  Rivers
Heritage Act and his Terrorist Intitiative, proves
Cl in ton  i s  ac t ive ly  promot ing  One  Wor ld
Government .   Nor  i s  he  th rough.   More
legislation on the pike: Religious Persecution
Act creates a new, cabinet level position to
“monitor” religious persecution; S-830 will
bring us into line with the European Union to
make vitamins and minerals available ONLY
by prescr ip t ion ;  and  the  “Mul t i -La tera l
Agreement on Investments” takes control over
mul t i -nat ional  companies  out  of  American
hands.  It is, virtually, the constitution of the
New World Order where the corporations and
banks rule.

Since Clinton got into office, actions against
so-called tax protesters, patriots and militias
have escalated.  Are those who support the
Const i tu t ion  and  the  Republ ican  form of
government it guarantees us, qualifying us as
“Rampant  Nat iona l i s t s”  wor thy  of  the
government’s wrath?

The media has cooperated in an effort to
demonize this small group of Americans, trying
to  por t ray  Randy Weaver  as  a  dangerous
Separatist to justify the murder of his wife and
son, passing on government lies in regard to the
massacre of innocent men, women and children
in Waco; changing news stories in mid-stream
concerning the Oklahoma bombing to try to tie
the crime to the growing militia movement.

Why would the government created by the
Constitution turn on those who support it the
most unless that government is not what it
seems?

[H: Let’s clear up one or two things in
the Oklahoma City bombing.  The nerds
from the so-called patriot group set a rather
simple, and not very large, bomb in a truck.
The ATF and FBI set the other destructive
bombs to the support columns which would
bring down the building.  How do we know?
There was no debris on the roof from such
a large explosion as would take the whole of
the building down into rubble.  IT WAS AN
INSIDE JOB.

But ,  don’t  you understand how this
works, people?  You are watched, and more
especially are groups like these citizen guys,
and when they do a no-no of any kind—they
are NAILED.  The government gets away
with mass-murder, gets rid of a bunch of

government crime documents, gets its people
into safety before the bombs go off—and
wham, bam, thank you ma’am.  There were
also helicopters over the building to shear off
the  edges  of  the  bui ld ing  that  wouldn’t
“blow”.  And, people, you just get sad-eyed
and blame all the wrong people ALL THE
TIME.  Witnesses were presentM, but even
then you have disinformation people who
interrogate these witnesses and you spoil the
rest of the integrity possible for observation
and testifying at trial.

When so-called “patriots” exaggerate and
blow up facts that are lies, like the “massive
bui ld ing  program by the  Chinese  at
Adalanto, Calif.”, you ruin your own cause.
Now is that overzealousness or foolishness,
or, INTENDED to mislead?  Think about it,
readers, for IT IS YOUR LIFE!]

GLOBAL  MILITARY

A pic ture  of  a  Russ ian  he l icopter  was
featured on our October 1996 cover.  It was
taken in Carrizozo, NEW MEXICO, 30 miles
from the  GERMAN AIR FORCE BASE in
Alamogordo (NEW MEXICO).  It is no figment
of your imagination.  It was flying over the
home of Jerry Carroll, a local, vocal supporter
of  the Const i tut ion  jus t  days af ter  he had
spoken up against the expansion of the German
air base at a “scoping” meeting designed to
soothe the public outrage at a foreign base in
America... an obvious violation of the Monroe
Doctrine and an obvious attempt to intimidate.
It was not the only one.  Jerry has quite a
collection of photographs of black helicopters
hovering over his home.  [H: Well, we have
those nice black and camouflage choppers
watching and hovering a l l  the  t ime—we
rather like them around because we know
they are there for our protection.  These
guys, in the KNOW, really DO want to keep
all of our people alive and, indeed, well.  It
is the idiots like Jason Brent who cause the
blundering problems and might  wel l  get
visited by military people and told to cease
and desist.

By the way, readers, this is the SAME
Monroe Doctr ine  that  VALIDATES THE
BONUS CERTIFICATE NUMBER 3392-181.]

This is only one of numerous reports of
foreign mili tary equipment in America,  al l
documented with photographs.  A few years
ago, the militia and the patriot organizations
were called kooks and nuts for suggesting that
UN troops were moving into place in America.
Yet  today you can go to  the  Army’s  own
website and see pictures of troops from former
Soviet “Republics” training to detain Americans
at roadblocks and checkpoints.   “Operation
Peacekeeper” took place in Fort Polk, Louisiana.
Our August issue had a photo of Russian troops
“inspecting” an American military base.

A “training film” for NATO showed German
troops “simulating” torture and rape was aired
in Germany and even hit the pages of a few
American newspapers.

An American soldier, Michael New, was
given a dishonorable discharge for refusing to
wear a UN uniform.

A questionnaire given to troops at Twenty-
Nine  Pa lms  asked  i f  they  would  f i re  on
American in gun-confiscation sweeps.  Would
they  fo l low orders  to  shoot  g iven  by  UN

commanders.
The  Spec ia l  Forces  have  c rea ted  an

organiza t ion  and  publ ica t ion  ca l led  “The
Resister” to counteract the Marxist forces at
work in our country.

Bringing in women and homosexuals into
our  mil i tary  has  reduced the  physical  and
fighting abilities of our armed services.  Our
military manuals are beginning to reflect the
“kinder, gentler approach to training, reduced
stress, lower physical standards, slack discipline
and psychiatric counseling in case they get “too
blue”.  Like Goals 2000, our army is more
worried about “feeling good about themselves”
than their “fighting ability”.

Gone are the American flags that we once
proudly wore on our uniforms.  Gone are the
ins ignia  uniquely  American.   The average
American will not be able to distinguish the
origin of the soldier detaining him.  We are
watching the creation of a global military whose
loyalty is not too American.

PDD 25 allows him [the president] to put
our soldiers under the command of the UN.

PDD 39 turns Americans who support their
Constitution into terrorists!

Our soldiers are currently in one hundred
countries at last count, from hot spots like
Bosnia  and  Lebanon to  Peru  and  Braz i l .
Presumably, they are in the latter countries to
protect the trees from loggers.

In this country, in violation of the Posse
Comitatus ACT, Clinton is using our troops to
patrol the borders that the La Paz Agreement
(EPA’s Border Area 21) is trying to eliminate.
This  resu l ted  in  the  shoot ing  of  a  young
American goat herder tending his flock while
armed with an ancient 22 rifle.

Since when, is “shoot first, ask questions
later”, the norm, when government agents are
concerned?

A  LITTLE  HISTORY

In the ear ly  f i f t ies ,  the  FBI and Army
Intelligence knew that our state department and
other  government  depar tments  had  been
infiltrated by our former, Communist, allies.
Army Intelligence was aware, according to Col.
Phi l ip  Corso ,  tha t  the  CIA and  KGB had
infiltrated each other to the extent that they, for
all intents and purposes, were virtually one
organization.

Col.  Corso, in his book, The Day After
Roswell states, almost offhandedly, that these
intelligence organizations were considered by
the Pentagon to be a part of some shady, one
world government plot.

Whether you believe the rest of Col. Corso’s
revelations about the real purpose of the Cold
War and Star Wars Defense Initiative as a
defense against a very real alien invasion (I find
his story much more believable than the Air
Force’s current time-traveling crash dummies
story!) you better believe there is a very real
war for independence being fought on every
level in America today.

The  Communis t s  were  c rea ted  as  an
insurgency group well  over 150 years ago.
Their rhetoric was designed to appeal to the
ignorant peasants to unite them under a banner
of revolution against the rulers of the day.  In
Russia,  the leaders of the movement railed
against the wealth of the Czar, and blasted the
taxation of the poor.  Emotions incited, the
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rabble  fa i led to  real ize  that  the  Czar  was
ext remely  benevolen t  and  taxa t ion  of  the
common man was almost non-existent.

The Czar and his family were murdered by
the Communists, thereby removing all rightful
heirs to the throne of Russia.  [H: This is not
so but effectively it is as well as done.  The
survivors have had to live in total seclusion
with no hope of reclaiming their own identity
or the throne.]   The pl ight  of  the people
worsened under Communist rule.  Arms were
removed f rom the  people .   The  programs
insti tuted by their  new rulers to guarantee
equality gave the poorest  access to certain
services but at a tremendous cost.  The middle
c lass  v i r tua l ly  d i sappeared .   Mi l l ions  of
Christians and the more educated classes of
people were killed or imprisoned.  This pattern
has been repeated in China and many other
countries that fell prey to the machinations and
propaganda campaigns of the Communists.  [H:
Even then the Jewish citizens suffered the
most at the hands of what they assumed to
be “their own”.  YOU ARE ALL PEOPLE
OF THE GREAT LIE.]

In  Amer ica ,  those  organiza t ions  and
indiv idua ls  who have  t r ied  to  s top  th i s
insidious invasion have been el iminated,
ei ther  by assassinat ion or  demonizat ion.
Remember  McCar thy ,  The  John  Bi rch
Society, John and Bobby Kennedy, George
Wallace, and Congressman Larry MacDonald.
Today, it is the spokesmen and women in the
patriot movement that are under attack.

WHOSE  SIDE  ARE  YOU  ON?

We are in a SECRET WAR.  Following
the “fall” of the Soviet Union, Americans
were  convinced  tha t  we  no  longer  had
enemies .   Jo int  Russ ian/American space
programs have cemented our “friendship”.  In
truth, the Russian people were never our
enemies.  It was the Soviet and American
governments who escalated the Cold War to
keep the people frightened and confused.  All
the while, cooperating behind the scenes.

Today, the Chinese are being built up to
become our next threat.  The threat of alien
invasion may be the last step in uniting all
government under one banner.   The real
question here is what kind of government will
it be?

Will the American Constitution  be the
guiding light of the world?  Or will the UN
Charter with its cultural heroes Karl Marx
and Adam Smith be the path that we are
forced to follow?

[H: Let me interject here that if you get
a TRUE “alien” invasion—it will not be
cosmos aliens.  And, if that would be so—
you would be far better off because cosmic
citizens are GOOD CITIZENS.  So, you
are again victims of  a massive LIE to
terrify and subdue you.  There will be
“alien” pretense at invasion—to panic you,
but it will be human-land-locked people
doing the grand scheme and game.  Now
pay at tent ion:   IF  YOU SHOULD BE
INVADED BY “SPACE” ALIENS—YOU
ARE DEAD IN THE WATER IF THEY
CHOOSE TO RENDER YOU HELPLESS.
THERE IS NO WEAPON ON YOUR
PLACE THAT CAN OUT-DO DISTANT
ALIEN TECHNOLOGY.]

The UN’s  “Agenda  21”  ca l l s  for  the
elimination of all “Sovereignty”, replacing it
with a bureaucratic boondoggle under the banner
of “Sustainable Development”.

The UN’s Human Development 94 called for
unlimited immigration into America and the G7
nations.   This plan to turn us into even more
of a melting pot threatens to undermine our
heritage and resolve.

This  t ime i t  i s  no t  a  ba t t le  be tween
countries, it is a battle for control of the mind.
In this battle, it is difficult to determine just
who the enemy really is.

England was our ally in World War I and
II, but it was England and its monarchy we
rebelled against in 1776.  It was England that
controlled the drug trafficking in opium that
subjugated China in the 1800s.  It was England
that established the money laundering scheme
that led to the birth of Hong Kong as the
banking center of Asia.

It was American industrialists, J. P. Morgan
and John D. Rockefeller, whose interests built
the railroads and opened the West to settlement,

bu t  i t  was  the  same men who k i l led  and
contained the American Indians and stole their
land for the railroad.

It was the American banking giants who
f inanced the  Bolshevik  Revolut ion and
created Global  Communism.   The  same
interests created the Federal Reserve and saw
to  the  passage  of  the  Act  in  1917 that
ultimately led to the confiscation of the gold
of the American people in 1933.  That gold
was  used to  help  Hit ler  bui ld  an army.
When war  broke  out ,  Rockefe l ler  and
Rothschild-controlled companies supplied
both the Allies and the Axis powers.

Today, the men who woo you with their
portrayal of the good life in their Visa and
Mastercard commercials are the same men who
are backing the MFN status to send our industry
over to plants in China.  Thanks to NAFTA and
GATT, those plants are now shipping 50 billion
dollars  more in goods to us than they are
buying.  They call it a trade deficit on your
evening news.

Your Congressmen are all in on it.  The
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gradual merging of the US with Russia and
China has been part of US policy, officially, for
over thirty years.  SEE PUBLIC LAW 87-297
FOR CONFIRMATION.

Nor can you turn to your religious leaders
for advice.  THE PROTESTANT COUNCIL,
IN 1942,  CALLED FOR ONE WORLD
BANKING, ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT
AND A “LEAGUE OF NATIONS WITH
TEETH”.   [TFA December  96—“Is  Your
Church a Part of the New World Order?”]

IF  YOU  ARE  IN  DEBT,
YOU  SUPPORT

THE  NEW  WORLD  ORDER

The trick used by the NWO is debt.  Create
a debt and you are slave to the lender.  The
national debt (over $6 trillion) is a debt you are
passing on to your children.  They will grow up
to be slaves.  It was created in your lifetime
because the senators and congressmen you and
your parents elected were financed by globalists/
monopol i s t s .   To  repay  these  campaign
contributions (of which the Chinese are only the
latest to engage in manipulating our political
system) these elected officials were given a
blank check to institute any and all socialist/
globalist programs they could.  Many of these
programs are now conceived within the halls of
the UN.  Remember, it was Rockefeller who
donated the land to build it.

For what reason do we give money, in the
form of foreign aid, to countries like Russia,
North Korea and Israel?  Why would we make
a loan to China to build competing industries
or Mexico to bail out the bankers?  Why must
taxpayers bail  out failed Savings and Loan
companies who have gone broke giving loans to
their friends?  The “loans” we have given Israel
and Russia would have paid for all of the health
care needed by the American people.

If this was truly OUR country, run for the
people, by the people, we would not be paying
taxes to support corporations bigger than most
countries.  We would not be building factories
in Mexico to allow American companies to
make use of peasant labor at ridiculously low
wages  to  bu i ld  a  Taurus  tha t  now cos ts
Americans more than it  did when we were
building the automobiles here.

If we are no longer subjects to the king,
why must we ask his permission before we can
eat, work or sleep?  If we were really interested
in balancing the budget, could we not eliminate
the thousands of regulatory agencies we must
now contend with?

If we ran this country to the benefit of the
common man,  we would  be  ge t t ing  bonus
checks from our share of the profits generated
by our industry; our industry would be owned
and operated by Americans and there would not
be a single Republican or Democrat within the
halls of Congress.

What part you play, oppressor or victim,
patriot or politician, militiaman or UN soldier,
UN advocate or American strategist, is up to
you.  But from here on in, you can never go
back to that blissful state of ignorance.  Will
you fight to preserve a Constitutional Republic
and a Bill of Rights for your children, or will
you join the forces of the New World Order,
working to disarm the American people and
consign America to a single voice in some
global council?

[END OF QUOTING]

Fight?  I suggest you look up the definition
of that word.  I find only one word which I
would even use to infer confrontation in the
l i s t ings :  “s t ruggle” .   I  would  note  tha t
“fighting” rarely does more than insure loss.
You don’t WANT to “fight” and you don’t want
to further  destroy.   Why can’t  you see to
BUILD and BECOME?  Can’t be done?  Dear
ones, it  is the ONLY way to prevail—THE
ONLY WAY!

And no, we most certainly are NOT going
to have some leadership conference here in this
place or with these people.  We have too much
to do to go off half-cocked and uninformed.
LOOK WHAT GETS YOU INTO TROUBLE
AND STOP DOING IT!   WE WANT NO
FOCUS ON ANYONE HERE WHILE, YES
INDEED, WE WANT A LOT OF FOCUS ON
THE PAPER AND JOURNALS—BUT EVEN
THEN,  WE ARE NOT BUILDING A
GROUPIE OR SOME TYPE OF PATRIOT
GANG.  If others wish to handle patriotism in
that manner as with guns and clubs—go for it—
but DO NOT EVEN MENTION OUR NAMES IN
CONJUNCTION WITH SUCH.  YOU ARE
WELCOME TO ANY AND ALL INFORMATION
THAT YOU CAN USE—FROM US, BUT OUR
MISSION IS NOT TO GO TO WAR WITH
ANYONE OR ANYTHING.

Our thrust is to prepare for some difficult
times, and hopefully avoid the direct assaults of
some teams who think they need to subdue
anyone.  We will not have a group, and if you
do, please make it clear that it is YOU and not
we who have organized same.  But I can tell
you now, YOU DO NOT WANT THAT KIND
OF ATTENTION EITHER.  Let me example
something for you which is painful even in the
telling: Dr. Carlson is having such a go of it
in the set-up against him because the “group”
of interested parties in Hawaii used “Phoenix”
in  the i r  labe l  .   The  group was  l i s ted  as
“domestic terrorists” and published as such
along with hundreds of other groups scattered
around.  We did not get on that list because we
have NOTHING here to list as an organization
or a cult or anything else remotely subversive.
We demand non-violent approaches to all things
and we don’t even advocate target-shooting guns
because it is usually your own gun that gets
you killed.  We don’t harass and we don’t cause
trouble so that when we are under attack—there
is nothing to find but a clean bill of goods and
at  best  a  few honorable fr iends in various
business activities.  We don’t have dues and we
don’t take up a collection unless there is a guest
speaker visiting, and then it is usually only in
the  form of  purchas ing tapes  or  books  of
interest to individuals.

Unfortunately people often continue to think
whatever they WANT TO THINK and show up
here thinking it to be some far-out club or a
far-out flying object center of some kind.  I can
recognize most of the flying objects that you
have to question—but so can dozens of other,
and better, speakers.  Almost NONE of the
assumed alien UFOs are alien or space.  The
most interesting and deadly craft come from
non-alien terrestrial craft of your own making.
And yes, they ARE IDENTIFIED.  So, even the
term UFO is a silly non-term.  As for E.T.s?
GOD IS AN E.T. so what si l l iness is  that
garbage?  Your SOUL IS AN E.T., but you are

a terrestrial, land-bound physical human.  If this
is too much to consider—then you don’t want
to be around this location for we sort of destroy
all that wonderful fun and games played by the
assorted authorities about those things of which
they actually KNOW NOTHING.  Are we the
“real” thing?  WHAT “real” thing?  Of course we
are the “real thing”.  Are YOU a “real human”?
Do we have “real” jobs here?  NO, NO, AND
NO!  We do not have a group and we do not have
a job agency or a community move-in crew or a
take-care-of-anyone club.  The ones who spouted
those misconceptions are the same ones who stole
from their own people and embezzled funds from
their own companies.  No, we don’t do anything
of those sorts here—PERIOD.

If you want to visit us when we have a
meet ing ,  even  a  bus iness  meet ing  for  the
Institute which can be open, welcome to the
cookies and the afternoon (or morning).  We
have NOTHING else to offer here, not jobs, not
some entitlements of any kind, not an open
forum for writers or receivers, and certainly not
for handouts because we have to live on gifts
ourselves.  We have a lot of friends all around
everywhere who make the living worth the
effort and that, especially, through the hard
times of trying to sort out the ongoing mess
with former “takers”.  We do NOT mind the so-
called “enemy” among us—we are NOT doing
anything either politically incorrect or even
notable.  Our friends here, however, are not
longer accepting of anyone who comes along
and then betrays even one, or lies and depends
upon us to somehow help out.  No thank you,
keep your tricks and lies to yourself.

Will the paper print things which may not
be  so?   Yes ,  CONTACT  IS  A PAPER,  A
VALID NEWSPAPER REGISTERED AND
CERTIFIED IN THE STATE OF NEVADA,
LAS VEGAS.   There  is  a  major  ef for t  to
present fact and not fiction, but that too is
sometimes impossible to sort at onset of a tale.
There is a purpose to inform, educate and,
beyond a l l ,  b r ing  Tru th  tha t  i s  missed
elsewhere.  We thrust nothing down anyone’s
gullet, and if you find people who do—they are
not from us for there is no “us”.

I ask right here and now that “The Phoenix
Project” heading, which simply indicates the
idea  of  the  Phoenix  bi rd ,  be  s t r icken and
something less suggestive placed instead.  Call
it “The Phoenix Informer” OR “The Phoenix
Educator”.  “Project” seems to indicate a group
doing something.  We would like to have lived
up to that title through projects of educational
and  indus t r ia l  va lue  through the  Phoenix
Institute—but the thieves destroyed the very
concept  itself—until  we clean out the rats
from their thieved nests.  Can we do it?  Of
course—all it takes is enough funds to keep
legal counsel and staunch people who DON’T
QUIT.  The world is and always has been made
up  o f   l i a r s ,  chea ts ,  th ieves  and  robber
barons—so what else is new?   A new and
better way  in building and structuring is not
to  FIGHT  something or someone.  Be in
TRUTH  and freedom will eventually come
forth from the experience.  You birth NOTHING
good from the lie.

May we all consider these writings carefully
and perhaps since this is not “novel” material—
re-read it, it could be the information which
saves your lives.

Salu.    
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The Barnes Review

6/13/98
NORA BOYLES

A note from Nora:
Below is a copy of
the  ed i tor ia l  page
f rom the  May/June
1998 i ssue  of  The
Barnes  Rev iew
magazine.  (TBR Co.,
130 Third St., S.E.,
Washington ,  D.C.
20003. )   Ar t ic le
titled: The Decline Of
The West.

Af te r  you  read
what the editor has
to say, reread the last
two paragraphs .
There  i s  someone
�out there� who is
waking  up  and
attending their calling!

It seemed to me
that the name of the
person who is leading
a  �Nat iona l  Front�
could very easily be
Americanized as �John
Peneel�.  You may
reca l l  tha t  Edgar
Cayce predicted that
a  leader   named
John Penee l  would
emerge in the latter
days�to be honest I
expected him a few
years ago.

I will write to The
Barnes  Review  and
see  i f  more
informat ion can be
obtained.  Keep your
eyes and ears open.
It seems to me that
a National Front is
what  a l l  o f  the
nations need, if it is
done  in  the  r igh t
way.

The Barnes Review
websi te  i s :
<www.barnesreview.org>

The Decline Of The West
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Editorial Policy
Opinions  of  the  CONTACT

contributors are their own  and  do
not necessarily reflect those of the
CONTACT staff or management.

Global Parasite Topic Continues:

Hidden “Jewish” Parasites

Zion’s Trojan Horse
outse t ,”  dec lared  Theodor  Herz l ,  “ tha t  no
portion of my argument is based upon a new
discovery.”

The World  Zionis t  Organizat ion ,  whi le
ostensibly devoted to the establishment of a
Jewish State, took cognizance, almost from the
beginning ,  o f  i t s  po l i t i ca l  po ten t ia l i t i es
throughout  the
Diaspora .   Simon
Dubnow,  in  1903,
urged that the World
Zionist Organization
be reorganized as a
World  Jewish
Congress in behalf of
international Jewry.
Al though there  i s
little doubt that this
was  the
organiza t ion’s  so le
purpose, it  was not
unt i l  1918  tha t  i t
openly so declared.
The  so-ca l led
C o p e n h a g e n
Mani fes to ,  adopted
by the World Zionist
Organization in 1918
and ra t i f ied  a t
Carlsbad in 1921, in
addi t ion  to  reaf f i rming  Jewry’s  c la ims  to
Palestine, called for “full and de facto equality
of Jews in every country, as well as national
autonomy with regard to cultural, social and
political activities for the Jewish communities of
the countries with a Jewish mass population,
and of all other countries where the Jewish
population may demand such autonomy.”

The  “Copenhagen  Mani fes to”  may be
considered almost as unique as the “Communist
Mani fes to” .   The  la t te r  ca l led  for  the
conf i sca t ion  of  pr iva te  proper ty  and  the
overthrow of the world’s existing governments.
The “Copenhagen Manifesto”  demanded the
conquest of a country the Jews neither occupied
nor to which they held title, and in addition
demanded special  s tatus over their  fel low-
citizens in the lands where they were born and
where they resided.

It appears that there were times when the
World Zionist Organization did not consider it
politically expedient to interfere in the domestic
affairs of a given country for fear of losing
suppor t  in  i t s  endless  conspi racy  for  the
conquest of Palestine.  It, therefore, apparently
consented  to  the  format ion  of  a  second

international organization, and the World Jewish
Congress was launched with its blessings in
1932.  The Zionist Actions Committee hailed the
preparatory conference of the  World Jewish
Congress  by dec la r ing :  “The  Z ionis t
Organization which was the first to proclaim
the national rights of the Jewish people in the
Galuth  count r ies ,  suppor t s  every  form o f
international action by the Jewish people to
defend its civic and national rights, as well as
its political, economic, and social positions.  In
these days of  unheard of  at tacks upon the
existence of the Jewish people and of a threat
to vital Jewish rights in diverse lands, every
ef fort  at  an internat ional  union of  Jewish
communities and groups of various countries is
doubly necessary.” (Emphasis supplied.)

In 1935 the World Zionist  Organization
went on record as having “affirmed the idea of
a World Jewish Congress” from the beginning.
“The 19th Zionist Congress,” declared a special
resolution, “regards a union of all sections of
the Jewish people for the defense of its political
rights and economic possibility of existence and
the creation of an authorized representative body
on a democratic basis as an urgent necessity.

The  19th  Zionis t
Congress looks upon
the  World  Jewish
Congress as a suitable
form of  such  a
representa t ive  body.
The  19th  Zionis t
Congress  ca l l s  upon
Zionis t s  and  Zionis t
groups to take part in
the  World  Jewish
Congress.”

“We are a people—
one  people!”  sa id
Theodor Herzl.  “The
longer  ant i -Semi t i sm
l ies  in  abeyance the
more f iercely  wi l l  i t
break  ou t .   The
in f i l t ra t ion  o f
immigrat ing  Jews ,
attracted to a land by
apparent security, and

the ascent in the social scale of native Jews,
combine powerfully to bring about a revolution.
Noth ing  i s  p la iner  than  th i s  ra t ional
conclusion.”

TOWARD  WORLD
GOVERNMENT

The World Jewish Congress is the creation
of the American Jewish Congress .  More than
this it is the product of American Jewry.  The
directing force came from New York City.

World War I forever destroyed the fiction
that Jews were citizens of the countries of their
birth or naturalization.  American Jewry, more
and more under the domination of the hordes of
Russian Jews who had flooded the United States
since 1881, organized for the relief of European
Jews whether or not they served the Kaiser or
the  a l l i es .   The  American  Jewish  Jo in t
Distribution Committee came into existence in
1914.   As  the  war  developed and v ic tory
became certain, American Jewry laid plans for
participation in the Peace Conference.  The
impudence of such plans is curious in itself but
not nearly so curious and amazing as the fact

Editor’s note: This new series began in the
6/9/98 issue of CONTACT.

6/10/98  #1    HATONN

PART 4: HIDDEN PARASITES

[QUOTING ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen.
Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]

PRELUDE  TO  CONQUEST

THE  WORLD  ZIONIST
ORGANIZATION

The rise of the House of Rothschild was
accompanied by an organizational stirring of
world Jewry.  Intermarriage with impoverished
Gent i le  European nobi l i ty  brought  Gent i le
pro tec t ion  to  Zionis t  asp i ra t ions ,  whi le
intermarriage with other Jewish banking families
consolidated Rothschild financial influences and
direction.

International Jewish conferences became
more and more frequent during the last half of
the Nineteenth Century.  Such meetings were
held in 1869, 1872, and 1878.  In 1893 the
Central-Verein Deutscher Staatsburger Judischen
Glaubens was founded in Germany.  (By 1929
this organization was alleged to have had 555
local units and over 60,000 members.)

It was Leo Pinsker and Theodor Herzl who
had  publ ic ly  ca l led  for  in te rna t iona l
organization, but it was the Rothschilds and
their control of international finance that made
the international call possible.  What would
have been treasonably fantastic in the Eighteenth
Century passed without challenge in the last
part of the Nineteenth.  Pinsker called for a
“Nat ional  Congress  o f  Jews”  and  Herz l
demanded “The Society of Jews”.

Herzl’s First Zionist Congress held at Basle,
Switzerland in 1897 created the f irst  open
international Jewish organization in modern
times.  There was nothing new in either the
world organization or the reasons for it.  “I
wish i t  to  be  c lear ly  unders tood f rom the

The “Copenhagen Manifesto”

may be considered almost as

unique as  the “Communist
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tha t  no  one  seems to  have  ser ious ly  or
effectively questioned the idea of a private
group of American citizens presuming to take
par t  in  an  in te rna t iona l  conference  of
governments in which they would be represented
by officials of their own government.

B.G. Richards, N. Syrkin and B. Zuckerman
submit ted a  resolut ion to  an extraordinary
Zionist conference in New York proposing “a
convent ion for  the  purpose of  consider ing
Jewish affairs”.  The Zionist Conference, August
30 ,  1914,  re fe r red  the  reso lu t ion  to  the
Provisional Zionist Committee for action and
Louis D. Brandeis was named to discuss polity
for such a convention with the officers of the
American Jewish Committee.

The American Jewish Committee represented
the most Americanized element of Jewry in the
United States, and although the influence of the
descendants  of  the  Judaized Khazars
dominated the Jewish masses, the leadership of
the American Jewish Committee hesitated to take
the  bo ld  s tep  advoca ted  by  the  Zionis t
Conference of 1914.  AJC leaders argued for a
conference of “prudent and experienced leaders”
and against an open mass convention which
must  necessar i ly  be  domina ted  by  the
revolutionary fire-brands of Eastern Europe.
Al igning  i t se l f  wi th  the  American  Jewish
Committee, the National Workmen’s Committee
on Jewish Rights opposed the “collaboration of
classes in an organization representing the entire
Jewish collectivity”—exemplifying the curious
alliance of right and left-wing cooperation so
frequently apparent in Jewish affairs.  This
s t range  col labora t ion  was  a t tacked by  the
Workmen’s Circle through such spokesmen as
Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky, Ber Borochow, Pinchas
Ruthenberg, Dr. Nachman Syrkin and Baruch
Zuckerman.

On March 21, 1915, Judge Julian W. Mack,
Louis D. Brandeis and Dr. Stephen S. Wise
established the Jewish Congress Organizational
Committee.  The man who was to become a
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States was able to say (September 27, 1915)
that the American Jewish Congress was to be
“an incident of the organization of the Jewish
people—an instrument through which their will
may be ascertained, and when ascertained may
be carried out.”

Meanwhile the Kehillah of New York City
proposed a secret conference on October 24,
1915 and the  American Jewish  Commit tee
proceeded to carry out its recommendation.
Brandeis  opposed the  “secret”  conference.
“Secrecy,” he declared, “will lead necessarily to
suspic ion and misrepresenta t ion of  Jewish
purposes and deprive us of non-Jewish support.
We seek action in the open so that there shall
be no misunderstanding either among our own
people or among our fellow-citizens, as to our
aims and methods.”

It is interesting to note that Brandeis, a
future Supreme Court Justice of the United
States, was capable of distinguishing between
“our own people” and “our fellow-citizens”—an
amazing, but enlightening, example of dual
loyalty and alien thinking.

The preliminary conference of the American
Jewish  Congress  was  ca l led  to  order  in
Philadelphia March 26, 1916.  It is alleged that
367 delegates representing more than a million
Amer ican  Jews  presen ted  c redent ia l s  and
participated.  Dr. Stephen S. Wise made the

“keynote”  address ,  “American  I srae l  and
Democracy”.

Although the United States was not yet
involved in the war in Europe the conference
looked ahead to the “Peace Conference”.  It
recommended that “the Congress consider the
question of securing to Jews free and equal
rights, civil, political, religious in all such lands
where these rights were denied to them; that the
Congress consider the question of securing to
the Jews national rights in all such lands in
which nat ional  r ights  were or  ought  to be
recognized”; and “that the Congress consider
coopera t ion  wi th  Jews  in  o ther  lands ,  in
furtherance of the Congress program.”

Louis D. Brandeis  was named honorary
chairman and a National Executive Committee
was elected.  Jewish organizations in Europe,
South Africa, South America and Australia were
invited to work with the Congress.  Both the
American Jewish Committee and the National
Workmen’s Committee on Jewish Rights were
pressured into compliance, out of which came
a united Executive Committee.  At a meeting of
this group on Christmas Day 1916 it was agreed
that  the  American Jewish Congress  would
confine its activities to the Peace Conference,
and dissolve when its purpose in this connection
had been completed.

THE  REVOLUTIONARY
PROLETARIAT

THE  JEWISH  SOCIALIST
FEDERATION  OF  AMERICA

Frank F. Rosenblatt (chief of Staff of the
Jewish Bureau of Philanthropic Research in
1918) declared that “the birth of the Jewish
Socialist Federation of America in 1912 must be
recognized as the most important landmark in
the history of the Jewish Socialist movement in
this country.”  It is perhaps significant that Mr.
Rosenblatt specifically uses the phrase “Jewish
Socia l i s t  movement”  and  not  mere ly  the
“Socialist movement”.  We learn that the Jewish
Socialist Federation was an outgrowth of the
Jewish Socialist Agitation Bureau  organized
about  1905 in support  of  the unsuccessful
communist revolution of that year in Russia.  It
was organized at a time when the little-noticed
Second Communis t  Convent ion  s to rm was
throwing ideological waves against the Jews
throughout the world.  The tidal wave had
actually started in Basle, Switzerland when
Theodor Herzl had called for the mobilization
of the “Jewish Nation”.

The Jewish Socialist Bund of Russia and
Poland had spearheaded revolt in Russia and the
Firs t  Communis t  Congress  was  la rge ly
composed of Bund delegates.  The affair was
held in Minsk in March, 1898.  It was convened
under the auspices of the All Russian Social
Democratic Labor Party.  Neither Julius Martov
(Yurii Osipovich Tsederbaum), who had been
one  of  the  leaders  of  the  Russ ian  Jewish
Socialist  Bund ,  nor Lenin (Vladimir I lyich
Ulyanov) were able to attend the Congress, both
having been arrested and sent to Siberia a few
months previous.

It had been truthfully said that every radical
or  revolu t ionary  movement  in  Russ ia  was
heavily staffed with Jewish leadership.  The
Jews  had  a lways  been  mos t  ac t ive  in
revolu t ionary  propaganda .   A Jew named

Mloditzkia attempted to assassinate Count Loris
Melikoff in 1880.  Five Jewish names had
domina ted  the  l i s t  o f  assass ins  who had
murdered  Czar  Alexander  I I .   The Jewish
General  Workers  Union  o f  Poland  and
Lithuania (the Jewish Socialist Bund) was, of
course all  Jewish.  Leo Deutsch and Pavel
Borisovich Axelrod were among the Jews who
founded Russian Marxism.  Axelrod and Martov
were two of the six editors of Iskra.  A Jew
named Gershuni was the leader of one of the
terrorist groups.  Many other examples might be
given.  Most Jewish apologists attempt to refute
the  Jewish  charac te r  o f  Communism by
disclaiming Jewish adherence to the Bolsheviki
wing of the All Russian Social Democratic
labor  Party  was over  the  i ssue  of  Jewish
nationalism which had swept out of Switzerland
in 1897.

An attempt had been made to convene a
second congress of the Party in April of 1902.
An unsuccessful conference met in Bialystock.
Theodore Dan (Gurvich) attended this meeting.
The “student movement” reached its climax on
April 4, 1902 with the assassination of Sipiagin
(successor of Plehve) by Balmashov.  The so-
called Nishni-Novgorod workers’ demonstration
followed, resulting in the arrest of many of the
“comrades”.  The trial of Zalomov and Denisov
was highly capitalized by the Communists and
gave an added impetus toward open revolution.
The escape from the jail at Kiev of a number
of the arrested “comrades”, including Maxim
Litinov (Finklestein) and Piatnitsky, and the
creation of an “organization committee” by Iskra
(with Gregory Zinoviev called the first Central
Executive Committee) cleared the way for the
official Second Communist Congress.

The organization committee was composed
of hard-ribbed revolutionaries who were destined
to play leading roles in the rape of Russia.
Among them were Krisishanovsky,  later  to
become commissar of Soviet electrification;
Alexandrova; Lengnik, a later member of the
Soviet Commissariat for Education; Krassikov,
to become prominent in the Soviet Finance
Commissariat; Krasnucha, delegate from the
Petersburg Committee; Levin, delegate from the
South Russian Workers ;  and Portnoy of the
Jewish Socialist Bund.

The Organization Committee was charged
with the task of convoking the “All-Russian
Party Congress”.  A program was drafted by
the editorial staffs of Iskra and Zarya, the latter
being a theoretical organ published abroad by
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the Piekhanov-Lenin combination.  Needless to
say, the draft was the work of Piekhanov and
Lenin.  Its theses included the development of
capitalism, the concentration of capital,  the
creation of a proletariat, and the transference of
power  to  the  pro le ta r ia t .   The  draf t  was
completed in time for the opening of the Second
Congress in Brussels.

The revolutionary tempo was accelerated by
the Jewish Bundists throughout 1902 and 1903.
A series of peasant revolts flared in Saratov
which were  suppressed by Governor  Peter
Arkadevich Stolypin, later to be assassinated by
a  Jewish  lawyer  named Mordecai  Bogrov.
Terrorism marked the rising pace of revolt as
the assassins Karpovitch, Balmashov and Hirsch
Leckert  emptied their  revolvers at  Russian
of f ic ia ldom.   Clashes  be tween  communis t
demonstrators  and the police became more
frequent, creating a bloody back-drop for the
shabby Congress when it clamorously descended
on Belgium.

Among those who were to write the history
of the Second Congress were the following:
Schatman,  represent ing  the  Petersburg
Committee, later to be active in Karelia; Lydia
Makhnovetz, second delegate from Petersburg;
N. Baumann, of the Moscow committee; Lydia
Knipovitch, nicknamed “Djadenka”, of the North
Russian Alliance; Stopani, also of the North
Russian Alliance; Makhlin; Lenov, an anarchist;
Krasikov,  of  the  Keiv  Commit tee ;  Dimitry
Ulianov, of the Tula Committee; Zemlyatchka,
of the Odessa committee; Panin, representing the
Crimean Union ;  Maschinski,  of the Donetz
Union ;  Gussev ,  o f  the  Don Commit tee ;
Ackerman, also of Don Committee; Galkin and
Lyadov,  bo th  represent ing  the  Saratov
Committee; Levin and Nikolaev, of the Kharkov
Commit tee;  Trotsky  and  Dr .  Maldenberg ,
representing the Siberian Union; Zurabov, of the
Batum Committee; Bogdan Knuniantz, of the
Baku Commit tee ;  Topur idze ,  of  the  Ti f l i s
Committee; and Kramer, Eisenstart, Portnoy,
Liber (Goldman), Medem and Kossovsky, all of
the Jewish socialist Bund.  Lenin represented
the foreign organization of Iskra and Martov
represented the editorial board.  Plekhanov,
Axelrod and Deutsch were among others who
attended the Congress.  Only two delegates,
Babushkin and Schatman, could lay any claim
whatever to a workingclass background.

Nearly sixty revolutionaries gathered at
Brussels, Belgium for the Second Communist
Congress .   The affair  was held in a  f lour
warehouse draped with red bunting and opened
July 30, 1903.  The first clash came on the

quest ion of  the  re la t ionship of  the  Jewish
Socia l i s t  Bund  to  the  Al l  Russ ian  Soc ia l
Democratic Labor Party.   Both the Jewish
Socialist Bund and Zionism had emerged in the
same year  and  the  ques t ion  of  Jewish
nationalism was uppermost in the minds of the
Bundists.  They had adopted Yiddish as their
language  and  contended  tha t  “na t iona l
consciousness and class consciousness must go
hand in  hand” .   The  Bundis t s  therefore
demanded autonomy for specifically Jewish
problems and the right to represent all Jews in
Russ ia .   Lenin ,  of  course ,  he ld  out  for  a
central ized party and Martov,  Axelrod and
Trotsky—al l  Jews—stood wi th  h im.   The
question was still largely unsettled when the
Belgian police interfered.  The Congress moved
to London where it met from August 11 to
August 23.

Gregory Zinoviev, a Jew himself, in his
“History of the Russian Communist Party” ,
explains the split in the party:  “The Bund
demanded tha t  i t  be  regarded  as  the  so le
representative of the whole Jewish proletariat of
Russia, refusing to take any cognizance of the
fact that the Jewish people in general were
scattered throughout the whole country, and that
therefore the correct course was for them to join
the organization of the place in which they
lived, just as the Finnish, Estonians and other
workers.  We could not agree to splitting up our
organization into separate fragments, for we
were a single international party, carrying on a
struggle against international capital.  This was
the view-point maintained by the Iskrovtzi ,
conceding only that the Jewish workers have
their own benefit societies and special groups,
publ ish  thei r  own papers  in  the i r  mother-
tongues, etc.  But the Bund, giving the first
sign of future social-chauvinism, pushed the matter
to the limit, demanding that the workers be
divided according to nationality, and allowed the
right of having separate parties of their own.”

Martov and Lenin split on the definition of
“party member”, Lenin insisting on restricting
language.  Trotsky and Axelrod joined with
Martov.  Martov ultimately won his point by a
vote of 28 to 22.  Lenin was infuriated and
started a vigorous campaign to reverse the vote.
He moved to dissolve the Rabochee Delo (The
Workers’ Cause), a revolutionary publication in
ideological competition with Iskra.  Both of
Rabochee Delo’s  delegates  had voted with
Martov and when Lenin’s motion had carried
they left the Congress.  The five delegates of
the Jewish Socialist Bund, smarting under their
defeat on the question of autonomy,—and who
had also voted with Martov—walked out and
Lenin’s minority was therefore converted into a
majority!  The Russian word for majorities is
BOLSHEVIKI!  Those who supported the Bund
(the minorities) were to become known by the
Russ ian  equiva lent  Menshevik i .   Z inoviev
explained it this way: “Lenin and Plekhanov
were upheld, their resolution being passed, I
believe, by 25 to 23 votes.  From this juncture
derive the terms ‘Bolsheviks’, (Majority, and
‘Mensheviks’ (Minority).  As is known, during
the revolution often an altogether different
interpretat ion was placed on them.  Many
thought simply that the Bolsheviks were those
who des i red  the  most  poss ib le ;  whi le  the
Mensheviks were prepared to be satisfied with
less.  In actual fact, however, this winged word
(Bolsheviks) arose in connection with the fact

that the majority (Bolshestvo) voted for the
Plekhanov-Lenin editorial board, the minority
(Menshestvo), against it.”

Thus it is that Frank F. Rosenblatt, Jewish
Research director, was able to heap praise upon
the Jewish revolutionaries.  “It is to the glory
of the Jewish Socialist Bund  in Russia,” he
wrote, “that the question of nationalism which
in the minds of the Socialists of the older
generation was synonymous with oppression and
subjection, was forced into the foreground.”
The truth of the matter is that nationalism and
internationalism are mutually exclusive terms.
Adherence to both ideas in a single conception
is only logical when the apparent paradox is
designed to serve a specified purpose.  [H: So,
too, is Judeo-Christian a useful tool for the
same crowd of people.]

Needless to say the Jewish Socialist Bund
continued its revolutionary activities and joined
again in Congresses of the All Russian Social
Democratic Labor Party.  Many were arrested
and exiled to Siberia but hundreds of thousands
came to the United States.  As a result a “net”
of Bund branches spread across the United
States and into Canada.  The chief activity of
the branches was the collection of funds for the
Jewish Socialist Bund in Russia.  American
Bund members organized the Workmen’s Circle
(Arbeiter Circle) and swelled the ranks of the
Jewish trade unions.  Annual conventions of the
Bund were held and a Central-Verband  was
elected which coordinated and supervised the
branches.  The waves of Jewish revolutionaries
f lee ing  the  po l ice  of  Russ ia  a f te r  the
unsuccessful revolution of 1905 swelled the
Jewish Bund branches in the United States.

The Seventh Congress of the World Zionist
Organization in 1905 gave impetus to Zionist
Socialism.  “Jewish administrative autonomy”
(Saym), Golus nationalism, and Yiddishism were
cur ren t  ideo logica l  movements .   One  B.
Boruchov declared himself a Paole-Zion  in
Switzerland.  He had been a Socialist for a long
time.  he advocated that Zionism should join
forces with socialism.  The establishment of
Poale-Zion therefore effectually established the
Marxist basis for Zionism.

In  November  of  1905 Borochov and J .
Benjamin Zivi organized a conference of Poale-
Zion in the Province of Poltava.  In December
of that year, at the time of the great Russian
general strike, they organized a Jewish Russian
conference in Berditchev.  In 1906 the first All
Russian Conference of the Poale-Zion met in
Poltava and laid the foundation for the Social
Democrat ic  Z ionis t  Par ty  Poale-Zion .
Boruchov, together with other “intel lectual
comrades”, published a number of radical papers
which the Russian Government suppressed one
af te r  another .   “The  Jewish  Workmen’s
Chronicle” and “The Hammer” were published
in  Russ ian .   “The  Prole tar ian  Idea”  and
“Forward” were published in Yiddish.  At the
same time the Social Democratic Zionist Party
Poale-Zion was organized in Russia.  “Sister”
parties were organized in England, Austria,
Palestine and America.

In Palestine Poale-Zion published a Yiddish
paper ,  Der Anfang.   [H:  Remember that
Yiddish is a distinct LANGUAGE for the
TALMUD but  us ing  Hebrew a lphabet
characters.]  In 1909, at its sixth conference,
the delegates adopted Hebrew as their official
language.  After the Turkish constitution was
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adopted Poale-Zion launched a Hebrew paper,
Ha-achduth (Unity), which was suppressed in
1914 by the Turkish Government, and its editor
Zerubbel,  condemned to l ife imprisonment.
I s rae l  Schochat  (banished  by  the  Turk ish
Government) and J. Ben Gorion were two of the
early leaders of Poale-Zion in Palestine.  The
Poale-Zion was recognized as a part of the
Socialist Party in Turkey which gave
it the opportunity of influencing the
international Socialist movement in
favor of Zionism and Jewish national
objectives.

Poale-Zion organized Ha-Shomer
(The Watchmen), a group of young
men who guarded Jewish property
against the native population of Arabs
who were slowly being dispossessed of
their property and their country.

During the Zionist Congress at the
Hague in 1907 Poale-Zion delegates
organized the Poale-Zion Weltverband,
a worldwide group to penetrate the
Zionist and Socialist movements.  The
Palestine Workers’ Fund was collected
from Jews al l  over  the world and
adminis te red  by  th i s  Wor ld
Organization.

The Poale-Zion Weltverband i s
c red i ted  wi th  success fu l ly
propagandizing social is t  and labor
leaders  in  beha l f  o f  i t s  p rogram.
Working  through the  Socia l i s t
International and the England Labor
Party  the Jewish Social is ts  in  the
Poale-Zion World Organization were able to
have both groups adopt Zionism (a Jewish home
in Palestine) as part of their respective “peace
programs” (1917-1918).

Socialism and Zionism marched hand in
hand  f rom the  beginning .   I s rae l  Cohen ,
reviewing Zionis t  progress  wrote :  “At  the
(Zionist) Congresses... the delegates from Russia
formed at least a third of the total number.
They played an important, and often decisive
part in the proceedings, and far more Russian
was spoken than English; even translations from
German in to  Russ ian  were  demanded .
Throughout the decade that elapsed between the
death of the leaders and the beginning of the
War the Russian-Zionists formed the backbone
of the movement...”

[END OF QUOTING]

Do you begin to see, around the globe,
WHY such  as  Je r ry  Fa lwel l  and  o ther
evangelical LEADERS proclaim their “Zionists
and proud of it” stance?  This is also why,
when the Jews in the U.S. denied help to Mr.
Yahoo, he simply went to Falwell  and the
Christian coalition.  Christian?  Oh no, Anti-
Chr is t !   Does  good o ld  Jer ry  know?  OF
COURSE, you sil ly ducks.   TBN is a tool
DIRECTLY SET UP by the Jewish Zionist
Organization.  Does old Paul and Jan KNOW?
OF COURSE.  All three are not only JEUISH,
they are JEWISH.

DO YOU ALSO SEE WHY MOST
“JEWISH PEOPLE” DON’T HAVE THE
FOGGIEST IDEA OF WHAT HAS PUT THEM
SO IN JEOPARDY?  THEY ARE THE FIRST
TO BE BROUGHT DOWN INTO DISASTER
TO PREVENT A MOVEMENT LARGE
ENOUGH TO STOP THE ZIONIST

MASSACRE OF A NATION—YOUR nation.
If I were “Jewish” in any reasonably recognized
grouping, I  would be totally IRATE at the
damaging deceptions taking place on YOU.

Unless  you LEARN FACTUAL TRUTH
about  any topic—you are  not  qual i f ied  to
quarrel about it.  GO DO YOUR RESEARCH
IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE THESE WRITINGS.

However, actual eyewitness observation should
suffice for any THINKING entity.

This is sufficient for this writing, Dharma.
Let us mark the place where we stopped today
and get  back to  i t  ASAP .  (The Socia l is t
International.)

We will have to “hit and miss” with our
writings until we further clear up the other
mandatory meetings scattered around.  Our team
is now “out-thinking” the opposition in their
trickery games, so expect a turn-about quite
soon now.  Meanwhile I appreciate the “fill-in”
for Dharma of Aton and other Cohans and to
the “receivers” who take up the task.  I ask that
“Hatonn” be left to Dharma, however, to stop
confusion in presentations.  I have OTHER
needs in presenting this information than just
giving an interview to a paper.  Thank you, and
Good morning.

6/11/98  #2    HATONN

PART 5: HIDDEN PARASITES

[QUOTNG ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen.
Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]

THE  SOCIALIST
INTERNATIONAL

What was the Socialist International?
The International Workingmen’s Association

was organized in London in 1864 under the
leadership of Karl Marx.  It  was generally
referred to as the International, and later, the
First International.  Its primary purpose was the
promotion of the objectives of the Communist
Manifesto by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels.
The last Congress of the First International met
in Philadelphia in 1874 and rapidly disintegrated

thereafter.
The Second International, generally referred

to as the Socialist International, was founded at
Paris in 1889.  Headquarters were ultimately
established at Brussels, Belgium in 1890.  It
was composed of most of the Socialist parties
in the world, among which the German and
Russian Social Democratic parties were the most

important.  The terms “socialism” and
“communism” were generally used to
signify the same things—revolutionary
over throw of  ex is t ing  bourgeois
governments.

Poale-Zion  embodied  f rom the
beginning  the  bas ic  pr inc ip les  of
Marxian communism (socialism) and the
principles of Zionism.

The Poale-Zion movement through
i ts  World Organizat ion (Poale-Zion
Weltverband) made rapid strides after its
organiza t ion  in  1907.   The  Jewish
Socialist  Labor Party Poale-Zion of
America, filled with revolutionary Jewish
refugees  f rom Russ ia ,  became an
important factor in the movement after
the abortive Russian Revolution of 1905.
Many of the leading Jewish advocates of
Marxism found the i r  way to  the
hospitable shores of the United States
and immediately joined the American
branch of the party.  A Memorandum,
known as “The Red Book” (mainly the
work of  the  Jewish Social is t  Labor
Party Poale-Zion) was presented to the
Socialist  International  by the world

Organization (Poale-Zion Weltverband).  It was
pr in ted  in  severa l  l anguages  and  dea l t
principally with “Jewish nationalist working
classes” and “Jewish aspiration in all lands”.

Fol lowing  wel l  es tab l i shed  technique ,
American Poale-Zion  agents in the American
Federation of Labor  were able to secure the
adoption of resolutions “favoring the creation of
a Jewish home in Palestine” as a point in the
A.F. of L.’s “peace program” (1917-1918).

In 1917 and 1918 the American Poale-Zion
was small in number of members—three to four
thousand—but  amazingly  s t rong  in  i t s
international  relat ions.   I t  created parallel
organizations such as the National Workers’
Al l iance .   I t  boas t s  tha t  i t  in i t i a ted  the
movement  for  “na t iona l  rad ica l  schools”
(Alliance of  the National Radical  Schools)
which, as early as 1918, was “growing from day
to day”.

Frank F. Rosenblatt declared: “It is a party
not for Palestine alone, but also for the Golus
and its interests.  For this reason, Poale-Zionism
is the centre of the East Side, from which come
forth almost all Jewish American movements, or
without which no movement can prosper.”

It follows, therefore, that Poale-Zion was an
important factor in the creation of the New York
Kehillah and the American Jewish Congress.
Pressure from Poale-Zion  “forced the whole
Jewish laboring class on the one hand, and the
Zionists  on the other hand,  as well  as the
better-to-do elements, to participate” in the
Congress  movement .   “Al l  o f  the  rad ica l
elements in the National Socialist Workmen’s
Committee” were united by Poale-Zion for the
Congress and for the publication of its weekly,
The Jewish Congress.  Both P. Rutenberg (Vice-
Commandant of the Petrograd Military District
under A.F. Kerensky and Socialist revolutionary)
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and Dr. H. Schitlowsky joined the American
Poale-Zion as soon as they were safely through
immigration at Ellis Island.

THE  NATIONAL
WORKMEN’S  COMMITTEE

The Bolshevik Revolution had a profound
effect on American Jewry.  Gentiles and Jews
throughout  the world hai led the Bolshevik
triumph as Jewish instigated,  executed and
accomplished.  With Lenin and Trotsky (Leon
Bronstein) on the Czar’s throne and Alexander
Kerensky’s Russian Republic in the ash-heap,
many American Jews believed Jewish objectives
already achieved.  The 1917 political division
of East European Jewry in the United States
was perhaps the first concrete evidence that the
Jewish drive for world power and dominion was
a two-pronged attack.  The National Workmen’s
Committee On Jewish Rights withdrew from the
Congress movement on the contention that its
need had passed with the event of the Russian
Revolution.

The organization was composed of four of
the  mos t  rad ica l  Amer ican  Jewish
organizat ions;—The Workmen’s  Circle ,  the
United Hebrew Trades ,  the Jewish Socialist
Federat ion  o f  Amer ica ,  and  the  Forward
Association.  It was organized early in 1915.  A
conference was called for April 18, 1915 for
“all labor and radical organizations”—and over
two hundred responded.  Its first convention
was held the same year in New York City,
September  4 ,  5 ,  and  6 .   A ha l f  mi l l ion
American Jews were represented through several
hundred organizations.  It is alleged by Jewish
wri te rs  tha t  i t  was  the  f i r s t  t ime  tha t
representatives of all radical wings of Jewry
convened for one purpose.  The 1918 officers
of the National Workmen’s Committee were
Frank F. Rosenblatt, treasurer; J.B. Salutsky,
secretary; A. Baroff, L. Baskin, Isidor Cohen,
M. Gillis, J. Halpern, Dr. J. Halpern, A. Held,
B. Hoffman, E.H. Jeshurin, H. Lang, M. Lulow,
M. Olgin, Jacob Panken, Max Pine, Frank F.
Rosenbla t t ,  J .B .  Sa lu tsky ,  L .  Schaf fe r ,  J .
Schlossberg ,  S .  Val i tzky ,  B .  Vladeck ,  M.
Winchevsky, directors.  (M. Olgin is the author
of Why Communism?)

One addi t iona l  Jewish  organiza t ion ,
mobilized for the support of the Jewish Socialist
Bund in Russia, Poland and Lithuania, should
be mentioned in passing.  It was known as the
Central Verband of the Bund Organizations of
America and at one time maintained offices at
202 East Broadway in New York City.  Its
avowed purpose  was  f inanc ia l  a id  to  the
revolutionary Jews in Russia.  Branches were
maintained in “all cities of the United States
and  Canada” .   Dur ing  1904 to  1907 “ the
branches of the Bund were the most active and
influential bodies in the Jewish radical spheres
in the country.”  During the abortive 1905
Russ ian  revolu t ion  the  Centra l  Verband
“obtained tens of thousands of dollars” for the
Bund in  Russia .   Meanwhile  i t  carr ied on
propaganda work among the Jews in the United
States against the Russian Government.  After
the successful revolution of 1917 the Central
Verband was busy collecting funds “to assist the
Russian Bund in i ts  work against  counter-
revolutionary forces”.  In 1918 M. Gurwich was
Secretary and Dr. C. Kopelson was Treasurer.

The activities of the National Workmen’s

Committee on Jewish Rights and the Central
Verband of the Bund Organization of America
indicate the wide-spread support of American
Jewry for the Bolshevik revolution—especially
among the Eastern European Jews of Khazar
descent.  Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Sverdlov,
Uritzy, and Volodarsky were famous Jewish
leaders  of  the  new Sovie t  government .
Al though these  pseudonyms concealed  the
Jewish identity of these revolutionary leaders
from the world at large, the Jewish socialists of
America knew who they were.  There were
many more.  Isaac Steinberg, as a member of
the Soviet of Peoples’ Commissars, had become
a  Commissar  of  Jus t ice ,  and  Ur i tzky  was
s t r ik ing  te r ror  in to  the  hear t s  o f  Russ ian
Gentiles as the chairman of the ruthless and all-
powerful cheka.  They were rising to positions
of power everywhere and Western Christian
civilization was trembling before their advance.
Rosa Luxemberg was terrorizing Germany and
Kurt Eisner was driving to revolutionary power
in Bavaria.  Bela Kun cut a bloody path across
Hungary to find ultimate reward under Stalin in
the Soviet’s Crimea.  The American Jewish
Bundists believed that the red dawn that had
broken over Russia was the beginning of an
era—an era that must fulfill not only the hopes
of Zionism but deliver to them dominion of the
world as well.

[END OF QUOTING]

I realize this is a very short writing but I
would like to not begin a new section this late
in the day.

I will be focusing, as well, on other topics
through the upcoming days even though there is
so  much taking place that we don’t have time
to address all of them.

6/13/98  #1    HATONN

PART 6: HIDDEN PARASITES

[QUOTING ZION’S TROJAN HORSE, Sen.
Jack B. Tenney, Circa 1940s:]

JEWISH  REVOLUTION

On March 19, 1917, at 8 o’clock in the
evening David R. Francis, U.S. Ambassador to
Russia, addressed Communication No. 1110 to
the United States Secretary of State.  Among
other things the Ambassador reported that it was
“immeasurably important to the Jews that (the)
revolution succeed”.  (House Document No.
1868,  65 th  Congress ,  3d  Sess ion ,  Papers
Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United
Sta tes ,  1918,  Russ ia  ( In  Three  Volumes) ,
Volume I, page 7.)
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In Communication 1361 (June 5, 1917) the
Ambassador told the Secretary that Russian
refugees were returning from America and that
they were “planning to inspire attack upon Root
charging that as Secretary of State he refused
to permit certain Russian refugees to enter
United States.”  (Ibid, page 114)  In reply
Secre ta ry  of  S ta te  Rober t  Lans ing  cabled
Ambassador Francis setting forth the contents of
a letter written to Jacob Schiff by Mr. Root
under date of October 16,  1908 explaining
United States law as it pertained to political
refugees entering the country. (Ibid., 114, 115.)

On Ju ly  18 ,  1917  Ambassador  Franc is
notified the Secretary of State that the Socialists
were  “making supreme ef for t  to  put  the i r
principles into operation” and that they were
be ing  “ass i s ted  by  German money in
abundance”.  The Ambassador pointed out that
the “Russian population comprises Caucasian,
Yellow and Semite races as classified here and
composed of seventy-four nationalities.”  He
bel ieved tha t  the  problem was  “ext remely
difficult but not insoluble”.  He further referred
to “deplorable conditions mainly attributable to
returned exiles, majority from America, Trotsky
being most troublesome.”  (Ibid., page 203.)

William G. Sharp, Ambassador to France,
reported to the United States Secretary of State
from Paris ,  February 9,  1918:  “Your 3118
(3154) February 7.  I have just been informed
by the Foreign Office that the report to which
you refer is entirely correct.  It was explained
that the British Government having received a
representative of the Bolshevik Government
there was nothing else to do for the French
Government but to adopt a similar course.  It
has therefore visaed the passport of Kamenev
proceeding to Paris via England in the capacity
of Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at
Large.  I have been informed that it is also
(true that?) Zalkind has been appointed in the
same capacity to Switzerland.  I am told that
the latter is the brother-in-law of Trotsky and
has been his assistant secretary.

“The Foreign Office informs me that until
recent ly  a  representat ive  of  the  Bolshevik
government by the name of Holzman was here
in Paris...”

During February of 1918 the Ambassador to
Russia informed the United States Secretary of
State that documentary evidence seen by himself
and Sisson tended to prove that Lenin and
Trotsky and other Bolsheviki leaders were in
German pay “and that disruption of Russia is
but  one move in  plan of  Germany to  sow
disorganization in Entente countries.”  Referring
to certain papers uncovered in Petrograd the
Ambassador reported: “all documents except
letter signed by Yoffe (Joffe) are said to be
from the files of ‘Kontrerazvedka’, Government
secret service organized under Kerensky.  If so,
unavoidable question arise why K. did not use
evidence against Bolsheviki last July... Many
clues lead to Stockholm and Copenhagen...”
(Ibid, pages 371 and 372.)

The following excerpts are from translated
documents  sent  to  the  Secre tary  of  Sta te :
“Document No. 1.  Circular 18 February 1914...
The management of all German banks which are
transacting business abroad and by agreement
with the Austro-Hungarian Government the
Osterreichische-Kreditanstalt Bank are hereby
advised that  the  Imper ia l  Government  has
deemed it to be of extreme necessity to the

management of all  insti tutions of credit  to
establish with all possible dispatch agencies in
Lulea, Haparanda and Vardo on the frontier of
Fin land ,  and  in  Bergen  and  Amsterdam. . .
Moreover ,  the  managements  of  banking
institutions are urged emphatically to make
provisions for very close and absolutely secret
relations being established with Finnish and
American Banks.  In this direction the Ministry
begs to recommend the Swedish Nya Banken in
Stockholm; the banking office of Furstenbert;
the commercial company Waldemar Hansen, in
Copenhagen, as concerns which are maintaining
relations with Russia.”  (Ibid., page 372.)  The
signature was “N3737”.  Ambassador Francis
commented: “This is outline of basic financial
structure begun February 1914, five months
before war was launched and still in operation;
not ice  reappearance  in  subsequent  Lenin
messages, towns Lulea and Vardo, likewise
reference to American banks.  Olof Aschberg,
one of the heads of the Nya Banken, came to
Petrograd month ago and boasted that N.B. was
the Bolsheviki bank.  He was overheard by one
of our own group. . .  Furstenberg is  now at
Smolny under the name of Ganetski, is one of
inner group and is likely soon to be placed in
charge State Bank.  Aschberg now in Stockholm
but returning.  The material in this and other
comments is independent of the documents and
accurate on fact statements.” (Ibid., pages 372
and 373.)

Document No. 2 was signed by “Doctor
Fisher”  and  i s  headed  “Ci rcu la r  June  9
(November 2?), 1914”.  It was addressed to “all
military attaches in the countries adjacent to
Russ ia ,  France ,  I ta ly ,  and  Norway.”   I t
announced that “special war credits have been
opened for the subsidiary war requirements” in
al l  branches  of  German banks  in  Sweden,
Norway, Switzerland and the United States.
“The General Staff” says the communication, “is
authorizing you to avail yourself in unlimited
amounts of these credits for the destruction of
the enemy’s factories,  plants and the most
impor tan t  mi l i ta ry  and  c iv i l  s t ruc tures .
S imul taneous ly  wi th  the  inves t iga t ion
(instigation) of strikes it is necessary to make
provisions for  the damaging of  motors ,  of
mechanisms, with the destruction of vessels,
setting incendiary fires to stocks of raw material
and finished products,  deprivation of large
towns of their electric energy, stocks of fuel
and provisions.   [H: See, things have not
changed one iota.]   Special agents detailed,
which will be at your disposal, will deliver to
you explosive and incendiary devices and a list
of such persons in the country under your
observation who will assume the duty of agents
of destruction.”  Ambassador Francis pointed
out that the document was dated six weeks
before the rest of the world knew it was to be
warred upon “and even then making exact plans
for a campaign of incited strikes and incendiary
f i res  in  the  indus t r ia l  p lan ts  and  the  ye t
uncreated munition plants in the United States.”
(Ibid., page 373.)

Document No. 3 is signed “Risser” and
dated “Circular  November 2,  1914”.   I t  is
addressed to the representat ive of  the Nya
Banken Bank .   “At  the  present  t ime,”  the
document reads, “there have been concluded
conversations between the authorized agents of
the  Imper ia l  Bank and  the  Russ ian
revolu t ionar ies ,  Messrs .  Zenz inov  and

Lunachariski .   Both the mentioned persons
addressed themselves to several financial men
who, for their part, addressed themselves to our
representatives.  We are ready to support the
agitation and propaganda projected by them in
Russ ia  on  the  absolu te  condi t ion  tha t  the
agitation and propaganda (carried on?) by the
above mentioned Messrs. Z. and L. will touch
the active armies at the front.  In case the
agents of the Imperial Bank should address
themselves to your banks we beg you to open
them the necessary credit which will be covered
completely as soon as you make demand on
Berlin.”  An addition to the document states
that “Z. and L. got in touch with the Imperial
Bank of Germany through the bankers (D.?)
Rubens te in ,  Max Warburg  and  Parvus .”
Comments  Ambassador  Francis :  “L.  is  the
present People’s Commissar of Education.  Z.
i s  no t  a  Bolshevik ,  bu t  a  r igh t  Soc ia l
Revolutionist and in the discard, whereabouts
unknown.  Parvus and Warburg both figure in
the Lenin and Trotsky documents.  P. is at
Copenhagen .   W.  ch ie f ly  works  f rom
Stockholm.”  (Ibid, pages 373 and 374.)

Document  No.  5  i s  s igned  “Kirdor f f” ,
president of Kirdorff’s Rhenish Westphalian
Industrial Syndicate , and is addressed to the
central office of Nya Banken  in Stockholm;
Svenson Baltzer, representative of Diskonto
Gesellschaft in Stockholm, and to a Mr. Kirch,
representa t ive  of  the  Deutsche  Bank  in
Swi tzer land .   “The   Rhenish  Wes tphal ian
Industrial Coal Syndicate ,”  writes Kirdorff,
“charges  you wi th  the  management  of  the
account of which you have been apprised for
the support of Russian emigrants desirous of
conduct ing  propaganda  amongs t  Russ ian
pr i soners  of  war  and  the  Russ ian  Army.”
Comments the Ambassador: “Note that this
document already figures in the (omission)
several governments having been intercepted in
the correspondence of Prince von Bulow.  It has
new and direct pertinency to the Lenin-Trotsky
data which follows herewith.” (Ibid., pages 374
and 375.)

Document No. 6 is dated June 18, 1917 at
Copenhagen, signed “Svensen” and addressed to
“Mr. Ruffner, Helsingfors”.  The communication
reads: “Please be advised that from the Diskonto
Gesellschaft account, 315,000 marks have been
transferred to Mr. Lenin’s account in Kronstaat
as per order of syndicate.  Kindly acknowledge
rece ip t  Ni landeway (Nylandsve j ) ,  98
Copenhagen, W. Hansen & Co.”  Comments
Ambassador Francis: “Kronstadt, the navy base,
was the nerve center from which L.’s activities
radiated during the summer, both before and
after he fled from Petrograd.  Sailors were, and
still are, his first dependence.  Hansen & Co.
are named in document 1.”

Document No. 7 is signed “Svensen”, dated
September 8, 1917 at Stockholm, and addressed
to “Mr. Farsen, Kronstadt (via Helsingfors)” and
reads as follows: “Carried out your commission:
passports and the indicated sum of 207,000
marks as per order of your Mr. Lenin have been
handed to person mentioned in your letter.  The
selection met with approval of his excellency
the ambassador.  Confirm the arrival of said
persons and separate receipt of your counter
receipts.”  Ambassador Francis noted that the
ambassador referred to was probably “Von
Lucius, a complimentary reference.”

Document No. 8 is signed “Kriek, Deutsche
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Bank”, dated at Kontrerazvedka, Geneva, June
16,  1917,  addressed to Mr.  Furstenberg at
Stockholm.  It read as follows” “Please note
that at  the request of Mr. (Jull ias?) francs
32,000 have been paid for the publication of
Maximalist  socialist  pamphlets.   Advise by
telegram addressed to Decker of the receipt of
the consignment of pamphlets, number of bill of
lading and date of arrival.”  Needless to say
“Maximalist” means Marxian or Bolshevik.  Mr.
Francis pointed out to the Secretary of State
that Furstenberg was known in St. Petersburg as
“Ganetski” and that he was named in document
No. 1. (Ibid., page 375.)

Warburg is solidly welded to Trotsky in
document No. 9.  The communication, signed
by J. Furstenberg, is addressed to Mr. Raphael
Scholnickan at Haparanda and reads as follows:
“Dear Comrade: The office of the banking house
M. Warburg has opened, in accordance with
te legram f rom the  Rhenish  Wes tphal ian
Syndicate, an account for the undertaking of
Comrade Trotsky.  The attorney (?) purchased
arms and has organized their transportation and
delivery track Lulea and Vardo to the office of
Essen & Son, in the name Lulea receivers and
a  person author ized  to  rece ive  the  money
demanded by Comrade Trotsky.”  Comments
Ambassador Francis: “This is the first reference
to  Tro tsky .   I t  connec ts  h im wi th  banker
Warburg and with Furstenberg.  Lulea is a
Swedish town near Haparanda.” (Ibid., page 375
and 376.)

Document  No.  10  was  s igned  by  J .
Furs tenberg ,  da ted  October  2 ,  1917 ,  and
addressed to Mr. Antonov at Haparanda.  It
reads: “Comrade Trotsky’s request has been
carried out.  From the account of the syndicate
and the Ministry (probably Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Berlin, press division) 400,000 Kroner
have been taken and remitted to Comrade Sonia
who will call on you with this letter and will
hand you the said sum of money.”  Comments
the United States Ambassador: “Antonov is the
chief military leader of the Bolsheviki.  He was
in  command of  the  forces  tha t  took  S t .
Petersburg.  He is now in the field against
Kaledin and Alexeev.  At the date of this letter
Trotsky was already at the head of Petrograd
Soviet and the Bolshevik revolution was only a
month away.” (Ibid., page 376.)

Document No. 11 is signed “Scheidemann”,
dated August 25, 1917, and addressed to “Mr.
Olberg”.  It reads as follows: “Your desire for
(omission) together with the intention of the
party.  By agreement with the persons known

to you 150,000 Kroner are transferred to be at
your disposal at Furstenberg’s office through
Nya Banken.  Kindly advise Vorwarts about
every th ing  tha t  i s  be ing  wr i t ten  by  the
newspaper about present events.”  Scheidemann,
expla ined  the  Ambassador ,  was  a  German
socialist leader.  Document No. 11 “links him
with Furstenberg-Ganetski, with the Nya Banken
and with subsidizing the Russian revolution.
Trotsky publ ished a  newspaper  dur ing the
summer.  Another newspaper spoke for Lenin.
Vorwarts would seem to refer to the socialist
organ at Berlin.  Scheidemann’s roles both as
German peace propagandist and as strike queller
in Germany are illumined by this letter.” (Ibid.,
page 376.)

On October 8, 1918 the Charge d’Affaires in
London t ransmi t ted  to  the  Uni ted  S ta tes
Secretary of State a copy of a note (October 1,
1918)  and  a  repor t  f rom M.  Oudendyke ,
Netherlands Minister, “relating to conditions in
Petrograd”.  The note from the British Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs (Balfour) to the
American Ambassador  (Page)  i s  numbered
162839/W/38 and read as follows:

“The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
presents his compliments to his excellency the
United States Ambassador and, with reference to
his note No. 1261 of the 25th September, has
the  honour  to  t ransmi t  herewi th ,  for  h i s
excellency’s confidential information, a copy of
the report by the Netherlands Minister, relating
to conditions in Petrograd, which was received
through His Majesty’s Minister at Christiana.

“Mr. Balfour trusts that his excellency will
agree  wi th  h im in  cons ider ing  tha t  i t  i s
undes i rab le  tha t  any  of  the  in format ion
contained in the report should be made public
until the Allied subjects and citizens now in the
power of the Bolsheviks have left the country.”
(Ibid., page 674.)

Among other things the Netherlands minister
repor ted  tha t  “ the  Red  Guards  under  the
direction of several commissaries...  behaved
with the greatest brutality” and that the “whole
Soviet government has sunk to the level of a
criminal organization... The danger is now so
great that I feel it my duty to call the attention
of the British and all other Governments to the
fact that if an end is not put to Bolshevism in
Russia at once the civilization of the whole
world  wi l l  be  threatened.   This  i s  not  an
exaggeration but a sober matter of fact; and the
most unusual action of German and Austrian
Consuls General before referred to, in joining in
protest of neutral legations appears to indicate

tha t  the  danger  i s  a l so
rea l ized  in  German and
Austrian quarters.  I consider
tha t  the  immedia te
suppression of Bolshevism is
the greatest issue now before
the  wor ld ,  no t  even
excluding the war which is
stil l  raging, and unless as
above stated Bolshevism is
n ipped  in  the  bud
immediately it is bound to
spread  in  one  form or
another over Europe and the
whole  wor ld  as  i t  i s
organized  and  worked  by
Jews  who have  no
nationality, and whose one
object is to destroy for their

own ends the existing order of things.  The only
manner in which this danger could be averted
would be collective action on the part of all
powers.  I am also of opinion that no support
whatever  should  be  g iven  to  any  o ther
socialistic party in Russia, least of all to Social
Revolut ionar ies ,  whose  pol icy  i t  i s  a t  the
moment to overthrow the Bolsheviks, but whose
aims in reality are the same, viz, to establish
proletariat rule throughout the world... I would
beg that report may be telegraphed as soon as
possible in cypher in full to the British Foreign
Office in view of its importance.” (Ibid., pages
675, 678 and 679.)

The Consul General (Summers) at Moscow
notified the Secretary of State May 2, 1918 that
“Jews predominant in local Soviet government.”
(Ibid., page 518.)  “Fifty per cent of Soviet
government in each town consists of Jews of
worst type, many of whom are anarchists.”
(Ibid., Volume II, page 240.)

[END OF QUOTING]

Now I ask you nice taxpayers: Has America
stopped funding ANYONE?  You never stopped
funding Russia.  Further, you have unilaterally
FUNDED ISRAEL once it was established—and
clandestinely, prior to the founding of the State
of Israel in Palestine.  Now, the same bankers,
through the U.N., fund what they wish and
make billions of dollars on the loans.

Do you actually believe that the refusal of
IMF, UN, and World Bank to further loan
money to Pakistan and India to “punish them”
will make a difference?  Well, it will make a
difference—to the better well-being of both
countries in point.  This “Punishment” garbage
is in response to India and Pakistan stopping
interest payments for what was already foisted
off on them through those grubby banks and
bankers.   And the bomb tests were just  to
PROVE tha t  there  was  c lou t  should  the
Banksters come to forcibly collect.  Wouldn’t it
be wondrous i f  Indonesia  could s top their
interchange?

Al l  we  a re  wr i t ing  about  i s  s imply  a
foundation of information so that you can see
what and WHO is taking everything from you,
including your freedom.  And, these criminals
will blow up the entire world before they will
back  of f  of  the i r  in tended goal  of  g lobal
rulership.

I  jus t  want  you  people  to  remember
something very important: THE ENEMY OF
YOUR GOVERNMENT (WHEREVER OR
WHOEVER YOU ARE) IS NOT, PROBABLY,
YOUR ENEMY.  The first and most important
thing in taking another country is by disruption
of GOVERNMENT.  Bring anarchy and you
don’t even have to have an international WAR.
The rabble can be roused easily and then the
killing begins in serious action.  Then terror
becomes the activity of the day(s) wherein you
won’t even be able to drive to the store without
consideration of the road blowing up under your
vehicle—or if you are a target, your car may
well blow up first—or your home—or, or, or.
You can no longer, already, trust your 11-year-
old children.

I am far more concerned about the human
things coming down than anything Mother
Nature will toss at you, so I must leave that
advertising of possibilities to others.

Thank you and good morning.    

ALTERNATIVESALTERNATIVESALTERNATIVESALTERNATIVESALTERNATIVES

The little incidents in Life
Are ours to sort alone;

Each one can be a stumbling
block or form a
stepping stone.

—Anonymous
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Soltec: You Are ALL

Mighty Spiritual Beings!
6/13/98    SOLTEC

Greet ings,  my scr ibe.   I t  i s  I ,  Toniose
Soltec, come with and in the Light of the One
God.

Be at peace and put aside thy fears, dear
ones, for all is playing out as it shall.  Your
planet is poised at a pivotal point this day, and
each of you has a definite and important role to
play out.  Those who have been with us through
the past years know of that to which I refer, and
so what is taking place should come as no
REAL surprise to any of you.  You are the ones
upon whom others are going to cling in the
coming days.

As to the problem of precisely what is going
to occur,  exactly when i t  is  going to take
place—no one can predict down to the precise
day or time.  However, if you have been paying
attention to all the warnings, all the signals, all
the markers along the way, you will come to
but one conclusion, and that is, it is underway
even at this moment.

Oh, yes, the world has not been blown to
bits, your stock markets still  hang on by a
thread, and most all of you still have places to
go ,  th ings  to  do ,  and  money to  spend .
However,  al l  you have to do is  pick up a
newspaper or listen to any news media, and just
be a little bit smarter than are they, and you can
see  tha t  th ings  a re  in  a  s ta te  of  def in i te
change—ALL things ,  chi ldren—poli t ica l ly ,
socially, geophysically, economically and what
have you.

What do I expect will happen?
Let me rephrase that for you:  What do YOU

expect?
Ah!  Puts it in an entirely different light,

does it not?
Let me ask you another question:  What is it

that gets your backs up so much at ones such as
futurist Gordon-Michael Scallion and remote
viewing instructor Major Ed Dames?

You holler that they are setting dates!  For
goodness sakes, children, is that really what
gets you so heated up?

Look deeper and examine what it is that
really upsets you.  At the core of it all you
are  going  to  f ind your  o ld  arch-enemy,
FEAR!

It is that fear that only disguises itself as
anger over ones, such as I mentioned above,
setting time lines.  Look around you!  Get
outside your little glass houses and REALLY
LOOK AROUND!

It is a mess on your planet, and every one of
your precious, little, man-made systems are
breaking down around you.  “Why?” you ask?
Because they are man-made, based on all of
man’s fears!  Not a one of them were God-
based.  Are you beginning to get the REAL
picture?

Anyth ing  tha t  has  been  cont r ived  and
conceived out of fear is
pre-destined to crumble.
Fear  is  the design of
the adversary, not God.
That  which  i s  God-
based has been designed
around love and faith in
abundance.

There is NOT lack
wi th  God!   There  i s
NOT fear  wi th  God!
For  wi th  God,  tha t
which  you  might
perceive as lost is never
really lost, but merely
changed!

You now fear loss
of  f inancia l  secur i ty .
Just what is that, anyway?  Suppose you are
able to keep all your money, only to have it
useless?  Then what is it that you truly have,
other than dirty, smelly pieces of paper?  You
have fear of loss only because you lack faith in
the abundance of God!

Each and every Lighted one of you on the
planet, bar none, have the ability to manifest
and provide everything you need, and even
that which you desire.  However, if you are
trying to manifest because you are afraid of
lack, you will forever be without that which
you are trying to manifest.  THAT IS FEAR-
BASED, and will negate what you are trying
to accomplish.

This is not news to anyone who has been
following our messages for any length of time,
for  though d i f fe ren t  words  and  d i f fe ren t
examples may have been used, our messages
have nearly always been about overcoming your
fears and moving forward.  It is that same
state of fear that is causing you ones to go
about in such a state of panic as to demand
information about what is coming and when
it is coming.

Yet,  have we not  a lways told you that
setting exact time frames is impossible because
all is based upon sequence of events?  We have
no special crystal ball to look into and tell you,

for instance, that the Long Valley Caldera is
going to erupt on July 20th.  It does not work
that way.  We can only look at that which has
occurred, that which is occurring, and project
that which MAY occur.

But there is the little matter of free will,
which is always a variable in any and all
equations.  You ones continually forget about

your powers of
creation!

HYPOTHETICAL
E X A M P L E :
The  Long
Valley Caldera
i s  bu i ld ing  a
dome at the rate
of  100
centimeters per
month (by your
calendars) .   I f
that is the only
fac tor  in  the
equat ion ,  the
time to a full-
ou t  e rupt ion
may be  100

years into the future.
However, let’s now throw into the equation

a nuclear test of 1000 kilotons, say in Nevada,
at a depth of one-half mile.  Let’s say that it
takes place when the magma beneath the surface
is shifting in one direction or another.  Now,
those little wrinkles will change the original
equation by a certain length of time.

But, let’s throw in an earthquake in the San
Francisco Bay Area, of oh, say 6.5, into the
equation.  Now that little factor is also going to
change the outcome of the equation.

Do you begin to see the picture?
Now, let’s  say that  some pol i t ic ian,  or

scientist, decides to move the nuclear test up by
two hours, just at the exact moment as the San
Francisco earthquake takes place.

Now, guess what?
You have again altered the outcome!
Now if, at the same time, someone changes

the intensity profile of the directional antennas
of the HAARP array in Alaska in such a fashion
as to make their magnetic field cut across the
path where the nuclear test is occurring, then
chances are that the nuclear test is going to
have an altogether different blast profile and
thus different effect upon the potential for an
eruption at the Long Valley Caldera.

And these are just SOME of the variables

Each and every Lighted one of

you on the planet, bar none, have

the abil i ty to manifest  and

provide everything you need, and

even that which you desire.

However, if you are trying to
manifest because you are afraid

of lack,  you wil l  forever be

without that which you are trying

to manifest.  THAT IS FEAR-

BASED, and will negate what you

are trying to accomplish.
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one must take into consideration in making any
projection of this kind!  I have not even begun
to mention what your scientists would consider
exotic factors which nonetheless have an effect
upon this calculation.

This is precisely why we have warned you
about exact dates.  With five billion people on
your planet, you have five billion free wills to
deal with, and it is absolutely impossible to
predict with any accuracy what will occur.

Windows of possibilities are a completely
different matter, however, because based on
current conditions and past happenings, we are
l ike ly  to  te l l  you  tha t  there  a re  cer ta in
potentials.  There also are points of what are
best referred to as “critical mass” points.  These
are  the  t imes  when so  many th ings  of  a
par t icu la r  na ture  a re
happening, in such rapid
success ion ,  o r
simultaneously, that the
potential for a particular
occur rence  i s  near ly  a
certainty.  PLEASE NOTE
THAT I SAID NEARLY A
CERTAINTY.  That does
not  mean  tha t  i t  wi l l
definitely take place.

This is how prophecy works, children.  It is,
at best, estimates of potential and possibility,
based on past, present, and projected future
events and trends.  From our perspective, we do
have the advantage of much more historical
data, as well as more of the current facts, but it
is NEVER, NEVER, an absolute certainty!

Yet, I will tell you that your world is on the
brink of many of what your prognosticators are
calling for.  Each of you has the same ability to
tap into the same Source as these ones, but
most of you are, I am sorry to say, either too
lazy  or  too  a f ra id  to  take  the
RESPONSIBILITY to find answers for selves.
It is much easier and safer (in your minds) to
sit back, wait for someone else to do it for
you—and then proceed to slay these messengers
if they scare you.

No one has held a gun to your heads and
forced you to believe any of it.  If you are
afraid, then I suggest you find out exactly what
it is you’re afraid of, and why you’re afraid.

Fear is the only thing that is holding you
back, you know.  You can weave into your lives
all the excuses and reasons you like, but the
basic truth is that all your excuses and reasons
were based on fear.

Why does it appear that the adversary is
winning?  Because most of you are too afraid to
rea l ly  s t ick  your  necks  ou t  and  ge t  them
chopped of f .   But ,  you wi l l  s tand behind
somebody else and push them out there, won’t
you?

Ouch!  That one really hurt, didn’t it?
Well, I am truly sorry, but there are times

when the best medicine is that which causes
just a bit of discomfort.  It helps to get the
attention better, does it not?

Yes, you are in for some tough times on
your planet, both physically and emotionally,
dear ones, and if you’re not ready now, then
you better plan to pull a few all-nighters and
study what you have been putting off, because,
when it comes right down to the wire, you are
ALL GOING TO STAND ON YOUR OWN
TWO FEET, OR YOU WILL NOT STAND!

It is time that you recognize who and

what EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU
ARE!  Dannion Brinkley  says  i t  qui te
beautifully:  “YOU ARE ALL MIGHTY AND
POWERFUL SPIRITUAL BEINGS.”

I could not say it  more exquisitely, nor
more straightforwardly than that.  Awaken to
your true reality, and recognize that you do not
have to accept anything that  the adversary
brings your way!

Do whatever you must, but make it a part of
your very beingness.  If need be, stand in front
of a mirror a dozen times a day and repeat: “I
am a mighty and powerful spiritual being!”
And no, it is not a magical mantra, nor mystical
spell.  It is called an affirmation.

Stop visualizing yourselves as vicTIMS, and
start  seeing yourselves as vicTORS!  Stop

aff i rming tha t  you
are  only one l i t t le
person.  NO, YOU
ARE ONE MIGHTY
AND POWERFUL
SPIRITUAL BEING,
and you do not have
to  accept  anything
the  adversary
de l ivers  to  your
door.

Many of you who are, at present, Ground
Crew, are in actuality Commanders.  You have
been such in the past, and have taken on your
present lives, upon that planet, for these precise
times, because you do have the experience to
take command of any and all situations when
the need arises.

But you have gone there with your pasts
veiled so that you might be able to be a part of
your current world.  You have, however, the
abi l i ty  to  see  pas t
those veils, but you
have bought into the
concept that such is
not for you to know.
These lies are straight
from the adversary in
an attempt to disable
you and  keep  you
from taking up your proper positions.

It is no different today than it was in the
final days of Atlantis.  You had, for the most
part, the same gathering of souls there as are
present in your world today—and once again
you are all getting the opportunity to make
decisions and play out the same lessons as you
experienced in those days.

During that t ime in your long-ago past,
technology had progressed to the point where it
was possible to annihilate every living thing on
the planet—much as i t  is  today.  You had
created weapons of such mass destruction that it
was possible to completely destroy the Earth.
However ,  in  the  end ,  the  des t ruc t ion  was
limited to the land-mass once present in your
Atlantic Ocean, and your planet’s axis shifted.

Now, it is up to you, again, as to whether
you will stop before mass devastation occurs, or
whether you will once again go to the brink of
utter destruction—or worse, past the brink and
finally blow yourselves into bits and pieces of
cosmic particles.

Among you, however, there are those who
have  become known,  over  t ime,  as  the
“Wayshowers”.   They are everywhere,  and
usually not at all what you might expect them
to be.

Seldom will they appear as the little old
man with the funny hat and long white beard,
carrying a lantern.  Most likely they will look
just like you, but there will be something about
them that is striking, that you just can’t put
your finger on.

These are the ones who seem to have a little
extra twinkle in their eyes and who talk as
though they tap the Wisdom of the Ages (and
they probably do).  They are the ones whose
words continue to echo in your ears long after
they have passed through your lives.  They are
the ones who have been warning you, prompting
you, and challenging your most fundamental
beliefs.  They are the ones who others scoff at
and call mad, or doomsdayers.

They are the ones to whom you should have
listened.  They will never tell you anything that
you don’t already really know.  They will but
bring it to your forward remembrance.

They are the same ones who were with you
in those final days on Atlantis.  They were the
ones who were shouting the warnings and trying
to persuade others to reconsider their works.
They are the ones who were then, as now,
scoffed at, laughed at, and called mad.  They
were  the  ones  who were  t ry ing to  remind
everyone of their responsibilities and their real
identities.

Sound familiar?  It should, for most of you
who are going to hear this message are those
Wayshowers!   You are  the  ones  who are
shouting your warnings and pleading with the
world to stop the madness now, for you have
been there before and you know what the final
outcome is going to be if things do not change.

But  I  d igress .   I  on ly  ment ioned  tha t
because  you  have  the  Wisdom and  the

Knowledge  wi th in  you .
You have the ability to see
past the veil.  YOU ARE
MIGHTY AND
POWERFUL SPIRITUAL
BEINGS!  You just need
to refuse to accept that
fear that is holding you
back!

I do not know how else to tell you—how to
bring you from your state of immobility.  Stop
the fussing,  the f ight ing,  the arguing,  and
become one, united mind.  Each of you are
powerful within yourselves, but two are more
powerful than one, and a thousand are a million
times more powerful, yet, because it all has to
do with channeling the energy that is present in
everything, everywhere, about each and every
one of you.  And, if you link your channeled
energy with that of another, and another, and
another, then you will have that much more
energy focused and channeled into a particular
thing or idea.

Remember Esu “Jesus” Sananda’s words:
“Where  two or  more  of  you  a re  ga thered
together, of like mind . . .”  Chelas, he was
talking about exactly what I have tried to say.
You are all individuals, but you are also all an
intricate part of a greater whole, and it’s that
greater whole from which you draw your Power.

That Power is not about guns and knives
and weapons.  It is not about money or any
material things.  It is not about courts of law
and attorneys.  IT IS ABOUT GOD!  And with
God, all things are possible, IF YOU BELIEVE
AND DO NOT DOUBT! It is doubt, that comes
from fear, that will negate it all, so your first

It is time that you recognize who

and what EACH AND EVERY ONE

OF YOU ARE!  Dannion Brinkley
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t ask  must  be  to  e l imina te  your  th i rd-
dimensional-based fears.

No,  i t  i s  not  easy .   But  then ,  noth ing
worthwhile ever is easy.  Anything you really
have to work at, is a lesson you will remember
and not forget so easily.

Well ,  we could go
on with this subject for
a very long t ime,  but
let’s face it, chelas, we
have been going over
this for far too long as
it is.  IT IS PAST THE
TIME FOR PUTTING
OFF UNTIL
TOMORROW.  IT  IS
PAST THE TIME FOR
SITTING ON YOUR
BACKSIDES.   IT  IS
PAST THE TIME FOR
PASSING THE
RESPONSIBILITY OFF
ONTO ANOTHER.

IT IS NOW YOUR
TIME!  IT IS TIME
YOU STARTED DOING FOR
YOURSELVES, AND STOPPED WAITING
FOR ANOTHER TO GIVE YOU A
MESSAGE.  THERE IS NOTHING SPECIAL
ABOUT THE RECEIVERS WHO WRITE
THE MESSAGES FOR YOU, OTHER THAN

THEIR WILLINGNESS.  STOP AND THINK
ABOUT THAT ONE AWHILE.

The time is upon you when the medium for
these messages (this newspaper) may not be
available to you.  Then, what do you intend to
do?  Will you remember then what you have

been  to ld ,  and
start hearing for
yourse lves ,  o r
wi l l  you  jus t
shr ive l  up  and
become par t  o f
the  nas ty
s ta t i s t ics?   The
choice  i s
completely your
own.

Do not  look
to your neighbor
to do it for you.
He has  had  no
more advantages
than have you.

I t  i s  t ime to
put  away your

childish behavior and begin to act and to live as
you should.  It is childish to quibble among
yourselves and be jealous of another.  Stop
pointing your fingers at one another, for your
shortcomings are no less than another’s.  Stop
running around gossiping and tattling.  It’s time

you moved up from your third-grade emotions
and actions and began to take upon yourselves
the full responsibility for selves.

The only reason you are behaving in such a
manner  is  because you are  afra id ,  and by
pointing a finger at another, you are hoping that
it will take the attention off yourself.  But
while that ploy may work with others in your
immediate grouping, understand that it does not
work with us—and GOD, above all, sees past
all those little games.  You might be able to
hide your fears from one another,  but  you
cannot hide them from God!

So long  as  you  cont inue  your  cur ren t
behavior, you are never going to step off that
wheel of karma.  You see, in order to step off,
you have to let go of your fears—all of them,
and take full and complete responsibility for
every bit of your lives.

You bet this is a tough message!  But,
guess what?  It’s past time for hand-holding
and nose wiping.  It is time for you to grow up
and become product ive  members  of  the
Universe!  But, that decision is completely up
to you.

Have a good day, and thank you for sitting
and penning this message.  I am Toniose Soltec.
I am in service unto the One Light of Holy
God.  Blessed art  thou, oh children of the
Universe!

Salu.    
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72-Hour Kit Checklist

Water
Stored in a portable container; at least three
gallons per person (for a three-day supply).
Rotate regularly.  Have water purification
method(s) such as 10-12 drops (per gallon of
stored water) of 35% food-grade hydrogen
peroxide, plus water filtration equipment.

Food
Suitably packaged for long-term storage.  Also
cups, utensils, paper plates, can opener if
needed.

Extra Clothing
A complete outfit of warm clothing for each
family member.  Include socks, underwear,
walking shoes.

Warmth and Shelter
Coats, hats, scarves, and gloves for everyone.
Include warm blankets (wool or emergency
blankets are best).  Rain ponchos, garbage
bags, umbrellas to keep off the rain.  Warm
packs or other heat sources.  Tent or tarp.

Light Sources
Flashlights with extra batteries, or chemical
lightsticks.  Flames from kerosene, propane
lanterns require caution.  Have at least two
quick and safe light sources.

Tools
Pocket knife,  camping shovel,  duct tape,
matches, pocket sewing kit, screwdriver, pry
bar, hammer, etc.

Important Papers
Important documents (birth and marriage
certificates, insurance forms, wills,  etc.),
addresses and phone numbers of relatives, and
places to meet if separated.

Money
Store at least $20.00 (CASH) per person.  Be
sure to include change, such as quarters for
phone calls, etc.

First Aid Supplies
Pain relievers, bandages, antiseptics, clean
cloths, burn ointment, rubbing alcohol, first-aid
ins t ruc t ion  manual .  Inc lude  personal
medications and prescriptions.

Special Needs
For babies: diapers, ointment, bottles, pacifiers,
hand towels, special foods, other supplies.
Consider needs of elderly, handicapped, or
other special cases.  Don�t forget pets.  Include
pet foods and any medications they need.  A
pet carrier will be handy.

Stress Relievers
Card games, books, small hobbies,  audio
(music) tapes and player.  For children: small
toys, paper and pen, and favorite security items
(blanket, stuffed toy or doll).

Communications
Portable radio with batteries (one requiring no
batteries is best), signal mirrors, whistles, red
flags, signal flares.

Personal Sanitation
Toothbrushes, mouth wash, hand soap, dish
soap, razors, sanitary napkins, towels, toilet
paper.

Portable Container(s)
Backpacks and duffel bags are ideal.  Container
should be light-weight, sturdy, water-proof, and
easy to carry.  Shoulder straps are best for
traveling long distances.

Additional Items
Add as carrying weight and budget will allow.
Extra food, camp stove, cooking equipment,
tents, sleeping bags, sun block, insect repellant,
portable toilet, additional tools (like axe for
clearing fallen branches) and more sophisticated
first-aid items including the US Army Survival
Manual (FM 21-76, available from Barnes &
Noble Books).
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Lanto: “Disasters” Provide

Great Teaching Tools
6/13/98    LANTO, THE SAGE

Greetings, my scribe.  It is I, Lanto, the
Sage (one who has gained wisdom through
experience).  I come in and of the One Light of
Creator God.  I am most closely associated with
the physical harmonic frequency of the color
yellow, though I am hardly limited to any one
vibrational frequency
in  any  one  rea lm.
We are all created in
the  image  of
Crea tor ’s  broad
spectral  expression
and thus  a re
limitless beings.  Be
a t  peace ,  for  you
know me well.

I  have come as
d i rec ted  by  Our
Father ,  The  One
Light ,  so  tha t  His
promise  to  your
wor ld  wi l l  be
fulfilled, and so that
you ones may have
ins ight  in to  tha t
which is fast approaching into your reality of
experience.

Know tha t  there  i s  ba lance  in  a l l  o f
Creator’s thought projections.  Even the most
seemingly horrible of events have reason for
occurring,  whether or  not  you can see the
Greater Wisdom unfolding before you.

Your planet as a whole is in a state of
great unbalance.  There are many reasons for
this condition, and perhaps the greatest one
reason is because you, the inhabitants of
Earth-Shan, have not stood up and exercised
your  God-given r ight  to  demand
accountability from the so-called rulers of
your planet.

How, you may be asking, has this come to
be?

This has come about mostly through self-
ignorance of  the masses ,  but  a lso through
del ibera te  and  ca lcu la ted  manipula t ion
throughout the past several thousand years.
What you are now experiencing is the sum total
of your planetary population’s refusal to awaken
to a greater awareness of the God-self within
each.  This awareness includes the realization
tha t  you  a re  each  respons ib le ,  bo th  as
individuals and as a planetary species, for the
kind of energy you allow to propagate from
within you, and subsequently contribute to the
total consciousness of your world.

The lack of conscious attunement to balance

creates a “polar” charge in terms of energy
flow.  This is because every mis-guided step in
the “wrong” direction necessarily generates a
counter-pressure toward a condition of balance.

There are several  ways in which to re-
balance this “polar” charge.  The preferred
method would be to come back into balance by
sys temat ica l ly  re l ieving the  “pressure”  by

a l lowing  TRUE
knowledge  to  f low
into the world.

Many of your so-
ca l led  e l i t e
cont ro l le rs  have
hidden  t ru ths  and
s u b s e q u e n t
technologies  f rom
y o u - t h e - p e o p l e .
These  g i f t s  were
or iginal ly  meant  to
liberate your planet
f rom the  need  to
RAPE her  of  her
na tura l  resources ,
which  would
eventually lead your
p lane t  towards  a

greater freedom.
Ones such as Nikola Tesla were sent to

bring you the fundamentals of “free energy”
that would put a halt to the world’s pollution,
starvation, and eventually, your preoccupation
with materialism.  This technology was severely
suppressed by the greedy power-brokers who
would not look past their personal agenda, to
a l low a  grea te r  recogni t ion  of  the  t rue
evolutionary importance of such gifts.  It was
(and  s t i l l  i s )  equa l ly  suppressed  by  the
ignorance and lack of forthright demands by the
genera l  publ ic  to  ins i s t  tha t  th i s  type  of
evolu t ionary  technology  be  explo i ted  and
utilized.

The masses were kept in the dark for the
most part, and believed the half-truths and lies
which their news-media sources told them to
believe.  Not much has changed and the masses
are still influenced and controlled as they have
been for quite some time.

But what about YOU?!  Here I am referring
to anyone and everyone reading this.  What
have YOU done to demand that a greater Light
shine upon, and thus expose, such atrocities?

For the most part, the average reader of
these messages has done little more than get
themselves upset.  Some of you have researched
a little to see if there is anything to this free-
energy “stuff”.  But beyond that, what have you
done?

Have you written your Congressmen with an
intelligent letter containing documentation and
proof?  Have you gone to your news-media
sources with the same documentation and proof?
My point here is simply that, though there are a
few who do all of these things, most of you
have done nothing-to-very-little to change the
prevailing shackles of control.

Why?  FEAR!
This is the major reason why your world is

in need of such great awakening experiences.
The average person does little-to-nothing to
demand that true KNOWLEDGE, which has
been gifted to this planet, be shared.  When the
preoccupations of living change from where to
ge t  one’s  na i l s  done  or  what  the  la tes t
basketball scores are, to where the next meal is
coming from—then there will be a desire to
overcome your fears and take meaningful action!

There are MANY military men out there
who are sworn to “secrecy” as to the existence
of various technologies that could be utilized in
such manners  as  to  provide  the  necessary
resources to, for instance, water the deserts and
thus feed your starving world.  These ones are
usually chosen after extensive psychological
testing exactly because of their ability to be
manipulated and controlled.  These ones are
nearly incapable of formulating an independent
thought for themselves, and thus you have the
source  of  the  phrase  “good men who do
NOTHING”.

When your world is faced with the great
needs of survival of your species, these ones
and YOU ones will be forced (from your own
inner desire to survive) to take action.  The
ones with the knowledge will realize that there
is  a  greater  need and use for  the “secret”
technologies.

Many will proclaim, in ignorance, that God
is somehow punishing them.  This, again, is so
that they will not have to face responsibility for
their own actions and in-actions.  All who are
reading this, even if you are Ground Crew, have
cont r ibu ted  in  some way to  the  cur ren t
conditions of your planet and thus you have a
“need” to experience the balancing effects of
the Universal Law.

These forthcoming events, about which I
speak ,  wi l l  be  in  ALL  a reas  of  phys ica l
exper ience!   For  those  who p lace  grea t
impor tance  in  the  s tock  marke ts  or  o ther
financial arenas, your “nightmare” will be the
collapse and subsequent  shif t  in  the value
system of your world.  When a loaf of bread
fetches more than a hundred pounds of gold,
you will be caused to go within and question
your personal values.

Your planet as a whole is

in a state of great unbalance.

There are many reasons for

this condition, and perhaps

the greatest one reason is

because you, the inhabitants

of Earth-Shan, have not
stood up and exercised your

God-given right to demand

accountability from the so-

called rulers of your planet.
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For those of you who place great value upon
physical things, such as houses, cars, and the
latest clothing styles, you will be caused to
search within when the massive Earth-changes
destroy the stick
houses  and
factories which
m a n u f a c t u r e
your  mater ia l
goods .   You
will experience,
perhaps for the
f i r s t  t ime ,  the
inner beauty of
ones who offer
to assist you in
your  t ime of
need, no matter
how di r ty  or
disheveled they
may be.

There will not be any place on your globe
that  wil l  not  be affected by this  great  re-
balancing cycle.  All who survive will have
been  caused  to  look  wi th in  and  ask  for
Guidance.  There shall be the Guidance and
there  shal l  be a  great  resurgence of  inner
connectedness to that Guidance.

Ones will put aside their differences and
recognize the value of community sharing.  No
one will be able to survive for very long in the
physical without the assistance of a community
effort.

Great intellectual “wizards” who are used to
the i r  luxur ious  l i fes ty les  wi l l  become the
students of the pauper who has lived homeless
for years and knows how to survive.  The net
e f fec t  upon  your  wor ld  wi l l  be  a  grea t

God has sent we of the Hosts to help those of

you who so desire the help, so that you may

have the Guidance necessary in order to

prepare.  The net effect of the coming major

experiences will be of great positive value—in

terms of the TRUE inner values that really

matter!  Let it be known that very few at this

time give much thought to these inner values.

But they WILL!

resurgence back into that which has TRUE
value—the inner world wherein all is connected
to ALL.  Each person will realize that there is
great value in sharing with everyone the gifts

they possess, for in doing so all will prosper in
many ways— physical ly ,  emot ional ly ,  and
spiritually.

Will the economy collapse before the great
earthquakes commence?

Will the nuclear wars start before the planet
enters into the full effects of the Photon Belt?

These questions can only be answered in
terms of probabilities.  There are many possible
scenarios and you would be wise to prepare for
each as if they were going to happen tomorrow.

I am not here to be a fortune-teller; I am
here as a Teacher and Guide.  Can your parents
possibly prepare you for all  of the possible
scenarios that you could encounter during your
lifetime?  No!  But they can give you enough
information (tools) so that you can prepare in

general ways so as to be able to come to your
own answers when a challenge arises.

God has sent we of the Hosts to help
those of you who so desire the help, so that

you may have the Guidance
necessary in order to prepare.
The net effect of the coming
major experiences will be of
great positive value—in terms
of the TRUE inner values that
really matter!  Let it be known
that very few at this time give
much thought to these inner
values.  But they WILL!

Prepare  yourse lves  wi th
those things that  wil l  aid in
your physical survival.  If you
have prepared for yourself and
your family, and you have the
means to do so, help another to
prepare who may not be as able,

such as an elderly neighbor.
There  are  many th ings  tha t  may be  of

individual value.  You each should go within
and listen to what your Guides are telling you.
Perhaps an axe or a chain saw or even an
oxyacetylene torch wil l  be  on YOUR l is t .
There are many devices which may help you
rescue someone who may eventually return the
favor and save YOUR life with the skills or
knowledge that they possess.

I am Lanto, the Sage.  I come as Guide and
Teacher to any who wish to hear.  I  come
within the One Light of Creator Source.

The  f ina l  c la r ion  i s  r ing ing  and  wi l l
continue to do so from here on out!  How will
you respond to the call?

Salu.    
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6/14/98  #1    HATONN

MOM’S  GARDEN

Dharma went out onto the front little porch
outside the front bedroom to look down on the
garden of wild-flowers this morning.  They are
God’s gift to a world in waiting for all bad
things to come.  She thanked us for the flowers,
and finally, as we came to write, she asked if
we could just write today—about things which
allow us just a brief moment in time—and
appreciate that which we have to hold for the
moment with no regrets, no alternative wishes—
just appreciation.  Perhaps we can deal with the
flowers’ passing tomorrow—always tomorrow—
IF POSSIBLE.  Well, the flowers will not pass
away tomorrow but will be replaced by those
Fall blooms—IF SEEDS ARE PLANTED.

“Oh, I don’t want to replace the seeds for
these blooming are Japanese silk poppies and
California poppies and I want them next year.”
So, I answer, “Then let whatever God provided
and man put into the wild-flower package—do
its thing.”  But rather than think of the missing
flowers—ENJOY THEM WHILE THEY ARE
THERE!  EXPECT MORE BEAUTY AS THE
WEEKS PASS—AND GOD WILL PROVIDE—
BUT YOU MAY HAVE TO ATTEND THE
PLANNING.

“SIR, I don’t plan things of that sort—I
type, remember?” says She.  “Then, allow God
to plan, ask help for the weeding, and WATCH
THE FLOWERS BLOOM,” I responded.  Even
the flowers have seasons, readers, and as each
kind blooms in the garden of time—each is as
beautiful as the other—if you but open your
heart and see.  A friend, a child, a plant: these
are things of beautiful blossoms in the very
HEART OF GOD.  Each is a blessing which
allows you to KNOW all things of life can go
on through eternity.  Have those poppies in
some form not been in some garden somewhere
for lo the generations?  All except the lavender
Venusian Germains.  They were seeded in the
late winter-early spring of 1988-1989.  Why?
Because it would be a “new” type of flower
that would become outrageous in its display
within the decade, and yet, would show you
EXACTLY where the expected “water line”
would be—in their first year.

Water line?  Indeed.  We seeded the entire
area around Tehachapi in the snowfall in April.
Anyone here in that season noted that the line
of  f lowers  was  exac t  to  the  “ foot” .   In
Tehachapi proper the flower line was below the
city level, but in some parts of lower country
there were only flowers on top and high sides
of the hills and mountains, and none lower than

the  snowfa l l  THAT year .   Now they  a re
everywhere—but that year we needed those
particular flowers to show the line where water
could eventually be expected to rise.  This was
for our mapping of the area, but we shared that
with you way back then.  The information has
never been the same again, so now all you need
them for is to remember and enjoy as they turn
the place into a lavender painting.  But then?
Ah indeed, you were told it might not be safe
a few decades later to plan very much below that
flower blossom line on the hillsides, in this area.

Even people who have lived in the area for
generations were shocked as “new” and unusual
little posies painted the countryside.  Now, they
would tell you that “they have always been
here”!  No, they were NOT always there—not in
this area.  Is it important?  YES INDEED.  If you
are to make a successful progression—these things
are VERY IMPORTANT to the changes expected
topographically.  Do you like shorefront property,
underwater property, or dry toadies?

There must be realization that we could
expect waves as high as the snow line of that
particular month a dozen years ago.  That does
not mean that the level of ocean water would
remain at that level, as things would settle back
down to “normal”, whatever that means.

Why would there be expected changes if
Mother Earth always has and always will, do
her  th ing?   BECAUSE YOU HAVE
DETONATED SO MANY NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS UNDERGROUND, AND ABOVE
GROUND TESTS,  THAT NOTHING IS
REMAINING AS IT WAS.  You must realize
that the results of a nuclear reaction produce
incredible heat and mutation of everything from
body tissue, genetic structure, to intense heat,
and that reaction goes on for tens of thousands
of years.

Your Earth mass and sea mass is completely
undermined with these fissures of radioactive
material with temperatures high enough to have
combustion of air in some places.  This is
exactly what happened on other planets and the
planets most near to you—we can judge by
what happened last on other “great” planets.
The public doesn’t have the faintest idea about
MOST of the research in point.

Can we cool things down enough to salvage
everything?  No.  We wouldn’t if we could.
Why would  we tamper  in to  YOUR LIFE
PROGRESSION?  YOU MUST JUDGE AND
DISCERN FOR WE HAVE ALREADY
LEARNED OUR LESSONS.

If things get totally out of control, your
planet will be encapsulated in a plasma bubble
so that you do not interrupt the orbiting order
of the cosmos.  So you who think we are here

to play footsie or patty-cake with you, forget
tha t  o ld  rapture  b i t .   We are  not  here  to
interfere—we are here to protect those of other
realms of life.

Ah, but will the flowers continue to bloom
in our gardens?  Perhaps, for the mountains and
hills, in this location, will be thrust upward and
Nature will have to reclaim those higher peaks,
while much you recognize now will be under
water.  I remind you, however, that the only
real cleansing for radiation—is WATER.  Water
and air are THE mandatory things of sustaining
life as you recognize it in the human form.

Will the planet be destroyed?  No, God does
not destroy His creations once created—HE
USES THEM FOR FURTHER
INVESTIGATIONS TOWARD PERFECTION
OF HIS FAVORED SPECIES.  There will be
a remnant and you who understand that will be
among the teams remaining in security after the
horrendous changes happen.  I did not, however,
say  “God cannot  des t roy  or  uncrea te  His
crea t ions .”  I  sa id  He doesn’ t .   I f  He has
uncreated or destroyed His creations, then they
are not around for you to concern about—are
they?  I have a lot more insight to that which
is around now so why bother about that which
IS NOT?  If something “comes to be” within
your consciousness—THEN you spend time
bringing it to life with YOUR thoughts—or
leaving it lay to dissipate into the ethers of
thought-form, waiting to be manifest.

GOD promised to send you THE WORD OF
TRUTH before there would be more destruction
than the species could handle—and in time for
the changes to be made.  THIS HAS BEEN
DONE NOW, READERS.  In deepest Africa
now we have made connections and a lot is
taking place among your remnant brethren.
Then, to the other direction, there are more of
the  remnant  doing everyth ing they can to
salvage possible ongoing life.  But the WORD,
itself, has now gone around the globe—just
from this keyboard location.  Is that not a
mighty feat of something of which miracles are
manifest?  And YOU HAVE DONE IT!  YOU
are THE miracle of miracles.

We were not given a mission of “saving the
world”, friends.  We were given the mission of
making sure remnants survived and can flourish
AND TO GET TRUTH OF GOD AND MAN
AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
TWO ALONG WITH THE RELATIONSHIPS
WHICH MUST BE SUSTAINED BY NATURE
AND MAN—IN CONNECTION WITH
CREATOR.  THIS MEANS THAT WE MUST
FOCUS ON OUR ABILITY TO “CREATE”
BETTER WAYS,  HONORABLE WAYS,
TRUTH IN ALL THINGS AND COVER OUR
ASSETS FOR WE WILL ALSO NEED THE
THINGS OF THIS CIVILIZATION TO
SURVIVE AND THRIVE INTO THE NEXT.

My response to “what about all the others?”,
is this: “Never mind the OTHERS.”  If they are
souled beings,  they are already safe as  to
continued life in proper form.  If they are not
souled beings, then they are not of God nor
Man as  you might  recognize “creat ion” in
perfection to be—and thus they will simply BE
NO MORE.  IF THERE ARE EVIL ENTITIES
LEFT AMONG THE REMNANT, THEY WILL
NOT BE ABLE TO REPRODUCE
THEMSELVES FOR THE SOCIETY IN POINT
WILL NOT ALLOW THE THRIVING OF
SUCH ENTITIES FOR MANY,  MANY

Visions Of A Future

After Earth Changes
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GENERATIONS TO COME.
Will those of yourselves who make it also—

change?  Indeed, in just about 30 seconds as the
water rises!  Will it be worth the surviving?
Yes.

If you who basically have “charge” handle
things correctly and generously, ways will be
established which CAN see you through in ways
you recognize, while building for a “future”
which will produce NEW ways of doing things
and new ways of living.  The things of mass
destruction will be buried in order to cleanse
the planet and the globe will be off-limits to
warring visitors in order to give human-kind a
chance to rally his creative abilities.  The higher
intelligent brethren will be available to assist
and help you to stay on a righteous pathway.
The negative energies will be housed elsewhere
by mandate until some time far later in your
imaginings.

Unless you wish to start again with sticks
and stones as your only tools, you will prepare,
and by that I also mean you will HELP the
ones in leadership and CONTACT to flourish
and  ga in  tha t  which  must  be  ga thered  in
sequence of gathering.  This means, in this
percept ion—grea t  funds  for  our  needed
preparation for long-time survival.  You will
need, in various places here and there, tractors,
tillers, discs, transportation, water purification
capabilities, and yes, even banks.  This is why
we are going back to our once totally honorable
Native population.  They have, however, learned
to be equal to any bad persons on the globe—
so they too must be sorted and identified.  But
you START where you can do so and GROW
FROM THERE.  And yes, you must do it while
there is still evil afoot at every turn.  How
much evil do you hold?  Lots and lots, good
friends.  Good is not birthed from evil but the
Good shall prevail OVER THE EVIL.

Will evil be abolished?  No, MAN must
handle evil within himself—that is not an intention
of God to take away Man’s schoolrooms.  HE can
see, however, that YOU are going to annihilate
your own schoolrooms.  How “good” or “bad” it
ends up being, is up to YOU.

But you will learn to live and thrive on the
“ l iv ing”  th ings  of  l i fe—on the  products
produced by the livestock, etc.  Without the
governmental CONTROLS you will be able to
grow the best crops for weaving cloth for your
clothes and for spinning wool to make your
warm covers.  You will eat cheese, drink milk,
eat fruit, and plant seeds.  You will eat eggs
and use feathers for pillows.  You will stop
ki l l ing  everyth ing tha t  comes  wi th in  your
spaces.  You will live in harmony or you will
not survive.  If you eat your chickens rather
than save them for eggs ongoing—you will
starve yourselves to death sooner than later.

In OUR villages, or great cities, there will
be no acceptance of violence and indeed THERE
WILL BE GUN CONTROL.  GUNS ARE FOR
KILLING AND TO ENSLAVE ANOTHER, so
if you have to have guns to live—get thee OUT
OF OUR PLACES.  I can promise that the
rousters of the world will NOT LIKE OUR
PLACES and they will eventually turn their
own guns upon themselves—and indeed, we
shall certainly allow it.

There are ones in prison who believe that
they will come and perk up our little ongoing
“stuff”.  NO, they will not and they will not
be welcome—period.  So, I suggest you who

participate with some of these expected visitors—
that YOU make it very, very clear that we are not
a paper to present hate, revenge, subversive
activities, or even just Constitutional Law.  A lot
of your constitutional LAW stinks—and warring
capabilities is one of the worst.

In most instances you will find that WE OF
THE HIGHER BROTHERHOOD will make your
decisions FOR YOU as regards those who think
themselves the solution to your problems and
wish to run things for themselves.  They have
distorted intentions and considerations.  The
Second  Amendment  will be the FIRST to be
removed from your Constitution—then we might
be  f ree  to  work  on  the  o ther  po in ts  in
consideration.

“If this be true, then count me out,” some
of you will say loudly and clearly.  So fine, we
count  you  OUT—but  you  take  yourse l f
elsewhere where you will be happy in their
presence and you can just shoot each other until
all of you are GONE.

Killing of animals will also be stopped in
almost all  instances so that knives will  be
useful for the trimming of weeds and harvesting
of grain and crops.

Along those lines I suggest you get a goodly
supply of SOY BEANS for they still produce
the best curd for tofu and fermented seasoning
with life sustaining qualities.

You will also stop the cutting of trees for
your silly needs.  You can make better paper
from plant fibers as well as clothing.  Leave the
trees and shrubs for your oxygen supply for it
will be diminished as it is taken up in massive
reaction chains.

For the tofu you will need a supply of salt,
preferably sea salt—to make your curd.  I told
you a long time ago to get instructions and
learn to make these basic foods.   And no,
Dharma is not going to do it FOR ANYONE,
probably not even herself—NOR AM I.  What
are you going to do when Dharma is not “there”
to make your silver nitrate solution?  What
about the mixture of vitamins for the Drias?
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

I am asked about banking, daily.  What
about it?  My suggestion might be to find a
suitable casino that Mr. Wilson or Mr. Clinton
plans on CLOSING on a reservation, as handy
as possible, and convert it to a bank WITH A
LARGE VAULT in which you can store your
gold which backs your currency for the future
hard times.  A whole network of these banks can
be accomplished in quite a short time with new
computers and enough space to allow start-up.

Building supplies?  There are plenty of
building supplies without cutting even one more
tree.  You can get power from the Sun—so stop
the wheeling and dealing—and learn HOW.
You can form your structures of great size and
quantity from the Earth, as in various kinds of
cement—say cement with spelt hulls.  When the
government  c loses—so too  wi l l  the  s i l ly
restrictions which disallow wells and growing of
various things.

As you have funds, you will want to have
looms, dehydrators, and other things to allow
for living.  This means that, as industries shut
down for whatever reasons, you can acquire a
great many things which will  allow you to
flourish in your island of living.  You would
be surprised at what wondrous fabrics and paper you
could make from processing such as mustard and
starthistle plants.  Anything that grows in hard and

poor soil areas have long fibers which serve the
textile industry well indeed.

Will everything be changed and wiped out
at once?  Probably NOT.  Therefore PANIC is
not the name of the game.  Take it one step at
a time—but hit those steps running the minute
possibilities for funds are available.  AND,
YOU MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT OF THE
LAW—OF GOD AND MAN.

Do you  need  to  go  back  to  the  cave?
Heaven forbid—why do you think you start this
time with so much wonderful technology?  You
simply do not want the destructive technology—
but rather, the life-enhancing things.

Why would we wish to put our “survival”
places in proximity to the worst underground
facilities on your globe?  To have access to the
protection AND THE PRODUCTS of those
underground operations.   The negative l ife
aspects will be closed down.  You are going to
need to know how to get growing lights down
under the ground, aren’t you?  You are going
to  have sus ta ined winds  up to  somewhere
around 250 miles an hour—so life underground
may well be your most comfortable way of
going about living until normality returns to the
chaotic top-side.

This means you will need to collect some
earth movers and tunnel drillers and other neat
mechanical things beyond the shovel and pick.

Does this mean that you live like ants in a
maze of underground holes?  Yes, probably.
You will also have to provide underground for
your animal life as well—and for crops and
foodstuff.  The “natural” resulting chaos will
probably return to what you call living normalcy
by about 2015 and you will be a long way
ahead in your underground controlled-growing
capabilities.  When you are able to comfortably
build above ground again, you will be wiser and
more diligent in your approach.  AND THAT,
FRIENDS, IS THE LEGACY WE LEAVE TO
OUR CHILDREN—NOT DEATH AND
DESTRUCTION.

I  have not  missed a  beat  of  our  song,
chelas.  I have chosen people who I KNOW
ARE TRUSTWORTHY and will SHARE TO
THE LAST FARTHING WHATEVER THEY
HAVE OR WILL HAVE.  Would you?  I t
always seems as if you would—but then again,
it is always “after I get what I want”.  We must
move quickly and in full intention of God’s
Will and I had to test my teams to the breaking
point—to see if they would break.  No, they
have not.  THEY HAVE NOT.  They want to
run away a LOT.  They want to simply do
things other people do—like go to a doctor or
a dentist—but that too can wait if necessary.
We must keep pushing and pulling and working
every possible moment, and stop the dreaming
about wings and posies—and get on with the
“getting” for our needs.  Gaining for self must
stop as a focus.  Greed or envy MUST BE
ELIMINATED!  STOP measuring self by any
other for your job and joy will come from your
own direction in action—not another’s.

I am asked why we don’t have as many
listeners as does Art Bell?  We don’t have a
program is  why.   WE DO NOT WANT A
PROGRAM—WE WANT NO ATTENTION
SAVE FROM “OUR” PEOPLE,  AND NO
ATTENTION AT ALL FROM THE GENERAL
PUBLIC OR GOVERNMENTS OF ANY
PLACE—LARGE OR SMALL.   DOES
EVERYBODY HERE HEAR ME?  WE WANT
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NO ATTENTION,  FOR OTHERWISE WE
CANNOT BE GETTING OUR MANDATORY
WORK DONE.  LEAVE THE BLOWING AND
PROPHECIES TO THE ART BELLS,
SCALLIONS AND OTHERS.  THAT IS THEIR
PURPOSE;  IT IS NOT OURS.

“BUT WE COULD MAKE MONEY IN
CASE WE DON’T GET FUNDED,” IS THE
HUE AND CRY.  NOT ENOUGH, IS MY
RESPONSE—NOT ENOUGH.  WE WILL DO
WHAT WE HAVE SET OUT TO DO—
MASSIVE FUNDING FOR MASSIVE
GROWTH.   A BIG PIECE OF DIGGING
EQUIPMENT IS GOING TO COST YOU HALF
A MILLION DOLLARS, AND ONE ONLY
WILL BE NOTHING.  WE
MUST HAVE MAJOR
RESOURCES AND OUR
OWN VILLAGE MUST BE
DUPLICATED IN VARIOUS
PLACES AROUND THE
GLOBE,  DON’T YOU
KNOW?  WE DON’T WANT
TO EXPOSE OR DISPOSE
OF OUR VERY
INTENTIONS THROUGH
IDIOCY OF EXPECTATION
THAT WE NEED TO BE BIG
SHOTS IN THE OVERALL
CALAMITY AHEAD.  YOUR
OWN ISLAND WILL SEEM
VERY,  VERY BIG WHEN
YOU HAVE TO WALK IT.
WE ARE REACHING THE VERY ENTITIES
WE NEED SO IF YOUR INTENTIONS ARE
JUST TO HUG TREES AND ATTRACT
PEOPLE LIKE FLIES—STOP AND THINK
AGAIN—CAREFULLY.   WE HAVE
MEETINGS—FOR OUR TEAM—NOT TO
SOLVE THE NATION’S PROBLEMS.  WE
USE THE NATION’S PROBLEMS TO GEAR
OUR ACTIVITIES SO THAT WE ARE NOT
NOTED NOR PLAGUED BY INVADERS.  WE
ARE NOT IN COMPETITION WITH
GOVERNMENTS, AND BILLY’S ZIPPER IS
HIS PROBLEM AND THE PROBLEM OF
THOSE WHO NEITHER SEE NOR HEAR
ANYTHING ELSE.  THOSE PROBLEMS WILL
SOON NOT BE ANYONE’S PROBLEMS AND
MORE ESPECIALLY NOT OURS.  NARROW?
YES.  VERY, VERY NARROW.  WE WILL
NOT INTERFERE NOR INTERRUPT THE
POLITICAL AGENDAS.   WE HAVE A
MISSION AND IT IS NOT RELIGIOUS NOR
IS IT POLITICAL.  IF THIS DISPLEASES
YOU WHO MIGHT HAVE BEEN WAITING
FOR GRAND ACCOLADES FROM THE
CITIZENS OF A WORLD—SORRY.   WE
SIMPLY WANT YOU TO STAY ALIVE AND
THE CITIZENS TO GO THEIR GREEDY
WAY.  I WANT CITIZENS OF GOD—NOT
CITIZENS OF THE WORLD.  And, oh yes,
there are a LOT of those nice people scattered
all over your globe.

By the way, we are not here to know who
killed Kennedy or which rendition of video
tapes are correct.  We learn the past to prevent
the repetition of the acts in the future for we
can only build in KNOWING—not in fighting
or tattling or even in practicing a governmental
process done before.  We must know how to
build and grow in the direction of God’s way
and that means all we have to know of the old
is what was—so we can recognize, in truth,
what IS.  Then we take the knowledge and USE

IT WISELY.
The  sequence  of  events  MUST BE

PERFECT, chelas, and not according to your
desired (you think) time-table.  If you act too
quickly, you will be stopped—and every one of
you are so impatient as to act TOO QUICKLY.
But if you act too slowly—you miss, entirely,
the possibility presented, forever!  If we truly
serve  GOD,  we wi l l  have  the  r igh t  WAY
matched to right TIME-TABLE.  This does not
mean that my team can drift about in the breeze
lest they never get their part of the “way”
provided so that we can get on with the rest.
I have about, give or take, “one” who is not
allowed to get very far distracted from myself.

The rest try for about every distraction they can
find—to avoid the input which is mandatory but
is so fearsome in responsibility.  When they get
on with focus on that which is mandatory, we
wi l l  ge t  INSTANT AND IMMEDIATE
RESULTS.  They all, E.J., just like you—cop
out at  every opportunity—even if  i t  means
going to sleep in the middle of a sentence.
YOU HAVE ONE PURPOSE—AND THAT IS
TO DO THIS NECESSARY WORK AND
EVERYTHING ELSE IS  OF NO
IMPORTANCE WHATSOEVER.  DO YOU
BETTER UNDERSTAND ME NOW?

We have waited and nagged and pleaded
wi th  o thers  to  take  up  th i s  awesome
responsibility FOR US, and we FIND NO ONE.
Some have taken up THEIR responsibility and
have seen to it that we make it THIS FAR.
They support in ways that are unmeasured in
simple love and, yes, foundation upon which we
can continue our own production.  And they do
this from great distance and solid realization of
the need to keep us from folding our own tents
just short of the city of stability.

Yes, Dharma is given to see and know—but
usually not in consciousness for the conscious
visions are devastating and loom large to the
human senses.  It is painful for Scallion, as a
for instance, or your other “Knowers” to see
and realize the components of things to come,
which are but the remembering of how it WAS.
This allows you, however, to not duplicate
errors, but rather, change, grow, balance and
harmonize with all that comes hereafter.  BUT,
gang,  the t ime is  now for  act ion with the
LARGE possibilities.

Dharma, for instance, just this week was
given to see a vision of a man in robes with
blood on almost all of his being—turning to
help others who were injured and dying.  It was
not a large group and the faces were unclear—
but she has seen something which will happen

within the week or next,  as notable people
begin to be targets of assassins and governments
making a play for final domination.  Yes, she
knows who it is—but the final placing of a face
on one of the departing GREAT people, is much
to bear and the brain will cover the features so
that you can deal with possibilities but not
focus on the grief of “one”.  It is like Ellen in
that she can grieve over a friend called Del in
his departure at 80-plus wherein others who
know not Del can only note that an 80-plus
man “passed” on.  We must honor BOTH, but
one stops the motivation for a bit while the
o ther  a l lows  cont inued  focus  ins tead  of
distraction.

So, was it HERSELF she witnessed?
Is  i t  symbology?  I t  i s  warning and
reference, and don’t read more into it
than is there.  IF it be her in her vision,
she must realize that she was still living,
even if bloodied, and things would go on.
If  i t  is  not  her ,  i t  is  important ,  that
person there, even the dead ones, of note.
I f  you  see  the  face  and  rea l ize  the
missing person you planned from which
you would receive help—does it slow or
speed your assumptions and necessary
actions?  YOU MUST GO ON FOR NO
MAN IS INDISPENSABLE TO GOD’S
CAUSE.   YOU MAY EACH BE
“VITAL” BUT NOT INDISPENSABLE
ENOUGH TO ALLOW CLOSING OF
THE MISSION AT HAND.

She says to me, “But Sir, I believe it to be
Kofi Annan in my picture.”  I say, “So what?
Is it the one living or the one dead?”  Is there
a difference?  Not to us there isn’t—except to
realize that things happen and more and more
will be happening which will literally break
your hearts as you see man destroying man.  Do
not the living spill the most blood?  The dead
stop bleeding in the human form.  If a man is
bleeding—he is  st i l l  al ive and isn’t  that  a
wonderful realization?  The dead may well
precipitate the actions of the living toward
positive and good actions—and isn’t that an
even more marvelous realization?

May you NEVER stop seeing the flowers—
but may you always continue your vision to that
which is to come IF YOU DO YOUR WORK.
And, WORK is a silly word—for your work is
your very life-sustaining joy.  BOREDOM has
killed your world and left it to the dregs of
humanity.

Think carefully upon these things for the
time is upon you in the choosing and in the
sor t ing .   CHOOSE GOD AND ALL ELSE
WILL BE ADDED UNTO YOU—BUT YOU
CANNOT CHOOSE FOR ANOTHER .
HOWEVER, THAT OTHER MAY WELL TRY
TO DO “YOUR” CHOOSING.  BE CAREFUL
AND GO WITH THAT WHICH YOU KNOW
TO BE RIGHT.

Salu and good morning.  May the day you
create be wondrous.

People nag about knowing where is it safe?
You will know where you are to be in God’s
placement—for you will be where you are to
be!  If you pile in upon those who you think
to be in security for any reason at all—you will
make gross errors for those in my location, for
instance, may be destined to physically not
make it.  Stop moving about and working in
FEAR, and start trusting GOD and SELF—AS

ATTACHED TO GOD.    

May you NEVER stop seeing the flowers—but may

you always continue your vision to that which is to come

IF YOU DO YOUR WORK.  And, WORK is a silly

word—for your work is your very life-sustaining joy.

BOREDOM has killed your world and left it to the dregs

of humanity.

Think carefully upon these things for the time is upon

you in the choosing and in the sorting.  CHOOSE GOD

AND ALL ELSE WILL BE ADDED UNTO YOU—BUT

YOU CANNOT CHOOSE FOR ANOTHER .

HOWEVER, THAT OTHER MAY WELL TRY TO DO

“YOUR” CHOOSING.  BE CAREFUL AND GO WITH

THAT WHICH YOU KNOW TO BE RIGHT.
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6/15/98  #1    HATONN

SEERS,  PROPHETS  AND
PUPPY  DOG  TALES

I am not being sarcastic, readers, there are
real things coming down and when you spend
your time trying to Pick-a-Prophet in the game
of living, you do waste a majority of your time
allowed for attending your needs of today while
never minding the things to come.

We met  yes terday and discussed these
things and I ask, did anyone hear anything that
I  had  not  to ld  you  years  ago?   I s  i t
confirmation you need?  Is it reality you need?
Are you hoping to find someone—anyone—who
will tell you all this chaos is just going to fall
away if you just hug your rose-bush and pray
real hard—FOR WHAT?

Today you  have  t rouble  in  Ind ia  and
Pakistan, new troubles in Kosovo and then the
OLD troubles are simmering on the stove which
has NEVER BEEN TURNED OFF.  Now you
again have to face the y2k computer stuff.
Come now, these are all  guerril la terrorist
encounters to one extent or another.

If you think the Banksters are stupid enough
to let the banks fail because of a “run”, you are
mistaken.  You can’t get more cash from any

bank than just a few small dollars at any one
time.  If you use much cash—you have to order
it in advance and then a report is made.  Banks
DO NOT
KEEP CASH
on which  to
have  a  run!
The  Big
banks are still
merging and
e x c h a n g i n g
and vying for
pos i t ion  in
the  new
c a s h l e s s
s o c i e t y ,
AFTER the
changes come
down and
y o u - t h e -
people don’t
have any way
to fight back.
Ki l l ing  the
loca l  t e l le r
will not hurt
the  banks—
just your chances of surviving.

The  o ld  use less  f ragments  of  any
Constitutional government will fail
and that is still set to happen by year
two thousand .   Fur ther ,  wor ld
corporations are going to do just fine
in such a changeover for they are
owned by the same Banksters  as
control the rest of society’s apparent
holdings.  Do you really think the
Banksters are going to allow all that
interest on the trillions of dollars of
debt to just go away?

I suggest you use your heads for
THINKING and not for talking until
you sort this mess of possibilities.

Opinions by intell igent people
have everything from total disaster
and collapse to “nothing” is going to
happen.  Some just take an average
of opinions and come in the middle
with “something may happen but
only to the OLD systems”—and they
are the ones to hear.

The big story goes that in Year
Two Thousand  the  whole  wor ld
financial system and the connected
economies will go down.  It is said
that everything is so connected that
when the first little fragment goes
down everything will topple and go

down.  That is a remarkably naive assumption.
The big pitch is “use my product” and perhaps
you won’t go flat like the pancake dough when

the  en t i re  wor ld  f inanc ia l  and  pol i t i ca l
government systems collapse and all starve.

Readers, these systems have check-points
wherein if there is a failure in the grid system,
only the port ion with  the problem is  shut
down—and tha t  i s  usua l ly  on ly  unt i l  the
connec t ions  a re  c leared  and  the  c i rcu i t s
reopened.  And, since the “home offices” are
now on satellites, there is not any particular
reason to concern over little banks in Podunk
having gl i tches  whi le  the  major  resources
continue to function.  Therefore, KNOW that
whatever is coming down, i t  is  because of
PLANNED ACTION.

BIGGER  PROBLEM

The bigger consideration is this Photon Belt
you are IN.  There are now solar flares which
are  bombarding the  Ear th—along with  the
planned bombardment of  planned activi t ies
easily loosed upon you.

When the  “ remote  v iewers”  do  the i r
viewing—they don’t have to look further than
this paper for what is going to happen and
neither do you.  The Photon Belt is a naturally
occurring phenomenon, and if you add to that
the HAARP pulses, the nuclear bombardment,
and the incredible pulses of electricity—the
electronics systems of your little network of
toys will go down, if not burn out forever.

Survival  Means  Out-Thinking

The  Crooks  In  High  Places

Richard Maybury puts it very well indeed:

“A bug-infested bank could bring the whole world

to its knees only if it stayed connected to the world

net and no one did anything about it.”

How much do you think it takes to shut down

sections of a system?  One switch?  Two?  Sometimes

it only takes a local surge of power.  The local section

is down and without power, but the rest functions just

fine until all come back “on-line”.  Why do you think

you are having massive weather testing?  This allows

the Big Boys to learn what happens with you-the-

people under disaster circumstances and how long it

takes to get towns and cities back into operation and

how many people are prepared to attend themselves.

The findings?  Almost NO ONE IS PREPARED FOR

ANYTHING—EVEN SUPPER.  That is the concern—

THAT YOU WILL BE PREPARED!
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What is going to hit your world, planned
prior to the close of 1999,  is  going to be
magnificently large in electric-particle games.
Photons are going to be the most easily utilized
weapons.

You are being told that you need to be some
thirty feet underground to protect yourselves
from heat and radiation.  That’s a good number.
I wonder if you will ever wake up, however,
and realize that God and Nature are not the
culprits in these organized and orchestrated
events.

And, oh yes, the “remote viewers” know all
about  this  because they s tar ted out  in  the
military security forces.  They KNOW what is
ava i lab le  wi th  which  to  p lay  out  there
somewhere.

Richard Maybury puts it very well indeed:
“A bug-infested bank could bring the whole

world to its knees only if it stayed connected
to the world net and no one did anything
about it.”

How much do you think it takes to shut
down sections of a system?  One switch?  Two?
Sometimes it only takes a local surge of power.
The local section is down and without power,
but the rest functions just fine until all come
back “on-line”.  Why do you think you are
having massive weather testing?  This allows
the Big Boys to learn what happens with you-
the-people under disaster circumstances and how
long it takes to get towns and cities back into
operation and how many people are prepared to
attend themselves.  The findings?  Almost NO
ONE IS PREPARED FOR ANYTHING—EVEN
SUPPER.  That is the concern—THAT YOU

WILL BE PREPARED!
I hope you realize that the people will be

pretty cautious about the possibilities of y2k
and will keep pretty good hard records.  But
more to the point ,  what happens when the
Brokers and Banks close in the market?  Does
your Social Security system go off-line?  Come
now.

There is a planned control being run NOW
to shut down various systems, and any left
remaining untested and updated may well go
off-line for a short period of time on December
31, 1999.  Then the most important parts of the
networks will be started first, and others in
order of priorities.

What the mouths are saying is that every
system will go down and the end is come.  Do
you actually think the major communications
networks are going to go dead?  How fortunate
that would be for you mesmerized watchers.
THE ILLUSION OF SHUT-DOWN IS
PLANNED TO HAPPEN.  THIS IS CALLED
“PLANNED CHAOS” and  g ives  the  Big
Honchos the chance to grab it all and there will
not be one shred of ability for you to recover
anything.  Even if you have HARD data, there
will be the tale that there is nothing—for there
will be nothing.  Banks hold nothing now; why
expect to lose anything then?  Federal reserve
notes and wire/computer data have nothing to
back the notes—what is different, other than
everything is then in acknowledged total loss?

Will your government then just be forgiven
for debts into the multi-trillions of dollars?  No,
the banks will simply continue in their already
begun foreclosure and take everything hocked to

the World Order—INCLUDING YOU.
You can expect that overpriced market to

also do what is planned—CRASH.  I would
suggest that you not be IN THAT MARKET
and the Market may well not wait until Dec.
1999.  They can pull off a crash any day now
and never blink twice and not have to concern
over cover-ups.

Engineers are not stupid lunks, people; every
seriously designed critical system has built in
back-up so that manual operations can be pulled
into play should there be failures in the major
computerized systems.  These systems get major
things running again almost instantly and some
things within only a few hours.  Example: The
valves in your local water treatment plant are
computer operated almost everywhere around the
country now, but there are hand valves available
if problems happen and power shuts off to the
computer systems.  In crucial systems there are
alternatively powered generators which are stop-
gap measures which allow for repairs and bigger
on-line generators.

And remember something very crucial: THE
NEWSLETTER INVESTOR-WRITERS are
going to sell you a bill of goods and tell you
to do this or do that to protect yourselves.
There is a goody going around to get into T-
bills.  T-bills?  Aren’t those TREASURY bills?
If the government is down—won’t the Treasury
be a bit disabled?

There  i s  more  p lanned  chaos  come
November of this year.  Haven’t you heard
about  the meteor  s torm expected?  “Small
particles” it reads, but able to disable satellites.
“Military satellites will be undamaged because
of their protective covers, but communications-
use satellites will be greatly damaged.”

Then what do I suggest?  Well, what would
be  a  good th ing  i s  to  ge t  t ransfer red  to
independent banks—and “independent” means
with NO CONNECTIONS TO THE FEDERAL
OR WORLD NETWORK SYSTEM OF BANKS.

But there aren’t any?  Well, there should be
and perhaps it is up to you to make sure there
ARE!  If you have money to support a bank—
start one—on sovereign Native lands.  Back
them with gold and set your own standards.  If
the computer systems to your Federal Reserve
moochers go down—you are happily secure in
your little space pod.  It would also help the
Nat ive  economy grea t ly .   WHY DO YOU
THINK THE GOVERNMENT IS TRYING SO
HARD TO GRAB OFF THOSE “INDIAN”
LANDS?  The Natives, in addition, are smart
enough not to put all their eggs into one bank
and wait for the robbers to show up—they are
far more dependable than that sort of silly
exchange.

Natives are good trackers and guerrillas to
boot.  The U.S. city-boy soft military gun-
fodder troops can’t handle guerrilla warfare.
How long do you think a troop of foot soldiers
would survive out there in Death Valley or
anywhere a Native reservation LAND-SITE was
considered bad enough to be set aside as a
RESERVATION?

But  you might  end up having to  share
something with these Native Brothers?  Good
for you!  How fortunate if the Lakotas and
Dakotas and Hopi just took over the world.  Oh
yes indeed, GREAT SPIRIT GRANDFATHER
will certainly give them a very large hand to
boost them along.  GOD PLANNED IT THAT
WAY!  The Elite’s Plan 2000 is piddling to the

CONTEMPT?CONTEMPT?CONTEMPT?CONTEMPT?CONTEMPT?

A small-town prosecuting attorney called his first witness to the stand
in a trial�a grandmotherly, elderly woman.  He approached her and asked,
�Mrs. Jones, so you know me?� She responded, �Why, yes, I do know you
Mr. Williams.  When you were a young boy, and, frankly, you�ve been a big
disappointment to me.  You lie, you cheat on your wife, you manipulate
people and talk about them behind their backs.  You think you are a rising
big shot when you haven�t the brains to realize you never will amount to
anything more than a two-bit paper pusher; Yes, I know you.�

The lawyer was stunned.  Not knowing what else to do, he pointed
across the room and asked,  �Mrs.  Jones,  do you know the defense
attorney?�  She again replied, �Why, yes, I do.  I�ve known Mr. Bradley
since he was a youngster, too.  I used to baby-sit him for his parents.  And
he, too, has been a real disappointment to me.  He�s lazy, bigoted, he has
a drinking problem.  The man can�t build a normal relationship with anyone,
and his law practice is one of the shoddiest in the entire state.  Yes, I know
him.�

At this point the Judge rapped the courtroom to silence and called both
counselors to the bench.  In a very quiet voice, he said with menace, �If
either of you ask her if she knows me, you�ll be jailed for contempt.�

Submitted by: High Noon Hideaway through
THE AMERICAN�S BULLETIN, June 1998.
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side of God’s Plan 2000.
Will it be survival of the “fittest”?  Oh, I

don’t know—but I plan to be among the fit.
How about you?  And by the way—those nice
UN Peacekeepers will have their hands full in
the cities, rather than running about the deserts
and hills of rocks on some Native Reservation
where the Federal  Troops are SWORN TO
PROTECT THESE CITIZENS IN THEIR
“CARE”.  If Mr. Wilson sends in the National
Guard  of  Cal i forn ia  in to  the  Morongo
Reserva t ion  a t  Pa lm Spr ings—the  Federa l
Troops (Your military) are SUPPOSED TO BE
RIGHT THERE TO STOP THEM.

Will they be?  Who knows—the computer
tracking system will be down——won’t it?

Am I sending cryptic messages?  Oh indeed!
How crypt ic  do you need,  readers?   I  am
suggesting you use your minds for something
other than ear spacers.  And yes, it IS cryptic
but it is not SECRET!  Oh my.  Well, the only
code the enemy couldn’t break in WW II was
Native American language.  Wow, and you have
so many Native places to use if you plead for
mercy.  Would this be a big problem to the
Elite?  Do you really think the Muckys of Palm
Spr ings  a re  go ing  to  go  en-masse  to  the
Morongo Reservation?  Only the brighter ones,
and those are indeed few.

Overseas in enemy territory—you know,
I raq ,  L ibya ,  e t  a l .—don’ t  even  have  tha t
limitation of placement problem.  Moreover,
there are a lot of dollars in those areas because
the OIL BUSINESS CAN ONLY BE PAID OFF
IN US DOLLARS.  Would those people help
you in bondage in the US?  I don’t know—have
any of you asked them?  No, you are too busy
calling them “Hitlers” and “Madmen” and they
call you “Evil Empire” and “Madmen”.  It is
hard not to agree that both are quite INSANE.
Where would anyone logically go for help?  To
the ENEMY of your Enemy!  Well, the New
World Order is NOT YOUR FRIEND and so
what does that leave you holding in your “Snipe
sack”?  Does this mean that I advocate fighting
this “New World Order” thing?  No—I don’t
“f ight”  anything—it  never  works toward a
solution to the problem at hand.

THE  NEW  AXIS

Just who are the New Axis enemies that
keep popping up in the news?  Is this some sort
of new order or is it something just conjured to
use today?

Oh readers, this is a take-off of the Axis
powers vs. the Allied powers in the prior line-
up of offenderss and defenders in your other
silly ONE-SIDED WARS.  It is easier to think
in terms of “Washington’s (D.C.) enemies”.
Those  a re  compr ised  of  jus t  about  every
“thinking” nation on the globe.  The major ones
in the running today as to the areas in point are
Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya, North Korea, China,
Pakistan,  Chechnya,  Serbia,  Sudan and the
Taliban in Afghanistan.  But dozens are joining
forces as we write—all among the Persian Gulf
area countries, and others scattered around the
globe with enough strength to take a position
wi thout  be ing  b lown of f  the  map i t se l f .
Washington  has  NO FRIENDS,  ONLY
ENEMIES WITH VARYING DEGREES OF
DESIRE TO SELL YOU OUT TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER.  And which is the most
IMPORTANT?  China of course.  China can eat

your lunch in one mouthful.

WHAT  ACTUALLY,
ARE  GUERRILLAS?

They are  the  ones  who win  wars
effectively—against incredible odds of trained
military troops.

I would note that you can go back and read
about such as Vietnam and find that, no matter
how many trained and disciplined troops were
sent in, the guerrillas with one or two snipers
could gain control .   The response was,  of
course, to literally kill off whole townships of
people in the frustration of being unable to
actually fight a “regular” war.

Using air power over Vietnam, it took three
B-52 bombers and 80 tons of bombs in one
stage, to kill ONE enemy.  This one enemy
needed and had nothing more than a sniper rifle
worth around $300  to keep a whole battalion
of Marines tied up for days.

And just  how do you think these same
Marines would do on the Indian Reservation at
Eagle Mountain?

Across the world in Turkey you will find
that  i t  is  requiring a minimum of 200,000
regular troops to fight only about 1,200 Kurdish
guerrillas.

I speak of these things because it  is so
important that you not feel that just because you
are outnumbered in trained Elite participants—
you are NOT outnumbered in brothers in the
same cause—freedom and security.

As you are hearing more and more about
those expected disasters—can you not think and
join with those who wish to be prepared?  I
don’t mean in arms and battlefield tactics—I
mean in REASONED-OUT POSSIBILITIES.  If
you know the stores are going to be closed for
some reason for a week or so, don’t you go and
get milk and eggs, some bread and other things
for that week?  If you don’t know but only
suspect you COULD have a closure, you can
f reeze  th ings ,  o r  ge t  canned
things, even milk, to fill in IF,
and do very well.  It is the lack
of thought and preparation, while
the very wolves do the training
and th inking ,  tha t  keeps  you
helpless.  Empower yourselves—
and this  does  not  mean get  a
bunch  of  guns—empower
YOURSELF by  accept ing
responsibility.  If you feel you
cannot do this for self—then join
with those who have the control
of selves to lead.  But you have
to support them for they cannot
be  a l l  th ings  to  a l l  be ings .
Nei ther  does  th is  mean to  go
forth and defy the laws of the
land, and never does it mean to
break the laws of God.

The  El i te  cont ro l le rs  a re
cowards .   Yes ,  I  sa id
COWARDS.  They have to have
force to support them, and let us
rea l ize  tha t  the  so ld ie rs  they
use—end up being children or co-
Elite.  The mature and “thinking”
adult soldier is not going to serve
them when the chips are down
and choices  can  be  made .
Remember, we are talking about

the Elite of some 13 families and less than 3
percent of the population of the world.  That
leaves a lot of citizens to be on YOUR SIDE.

I would leave this now for I don’t wish to
linger today in view of yesterday’s heavy load.
Begin, however, to risk a bit and step out there
and consider your possibilities and take a bit of
time and effort to see where you can make your
place a bit more safe and your assets a bit more
secure.  I urge you not to wait until the fat
catches fire to consider the possibilities—after
the curtains are alight.  You don’t need to wait
for me to speak or someone to drag you in—
you set up some meetings and begin to see what
you might, as a unified group, accomplish.  You
don’t need to be an official club or group—just
a community setting of people you already
know.  Others will come and share when they
see that you are reasonable, reliable and good
citizens just hoping to create a better way.

Am “I” concerned about computer shut-
downs and banking failures?  No, I am not.
We plan other alternatives if we are in need of
such services.   I t  requires large and great
thinking, and then go create and get what you
need to support the better plans.  Planning
doesn’t take money—but it takes the “knowing”
that you can get it, doesn’t it?  When will you
learn to trust that Higher Power within self—
that has that connection with God?  You ask for
what you need as HE sees your need, and the
call compels the answer.  However if you do
not expect to receive for your needs—count on
it; it won’t show up.

I  jus t  wanted  to  leave  you  wi th  these
thoughts as a parting offer for this week—let us
see if we can think outside the ordinary lines
of the trained seals and sheep flock.

Sa lu ,  and  know tha t  God b lesses  your
thoughts as shared in goodness—and will see to
it that those thoughts are made manifest.  But
you must put aside your “trained” mental traps
and open your mind to God’s input.  See and

Hear and then, KNOW.    
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Latest  New  Releases

RISE OF ANTICHRIST
�VOL. 2

$6.00      207 Pages    #228

RISE OF ANTICHRIST
�VOL. 3

$6.00    201 Pages     #229

Rise Of Antichrist  Vols. 1-4

RISE OF ANTICHRIST
�VOL. 1

$6.00      198 Pages    #227

BY
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN

A PHOENIX JOURNAL

A   Series

THERE IS NOTHING THAT THE INTERNATIONAL JEW FEARS SO MUCH AS THE TRUTH, OR ANY
HINT OF THE TRUTH ABOUT HIMSELF OR HIS PLANS.  AND, AFTER ALL, THE ROCK OF REFUGE AND
DEFENSE, THE FOUNDATION OF ENDURANCE FOR JEW OR GENTILE MUST BE THE TRUTH.

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO CHANGE THIS CIRCUMSTANCE UPON YOUR WORLD AND TURN ABOUT INTO
GOODNESS�BUT YOU MUST FIRST LEARN AND KNOW WHAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL TROUBLE OR WRONG
INVOLVED.  ONLY THEN CAN YOU �FIX� THAT WHICH IS BROKEN OR CORRECT THAT WHICH IS WRONG.

I would like the next series of Journals to be

listed as RISE OF ANTICHRIST.

What will I use to kick off this next informa-

tion?  Some Essays on Antichrist as offered by

Rev. Charles E. Coughlin.  If you know of him,

fine; if not, never mind.  He served well, he un-

derstood, and he can have what rest can be gained

by his work’s purpose and his alliance with God.

You will NOT find this book available anywhere,

probably, so don’t waste your time searching.

This was sent to us to assist Dharma in her own

work, by excellent summarizing which gives YOU

published backup and confirmation.  Is it not

amazing  how

“when the student

i s  ready ,  the

teacher appears” ?

And, isn’t it won-

drous that  when

we are ready to be-

g in  a  new and

touchy topic—the

information flows

like a fountain from

the mountain?

Some topics:

•Ki l le rs  Of

Women And Chil-

dren!

•Sananda: It Is

Time To Awaken

From The Lie

•Vat ican  I I I

Quickly Needed

•War  In  The

Heavens

•War On Earth

•The Militiamen

•The  Myst ica l

Body Of Satan In

Action

•Bi l l  Cl in ton

And The

Rockefellers

•Jerry Falwell ,

Christian?

In this Journal we continue the series entitled

GLOBAL PARASITES [Parts 7-14]—reprinting

the information presented in The Dearborn

Independent in the 1920s entitled The International

Jew and other related topics.

Some Topics:

•Vince Foster; More Zipper Update?

•Princess Di

•Anti-Semitism—Will It Appear In The U.S.?

•Patriot Groups And Biological Agents

•Jewish Question Breaks Into The Magazines

•Clinton Hoodwinked On Iraq Disinformation

Campaign By Mossad

•Arthur Brisbane Leaps To The Help Of Jewry

•Does A Definite Jewish World Program Exist?

RISE OF
ANTICHRIST

This Journal concludes the Rise Of Antichrist

Essays begun in Vol.  1 of this series and

introduces a 3-part series entitled Plot and

Plotters, Anti-Gentilism.  Also in this Journal we

begin the series entitled GLOBAL PARASITES—

reprinting the information presented in The

Dearborn Independent in the 1920s entitled The

International Jew.

Some Topics:

•The Great Betrayal

•The Jew In Character And Business

•Jewish History In The United States

•The Last Ends Of Masonry

�VOL. 4
$6.00      227 Pages     #230

RISE OF ANTICHRIST

In this Journal we continue the series entitled

GLOBAL PARASITES [Part 15-24]—reprinting

the information presented in The Dearborn Inde-

pendent in the 1920s entitled The International Jew.

Some Topics:

•“Jewish” Plan To Split Society By “Ideas”

•Did The Jews Foresee The World Wars

•“When Prophets Speak”

•Is The Jewish “Kahal” The Modern “Soviet”?

•How The “Jewish” Question Touches The Farm

•Does Jewish Power Control The World Press?

•Does This Explain Jewish Political Power?

•The All-Jewish Mark On “Red Russia”

•Jewish Testimony In Favor Of Bolshevism

Why don�t the Jewish controllers make
a big play for shutting down such as
CONTACT and these Journals?  One major
reason is that there have been so many
years of publicity on their activities via
these routes that any assault NOW would
end up with worldwide attention to the
work in progress, namely, giving away
their secret PLANS.  A major court
confrontation would undo THEM, not us,
this time.

�HATONN

AVAILA
BLE

   N
OW!
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FOR PROGRAM  STARTING  PACKAGES and  MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES,  BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM

ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

ItemPRICE
PER UNIT Qty.Item

TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
SUB TOTAL

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$ 0-100 $6.00
$ 101-200 $7.00
$ 201-300 $8.00
$ 301-400 $9.00
$ 401-500 $10.00
$ 501-600 $11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

$ 0-100 $8.00
$ 101-200 $9.00
$ 201-300 $10.00
$ 301-400 $11.00
$ 401-500 $12.00
$ 501-600 $13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
     For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
     For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
     All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
     for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
     When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

**
**
**

**

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

Name
Street Address

Daytime Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Date

(Please Print)

Expiration Date

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code

Signature For Credit Card Orders

Order by Mail Order by Phone
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

$
$

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas, NV 89126

1998  Order Form
New Gaia Products

Amount

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Please make  all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas
NV 89126

SALES TAX

GAIANDRIANA
40.00
20.00$

$
16 oz.

 32 oz.

$
$

LIQUID
AQUAGAIA

LIQUID
16 oz.

 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz.
20.00
40.00

GAIALYTE  1 liter

2 liters

8.50
15.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA BREEZE 1 liter

2 liters

3.50$
$ 6.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA VINEGAR  16 oz. 6.00$
CARBRAGAIA 8 oz. $ (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

BEVERAGE POWDERMELLOREAM 3.25 lb 15.00$

— 30 Day Supply

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 18.00$
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 22.00$

  180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETSA-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 24.95$
CHLORELLA       300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA. 21.00$
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 90 TABLETS 24.50$
GAIATRIM 35.00$
GINKGO BILOBA  180 TABLETS 24.95$ (24% Extract)
OLIVE LEAF 60 TABLETS $24.00
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT

by James R. Privitera, M.D.
 35 PG.

BOOKLET

2.75$

60 CAPSULES 6.00$RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES 6.00$
ALOE  PLUS  77 60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA. 16.95$

Alfalfa & Minerals

30.00$90 CAPSULESALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS

S&Hincluded

8.50

PRICE
PER UNIT Qty. Amount

PLEASE  USE THE SHIPPING  RATE CHART  (located on the top of this order
form)  WHEN  CALCULATING  SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

Nevada Residents only: add 7%
T

NONI 60 CAPSULES

MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
$
$

22.00
11.00

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate
 (10X STRENGTH)

$
1 liter $  18.00

 SUPER OXY     (CHERRY-BERRY)     (CRANBERRY-APPLE) 1 quart 18.00
BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. 20.00$
LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 22.00$
GAIAGLO  LOTION  4 oz. $20.00
HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 8.00$
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral     2 oz. 10.00$

16 oz.

 2 oz.

32 oz.  96.00
56.00
10.00$

$
$

GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold

suspended in a distilled water fluid
GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold 16 oz.
32 oz. 192.00

112.00
20.00$

$
 2 oz.

$
GAIA DHEA 2 oz. 20.00$Colloidal  Dehydroepiandrosterone

Colloidal CopperGAIA CU-29 2 oz. 10.00$
Colloidal Titanium 2 oz. 20.00GAIA TI-22 $

2 oz.GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++ 10.00$

$$
$

8.00
45.00
75.00

OXYSOL Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

  2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.

32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

8.00$

$

T

$

 5.00
12.50

$
$

VORTEX KIT

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

80.00

$1100.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

5 Audio-cassettes

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

GAIASPELT  KERNELS   4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
T

$

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

 4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
GAIASPELT  FLOUR

WHOLE GRAIN
T

GAIASPELT

BREAD MIX  (Pure Spelt)

 (Whole Wheat & Spelt)T
(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINET

3.50$

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 15.00$
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SUCROSE___   STARCH___
NICOTINE___    CAFFEINE___    ALCOHOL___

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND 2 oz.

each
6.00$

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit” $

GAIACLEANSE KIT
Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 48.00$

260.00

$
$ 5.00

10.008 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

2.50

130.00

MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$
$

50.00
30.00

ADZUKI  BEANS      50-LB BAG

RED LENTILS          50-LB BAG

T

T

30 CAPSULES

ALOE JUICE

16 oz.

No Longer
Available
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